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FULL PARTICULARS HAVE
ITALIANS CONTINUE TO
NOT BEEN RECEIVED HERE
MAKE GAINS ON PIAVE
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Finland to Declare
War on Entente Nations,
Guns;

-

Bowden, seaman, Mountain Lake. N.
C. Ford, firpman, Somer- vilie, Mass.; William Henry Lynch,
Jr., fireman, Manchester, N. H.; Albert S. Payne, seaman, West New
Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y.; Lloyd
H. Silvernall,
seaman, Balnbrldge,
N. Y.
In announcing' tonight the sinking
or me uovington, rormeny the
American
liner Cincinnati, the
navy department said the submarine
which sent a torpedo crashing Into
the ship's side Just forward of the
engine room at' 9:17 o'clock at night,
was not sighted.
tails Are Lacking.
Vice Admiral
Sims' message did
not go
but officers believe the submarine was on the
face recharging Its batteries when the
convoy came along and that It sub- merged Immediately after discharging
the torpedo without attempting, fur-

J.; Ambrose

(I'ndalcil War Iicud by the Amx-lateOn the British front east of Amiens,

I'

into-detai- ls,

ther attack.

The theory that the submarine
madn off It; haste
borne41ut.Jt1y.th1
Tact 'that the crew-wa- sjs
transferred te
a destroyer without Incident. Some
surprise was occasioned by the fact
that the. submarine did not return and
undertake to finish the sinking.
The Covington was the first Amer- lean transport to be sunk while In
convoy, the formor Hamburg-America- n
liner President Lincoln and for
mer Morgan liner Antilles, trie only
other American transports sunk,
ing been destroyed when returning
home without the protection of war
.
craft,
Few details were given In the navy
departments 'announcement and there
'

.:

Ktiviti'
u,na nn fiTn nnni nn nr .1 rt m
report that none of those from the
Covington who were landed at a
French port was "seriously Injured."
Apparently some of them were hurt,
the
probably In being transferred to evidestroyer in a choppy sea, but
not
did
Sims
Admiral
the
give
dently
,

Vessel Rendered Helpless.
"The torpedo struck Just forward
of the engine room bulkhead," said
the navy department's announcement,
"and the engine room and fire room
With Its mo
Were rapidly flooded.
tive power gone the vessel was helpless and, facing the possibility of the
torpedoing of another ship in the
convoy the Covington was temporarwas done In exily abandoned. This
'
cellent order and the officers and
crew were taken on board a destroyer. The submarine was not seen.
"At daybreak the captain, several
of fleer and a number of members of
the crew returned to supervise salvagAnother vessel and
ing operations.
two lugs took the Covington In tow
In the effort to get her to port, but
he was too badly damaged to keep
afloat end sank.
"Vessels have been searching for
the missing men and the navy department awatted the report of the names
of those missing, which was not received until today, before announcipg
the sinking of the vessel."
There Was , no explanation by the
department as to whether the six men
were mlMins after the transferring
of the crew from the troop ship to the
destroyer or after the transport actu
ally went down it was feared, how
ever, that they either were killed by
the force of the explosion or were
oaught by the Inrush of water tntb
the engine and fire rooms.
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American

ARMY

j Calm.

JYmniT

PROFITS SENT TO

IS RIVER 175

With the exception of aerial com
bats, the. American front has been
calm. The German official statement
tells of British attacks In the Ypres
.
n?t,'i
adding that they were re
pulsed. Heavy artillery fire In this
neighborhood Is reported from Lon-

TAKEN BY HUNS

don.
The French have been content to
IBV MONHIHe munnal VMQiAI lbako wimi
hold and consolidate their new posiWashington, July 6. Names of sev
tions near Moulin.Sous-Toulveand en additional army officers and one
Autreches,
northwest of Solutions,
where In two recent French attacks sergeant held prisoners In camps In
the Oermans suffered severe casual- Germany were announced today by
ties. The French war offioa eavs dur. the war department
I
M
VilloBfjori- - CapL John 'F'"1 'J" taBt AW.tbt- - haft,Jowi
arunery iinng near (Jutry and
Hardesty, Winfield, Mo., captured at
southwest of Solssons.
Doignles, March 23, 1918; First Lieut.
Italian forces operating near the William Henry Gordon, New York
mouth of the Plave have continued City, captured at Michael, April 13,
to make progress, taking more than 1918; I,leut. Robert Harrison Jeffrey,
400 prisoners, as well as a
of Uniontown, Pa., captured at Lemplre,
cannon and many machine battery
guns. In March 21, 1918: Lieut. Thomas Benja-ml- n
the mountain region, the Italluns
have
Kern, Bethlehem, Pa., captured
extended their lines northeast of Mon- In trenches, March 21, 1918; Lieut.
te Grappa and have repulsed desper- James Earl Quiglcy, Adrian, Pa., capate counter-attack- s
bv th Aiiutrinn
tured at Louverval, March 21, 1918;
against positions taken from the ene Lieut. Abraham Strauss, Cleveland,
in
ine Italian drive a week ago.
my
O., captured at St. Kmilte, March 28,
'
Finland to Declare- War.
1918.
Stockholm reports that Fining l
At Camp Mainz Lieut. Harold M.
expected to declare war on the entente Goodrich, Webster Grove, Mo., capallies. This is probably the result of tured near
Beugny, March 23, 1918.
German pressure Incident to the landAt Camp Tuchel Sergeant Joseph
ing of allied forces at Kola, on the
Webster, Mass., captured at
Murman. coast. It ha iAn
nn.tn,i Stonina,
liomler, March 1, 1918. The records of
that German and Finnixh tivw,n.
the adjutant general's office do not
pushing northward toward th
show a Lieutenant Abraham Strauss
ut ivoia iu seize war stores transported of
Cleveland, O. There is, however, a
there before Russia's collapse as a Lieut.
Abraham Strauss of No. 1 West
factor In the war.
Ninety-thir- d
street, New York City.
Two rumors of lntrni ,n
i
have become current. One Is to the effect that the death of
Alaska Colled on for Men.
sultart of Turkey, was not due to natWashington,
July E. Alaska was
ural causes, but the result of a revolt directed
by Provost Marshal General
come
'her
fln?2
Crowder
trcm
lhe
today to furnish 300 white
where lt '
selective service registrants to be sent
considerable unrest exists andreported
where to Fort William Seward, Haines, Alasstrong measures are being taken to ka, as soon as they
can be mobilized.
cope with the situation.
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FIRE DAMAGES PLANT
OF BIG POWDER CO,

v

ALL EMPLOYES OF

mr Momma joukm.l
(pickl uiiu wiii
.New York July 8. Fire
the plant of. the Hercules damaged
company at Kenvllle, N. J., thispowder
after-

noon. Investigation showed that none
of the employes was killed or Injured
According to officials the fire may
have been started by a spark from
a
cigarette. The wind blew the flames
away rrom another structure filled
witn i,

t.

GONORATilLAlIS

EXPRESS CD'S TO
GET
(

MoMiNa

10 E BOS

jeuan. l araciAi

li.o uriaai

New York, July 5. Announcement
that express company
employes
throughout the country will receive
an Increase in wages
dating from
July '1 was made here tonight by
George C. Taylor, president of the
American Railway Express company.
which on July 1 took over the express
business on all the railrdadsof the
r
United' States.
,

SENT BYCARRANZA

OFU.S.

..i.

The message, maita nnhiin i.i.
day, was as follows:
His Excellency. Wnnrl m
President of the United States
AiiiericiA,

" Washington,

D. C.

'

;

i

of

uu.

"I take great Dleasum in
to your excellency and to the American people oh the occasion of the
glorious
anniversary celebrated on
'
this date, the most cordial felMtajtnn.
: '
LOCAti REPORT. :
of the Mexican people and govern,
ment. I am
time
A summary of local weather condi- to express to glad at the same' most
ydur excellency my
tions for the twenty-fou- r
hours end- sincere and fervent
wishes for the
ing; at ( p. m, yesterday follows: maxprosperity, of the United States and
imum temperature, 8ft; minimum, 67: for the very early advent of the ever2
at
,.
m.r
77;
J;
southeast lasting reign of peace and Justice In
p.
range,
,.
winds; partly cloudy; ,11 inch preclpiv both continents.
"V. pARRANZA."

SENATE

PERSONS REPORIED LOST
(av MfMNiNa jouNNAi. arroia

RED CROSS
COMMISSION IS NAMED

AMERICAN

1st aeamm journal smcial uuo
'
Washington, July 5. An American
to
Red Cross special commission
Switzerland to take charge of the relief work of American prisoners of
war and American civilian prisoners
In the hands of the central powers,
was announced today by the Red
Cross, with Joseph Dimmlck of Scran- ton. Pa . as its chairman.
' In addition to
looking after Ameri
cans, the commission will extend re
lief to destitute citizens of the allied
powers now in Switzerland and aid
the Swiss In relieving the suffering
occasioned by the war.
Other members of the commission
are: Carl P. Dennett, Boston; Atholl
McBean, San Francisco; Ralph S.
Stewart, Boston, and Dr. Alfred Worcester, WaJtham, Mass, as deputies,
all serving without pay.
Headquarters of the (commission
will be at Berne and Its organization
will include the following workers:
Elton O. Clark, Brookline;
Prof.
Henry R. Falrclough, Palo Alto, Calif.;
B
Walter
G.
Rdberts,
Smith,
Henry
Francis C. Duvere, Leon O. Levy, Mary
E. Heath. Louis Detoy, Miss Florence
Smith and Miss Annie Winder, all of
- ,,
San Francisco.
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CHARLES WISHES NEW

1IIXLETIN,
. I'uortju Hl.j.is'uly . The nuro-1- h
loHt by.titu xliikiiiK of the tX- liimbln in plueed lit 175 by tlH
elilef of K(iee of Ie!lii. .
J inuile
wage from liim rai.vt his
in liiiHttl on Information
iitlurel
as to the
nunilier of

?.

he?

the
Circumstances surrounding
df the Covington
evidently
when
the Brit- -'
were similar to those
TO PEOPEE
Ish liner Tuscanla was sent down o
the north coast of Ireland while carAmerican troops to Engrying t. 200 vessel
was with a fleet of
land. The
and was
ships convoyed Inby destroyers The
subCr MORMINS JOURNAL (MOIAI. LCAHS WIS!)
the
night.
attacked ,arly
Washington, July 5. Felicitations
marine either laid In wait or else
me Mexican
and governstumbled upon the convoy accident- ui
ment were sent inpeople
Proalrianf xt7u.
;..
ally. '
end the American people by President
carranta in an Independence day
yete.rday by Mr.
w!!?' xr,6celv?d
THE WEATHER
for the
advent of
the 'everlasting roior, early
.nr
in both continents" also was
justice
FORECAST.

:'

r.
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m-

alnkirior

Denver t Colo., July 6. New Mexico: Saturday and Sunday generally
fair, except showers north portion Saturday: Warmernorth central portion
(
Saturday.
Arizona: Saturday and Sunday generally fair except showers north portion Saturday; not much change In
t a
temperature.

uoknin

. I'

m

on each side of Avre anil alonK the
Somme river, seems to be the storm
-"mi
,
vyss?.
center of the France battle front.
Australians, assisted by American detuchments. on July 4 drove the Uor
......
hw...
I
X'.
mans out of Hamol and the Vulre and
wmmmtn-wI' XiMl"11'
Hamel woods, to the south, at the
"
same time launching a secondary at
tack on the Qerman positions north of
The lT. 8.. Hospital ship Comfort, which ht to brnvp
Biilmiar Incs without means of defence. The sinking of the Canadian hospital ship
the Somme. Since that time the lines Llandovery CiihIIc
has Riven
to grave fear for the Comfort, uIiomc sail luji lias liccn widely nilverllseil so Hint Hie (.cnnaiiH will Imve every
before Amiens have been very active. opportunity to show whether rise
lnteiid
to
Hie
einlilein.
Cross
lied
tlicy
ro(iect
The Oermans have been repulsed In
an attempt to retake the village of
Hamel and the wooded positions fur
ther soutn. Tile British official report
says the enemy was stopped easily,
ON WAR
but the Oermans claim to have
checked the British forces east of Hamel and to'have thrown them back
to their original lines at Villera

Hamburg--

number.

Rockets Are Used,

d

July B. The United
Mates army transport Covlnirtnn
homeward liound with a fleet of troop
ships convoyed by American destroyers, was torpedoed In the war zone
Monday night and sank the next da.V
wnue an eirort was neln? made to
tow her to port. Six men of the crew
are- missing, but-thothers with the
orncers were landed at a French port.
No soldiers or passengers were on
board.
The missing ore: Ernest C. Anderson, fireman, Lynn, Mass.: Joseph P.
Washington.

e

Propaganda Balloon Is Found
by Pershing's Men in Woev-r- e
Sector; Star Shells and

.

Hamburg-Americ-

CANTIG NY

AIRPLANES ARE ACTIVE
ALONG U. S. SECTORS

Vice Admiral Sims' Cable Did Latin Troops Take 400 Pris
Not Go Into Details; Ship
oners, Cannon and Machine

Was Formerly

S

Americans Encounter German Patrol; Kill
at Least Twenty Bochesand
Wound Many Others.

Twenty-fiv-

i.

INFLICTS?

LOSSES

ONI

Vessel Homeward Bound
Storm Certer Is East Amiens,
Torpedoed, but All Officers
oiv Each Side of the Avre
and Members Crew Saved;
and Along the Somme;
6 Land at French Port,
Hamel Lost to Germans,
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u,JURKISH,SULm
THY

t

Ml., July 8.
from IVkin
rejKrt
hiimI
IIiih
at
mriiiiK
IKtO
5IMI
lM'twen
aiul
that
iwrnons
were on the Vlunil)iii when sho
muik anil (luu at tliut hour 100
had been rewucil. The Columbia
was earryfng tin excursion party
from l'ekln anil was honu'wtiril

niOOMIXGTOX,
K'l ilion'
1:10 o'ekx--

'

liound when I lie

(

lulled.

at.' lUcnt

MOHNINS JOtMNAL

IFC1AL LIA.to W,HI

' '

Amsterdam, July C. In a message
to the new sultun
of Turkey, Emperor Charles of Auslriu is quoted in
a Vienna dispatch as saying:
"The unconquerable bravery of our
armies, the steadfastness of our courageous peoples, has strengthened our
alliance with Germany and
Bulgaiiu
in the face of all our
enemies, who
quite openly wish to destroy or disintegrate our states.
"The wise political

Ideas which
closed
also its glory. They Indicato a
path lett'llng to final victory
and
greatness for the Ottoman
I
extend the warmest wishesempire.
for the
of
prosperity
your reljtn and for a
uiiinaiii nnure ror your people."

characterized the reign now
were

Imp- -

Peoria, III., July 8. Iluiulmln
of people are believed. to 1mvo
liecn dix)WTiel when tins exeursion
steamer Columbia overturmHl in
the Illinois river five niUn hoiiIIi

Medal of Honor Awarded.
New York, July 5. The American
Defense Society's
medal of honor
awarded for "coolness, combined with
technical skill, while in great personal
danger," was presented at the Yale
club tonight to Lieut. Bruce It. Ware,
U. S. N., who Is credited with sinking
a German submarine In Hritlsh waters on April 19, 1817, whllo
the gun crew of the steam. ..
ship Mongolia.

of here onlKht.
All avuilnhle nuntes ami
have been siunmoneil rrom
pekin. 111., whteli is near tlH
wem of the accident.
The boat Jammed against I lie)
IVorla side of the river in a fo
anil tore a liue liole In the Imiui.
It sank almost IninuMllutely.
.The doctors mm nuiscd lave Ikhti
summoned to the scene of the
v
sinking.
MiBS Pauline' Bineuil. of Pekin, who
was aboard the boat, told the followstorv of the disaster:
ing
'
"The steamer had three decks. 1
was on the upper one. On that below
dancing was going on. The bottom
deck was occupied principally by men
who were talking and smoking.
"I do not believe many of the per- -'
sons on i lie first two decks who constituted by far the larger portion of!
CALL
the crowd could have escaped. '
We
"I was chatting with friends.
felt the boat rise out of the river. It
was clouded with fog. There was a
crash. For a moment no one moved
Chicago, July 6. One thousand
and then almost everybody rushed to
one side of the boat. The crew and employes of the Western Union Telsoon
as
as
the officer!;,
thev reallJcd egraph company announced In resowhat was happening, cried for the lutions sent to Presidont Wilson toduy
passengers to even the load, but it was that they are members of the Comtoo late. The Columbia tilted and mercial Telegraphers' Union of Amerthen suddenly overturned. I was ica, that Its president, Sylvester J.
thrown into the water.
Konencamp, does not represent them,
came to the surface peo and that they will not heed the call
"When
pie were Bwimming about too dazed to Issued by him for a strike next Monknow what direction to follow. The day. The resolutions, said to have been
mist hung low above the overturned signed only by employes with five
boat, from which came horrifying years or more of experience ,says:
confusion or cries for aid.
"The C. T. U. A. has no representa"Those on the lower decks seem to tion whatever in this office,
and his
,
have been trapped...
statement that he will
"I swam about and then a man '(Konencamp's)
came to my aid,,. A portion of the call out 25,000 on strike July 8, is
boat remained above the water. There without foundation.
of the Western
"The employes
men were behaving like heroes.
other
"Some were holding women in their Union company are with you in the
arms and others were attempting to prosecution of this war to a finish
keep their heads above the water by and we refuse to be party to any obclinging to their clothing. The nccl-de- struction. This sentiment prevails
occurred about opposite Wosley among the
fraternity
telegraph
,
City. The steamer had rammed an throughout the country."
'obstruction near the east bank. It was
not long before the sound of the
screams for help .attracted attention FIGHT RENEWED: FOR
on shore. Rowboats began to ap.
$2,50 WHEAT PRICE
.
,.
proach.
The rescuers began to pick up the
survivors.
After a moment a boat
T HOUNIMS JOUSNAI. 1PIOIAL JAB Wlll
neared me. A man was supporting
Senators
Washington,
July 6.
me, and he called to the rowers to from wheat growing states renewed
take me in. We rowed a distance it their fight for an increase of the govseemed about four blocks before we ernment minimum price to $2.60 by
finally reached shore."
blocklpg efforts to pass an emergency
--

pliy-Hielii-

.

W. U. EMPLOYES

NOT TO RESPOND
TO STRIKE

i

.

1

nt

.

resolution continuing . departmental
Virgin Islands Go "Dry."
appropriations until the regular apSt! Louis, Virgin Isles. Julv K
propriation bills can be passed.
Senators Norris of Neons k a and
The Virgin islands have gone "dry,"
ore of Oklahoma demanded the resthe local legislators, have adopted the
governments proposals, for prohibi- olution be held up .until the house
tion which will take effect-o- n
July 1 could vot onto:the senate's wheat price
next year. The law will be subject
the emergency agricultq amendment
,
revision after Ut war,
tural appropriation bill,
.

-

.

H100

Of

jouah. ancui

iiAaio

mm

,

Washington, July 6. General Pershing reported
today on American
patrol activity in the Chateau Thierry
region yesterday and announced that
American troops were engaged with
their Fourth of July offensive which
resulted In the capture of Hamel. The
communique follows:
"Section A: In the course of succ
fnl patrolling activity In
Plcardy and
In the Chiteau
Thierry region we
tured prisoners. In Plcardy a capmachine gun also was taken.
Hostile
planes which
our lines
near Vaux and approached
in the Vosges were
driven bock by our fire.
"Our troops
with
British In their attack made today.ths
"Near Cantlgny one of our raldln
parties this morning encountered sn
enemy raiding party of seventy ready
to start out Twenty-fiv- e
of our men
penetrated the enemy's
killing;
at least twenty Germans,wire,
others and capturing three wounding
with machine guns.
,i
Enemy Attook Breaks Down.
"Further dctuilB nre available eoni

In
cernlng the German counter-attac- k
me vicinity or Hols I La Roche the
of
2.
The attack broke
)
morning
July
1V MOANING JOURNAL 9MCIAL LAAAAO WIMI
down completely tinder our fire.
Washington,
July u. Figures on
Inflicting heavy losses our troop
war profits were sunt to the scnute by took fourteen prisoners.
These were
the treasury today in response to a Included In the Jotal of lino previously
resolution by Senator Boiuli of Idaho, reported. For some time after the
calling for information regarding prof counter-attac- k
the enemy kept up a
iteer! a
continuous ha ramies fire on our front
son.fi
noriituH "oroTlSi lines find durtn tha day of July $ In- were shown, the letter said tho report if I mi UMiiL lira nn nil p imni
was incomplete;, that for tile present on points in our rear areas, our baU
n
the names of the concerns listed were terles were equally active. The
air forces met considerable opwithheld and thut "no special significance" should be attached to tho data, position from our airplanes, whose
Conflicts ocns lt was secured from Incomo and activity is Increasing.
excess profits returns us they were curred of which the results have not
beon reported. In the German rear
filed.
troops were In position around
Information regarding capitni stock, areas
Honnes
wood and near Glvry, Epaux
Invested capital, profits of 1918 and
and
tho
Plcardy farm. During the
117 and the per cent of excess of net
Incomo for laat year over 1916 was night of July 3 and July 4 hostile Infantry showed slight activity, directgiven.
bursts of machine gun fire on
Thcr dairy Interests listed showed ing
of our line and
out n.
profit Increases from zero to 180 per "fttrol which attemptedsending
to occupy a I
cent;, banks up to xa per cent: con- house north of Vaux. It was driven 2
tractors ns high as &H6 per cent and back. Two of our own men penetrat- flour mills as high ua 437 per cent.
cd the German lines in the same re- The maximum increased profit list- eion,
bringing back two prisoners.
ed, 2,183 per cent was of a food dealthe night the artillery
er with $1,000 capital, who showed a Throughout
shelled our position on the right, us- -'
loss of 484 per cent In 1916. Another Ing more than
the usual amount hf
food concern with $325,000, made
5
gas. American artillery replied vigor- - '
3
per cent excess.
was some machine
there
ously.
July
In clothing trades, a concern with gun fire
on the .right ef
and
$400,000 capital Incrensed Its profits our sector, butsniping
such aggressiveness a
ia per cent; one with $300,000 cupltal was shown by the enemy
was develop
made nothing nnd one with $3,500 eu
by his sir forces. Amerimainly
capital reported 191 percent Increased can planes showed themselves able to
i
profits.
cope with the situation.
Chemical
manufacturers, capital
Airplane Active In Pieardy.
and profits, respectively,
"In Plcardy the day extending front
included,
4i).uua, 31 por cent; $300,000
none, noon June 30 to noon July 1, was
marked by the aggressiveness of the
and, $100,000, BX percent.
Home of the flour mills' capital and enemy's airplanes. The German ma
prom increases reported were, re chines were more active In combat
12 Dor cent
$20,000.
than recently. They were fired on bf
spectively:
$20,000, 9R per cent; $90,000, 236 per our own planes and
ba&
No results are yet reported.
com; proms in IU18 oelng $48,000 and terles.
$260,000 In 1917; $tf5,000 capitul, 437 The enemy's artillery fire was modw
per cent.
crate and concentrated on some of
Among meat packers listed data on our positions In the vicinity of Rrovess
nono of the larger concerns wus uvuil- - and Vlllers Tournelle.
Few shells ftlf
n our front lines.
oiiie.
His machine gun
fire, originating- mainly from the viKtcc h In House Record.
cinity or Chateau Jenlls, was directed
Washington, July 5. On motion of principally on our lines near Can
Representative Glllett of Massachu- tigny,
setts, acting republican' leader of the
"In the Mulhouse sector on July A.
house, President Wilson's speech at the feature of the day was the attempt '
Mount Vernon yesterday was Inserted of the enemy to raid our trenches i
today In the house record. Speaking after artillery preparations. Our adof the address, Mr. Oillett declared "It vance positions between the Doller
demonstrates iigain that the president river and Balschwlller were bomis an ideal spokesman for the Amerl-co- n barded between S o'clock In the morning nnd 5 o'clock in the morning;. Th
people."
bombardment involved the use of &
large number of shells but our casualties were light. The raid was re- 82 VESSELS TOOK
Bepulsed by our counter-barragside the artillery activity on both sides
connected with the attempted raldi
much shelling occurred during th
day. The most notable concentration
INITIAL PLUNGE
was in the vicinity of the Doller river."
Our own batteries In conjunction with
the French were active along- - th
whole front The German machine
guns kept up a continuous fire from
ON JULY FOURTH the direction of Pont D'Aspach and
liurnhauppel Haut. Between ? o'clock
in the morning and t o'clock In th
evening a number of German plane
circled over our tines and over th (
lY HOANIN JOUANAL 1CI1 LIAIID WIAf
Some
positions.
Washington,
July 5. Amerlcnn enemy's advanced
penetrated) our lines, but were forced
shipbuilders went beyond their ob- back.
the
the
enemy Ofnight
jectives In the Independence day drive fered a During
fine exhibition of signal lights,
for new tonnage. The shipping board
800 flares and rookets at
announced today thut the workmen including
points along the front and
started out with the expectation of various
red and yellow balloons. Carrier pbj-eolaunching 439,886 deadweight
tons,
were seen
from til front
but late reports to the board today to his rear. Ourflying
infantry was active
showed that 474.464 tons had been In patrol and raiding
operation.
gotten ready to put overboard.
entered the German trenches at
The actual number of ships launch-wa- s Pont D'Aspach on the night of Jun
eighty-tw1.
The launching of
Results 'are not yet ir
eleven others was held up by a freshet ported.
In the Columbia river, while two othQuiet in Worrro Sector, i t.,--, ers stuck on the ways. They are ex.
"In the Woevre sector the day ot
pected to be released without great June 29 to June SO passed quietly.
The enemy's artillery delivered a scab- delay.
As a result of the Independence day tered fire which concentrated during
evening on the Bols D Jury. A.
launchlnarg July nnd August deliveries the
of gas was used. HI
are expected to show tremendous in- small amount and
rifle fir also wer
gun
creases, as compared with preceding machine,
light and scattered. His airplane
months.
Machinery Is beginning to flew
over our line from time to tim
come through for the wooden .hulls, but on more than one occasion
wr ;
many of which have been delayed af- driven back by American runs. Dur
ter launching by the lack ot engine. ing the night a arg numer of
flrtf
es
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Save Your Garden Hose
ii

Put It on a Hose Reel and It Will
Last Longer.

ft

We Are Selling Them at a
Special Price

&L .
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AZTEC fUEL CO.
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Conferees Meet to Reconcile

winter's
Coal Now.
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wrre lighted along his entire front.
propaganda balloon wan found by
us containing 'I.u Guerre Qui Vicnt,'
'L'Anglais Tel Qu I) Kut,' and 'Gazette
Pes Ardennes.'
"In the tune sector the clay of Juno
L
20 to July 1 was marked oniy by activity In the German rear areas. Men
on foot, men on
i and
wagons, were

Transportation,

WINK

horseback, truckH
Seen on the roiid.
The enemy's airplanes were? normally
active, while the number of balloon
ascents waa above the average. Nona
of the balloons remained up longer
than an hour and a iiuaner. The
enemy's batteries showed slightly inbutcreased activity, his
teries being greatly on the alert. The
atea which seemed especially singled
out for shelling was the llualett wood.
In this vicinity alno gu: vwi used.
During the night, the (!rman lines
were again lighted up with flares,
Sergeant John W. Rae.er, Snn Anwhile star shells and rockets were tonio, Texas; Private Orazio Zona,
Santa. Rabba, Italy.
sent up in great numlK-rs.IMetl ot AecitlenlH and Otlunl Causes.
Private Iiouie Rernstetter, Fedora,
LAUNCHING OF SHIPS
S. V.
anti-aircra- ft

"

CHAl

PLEASES PERSHING

i'il.ll,:'!
01
t

TUB NAVY.

Oil

Washington, July 5. A marine
San Francisco. Calif.,
.Inly S.
corps casualty list today contained
a
M
received
Schwab
Charles
today
thirty names, dlvclded as follows:
Killed in action 11: diad of wounds
cablegram from CenT.il Pershing as
BV

.0JH?..
02)0

.:.

.'

ion
J

.

iliiltMl.
iiajb

.

i

bna

WIRE

3; died of disease 1; severely wounded
1; wounded, degree undetermined 14.

Privates Nathan I. Pizer, Houston,
Texas, is reported killed In action.
T
III n t.
Bl'
r

Texas,

Martin.
TVin
is reported wounded,

I

degree

undertermlned.
'
yards at horn.
The list:
"No more .defiant answ.?r could be
Killed In Action.
Riven to the enemy's challenge. With
Corporal Thomas A. Dragard, New
such backing we cannot fail to win.
Orleans; Privates Joseph C. Clark,
All hail, American shipbuilders!
Alexanderia, Ind.; Elmer Fogelstadt,
"PERSHING."
Mr. Schwab also receive!- n congrat- Chicago; John H. Kaiser, Belvldere,
Houston, Texas;
ulatory message from Lloyd's register Ills.; Nathan L. Pizer,
of shipping, signed t V Thomas L. Russell Rawllngs, St. Louis: Roeair
D. Rivard, St. Paul, Minn.; George D.
Bevitt, chairman.
Snow, Chicago; Robert Vltatoe, Cotula
Tenn.; Horace A. Ward Plymouth,
Ohio; Joseph S. Wilkes, Salt Lake City
.

egioef.

.

ICA'--

follows:
"The launching of 100 r.hlps on the
'Fourth of July is the most inspiring
news that has come to us. All ranks
of the army in France send their congratulations and heartfelt sympathy
to their patriotic brothers, in the ship- -
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IMed of Woiimls.

Tha Scr.bsarn

How to Avoid TboM Paint and Distress
Vrsach aoManrMollMn Hava Suffered.
j

e.nnni William Weaver. Indian-- apolls; Privates Joseph M. Flanaman,
Bellewood, Ills.; Thomas a. ivenney,
Milwaukee. Wis.
Pied of Plsense,
Private William Hall, Somerville,
Mass.
Vniinliil Siverclv.
Lieutenant
Second
F.dgar A. Poe,
. .
T
TJ
T
iiuuieaiunii, ...
I'mleterniliicil.
Wound wl,
Beaumont
Sergeant John P. Martin, A.
AnderTexas: Corporals Mather
W.
son, Wrilbau, Mont.; Raymond
Boone, Elslnore, Calif.: Matthew H.
C.
Callowat, Trezevant, Tenn.; Rayce N.
Martin, Glendlve, Mont.; George H
Adolph
Nelson, Seattle Wash.;
West, Minnith, Mo.: John W. Yost,
Covington. Ky.; Trumpeter Clarence
J. Bent, Albany, N. Y.; Privates Ora
A. Allen, North Yakima, Wash.: ElTenn.;
bert E. Brooks, Trezevant,
Springs,
Harvey S. Brown, Village
Minneapolis;
A.
Butler,
Ala.: Kdmund
Percy Clark, Oklahoma City, Okla.

DECLARING

Too much,

lwepa'lon.
Mother's Friend,
It Is mora iffactlva

In 111 a'tlon than all
the health rules over laid down for the
guidance of expectant mothcra.
It la an
external application that apreada its Influence upon the cords, tendons and muscles of the abdomen. rendering" them pliant,
and they expand gracefully without that
peculiar drenching strain.
The occasion Is, therefore, one of unbounded Joyful anticipation and too much
l res cannot be lalll upon the remarkable
Influence which a mother's happy prenatal
disposition has upon the health and fortunes of the ttenorailon to come.
The- Rain at the crisis In Infinitely lem
when Mother's friend hi used during the
Derlod of expectancy for the muscles expand easier and with leu strain when
baby la born.
Mother's Friend Is for external use only.
Is entirely safe and may lie hail nf ynur
It la prepared by the Bradfleld
Regulator Co., D IMS l.amar Bids'., Atlanta,
(4a. Write them to tin.
you their Interesting "Motherhood Book." They will send 11
at once, without charge, and you will find
It very helpful. Do not noalpct fur a single
night and morning to apply Mother's Friend
according to directions around the bottle,
and tliua fortify yourself attains! pain end
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PRAYER
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Washington, July 5. The senate
today passed a resolution requesting
the president to Issue a proclamation
calliirg'on the American people to observe noon prayer during tho war. It
now sroes to the house.
Senator Phelan of California rend
a letter from Secretary Tumulty
which said tho president regarded the
noon prayer as "a beautiful thought."

Journal Wont

Ann

bring rpmiltn

SERIOUS

UitS T

EXISTS IN SOUTH
AFRICA

I

REPOR

'KOSMINa JOUSNAL SNCIAL LS. SID wiatt

Pretoria, July 5. Premier Botha of
the Union of South Africa has Issued
a statement showing that nrinm un
rest exists In South Africa. Strong
police and military measures are being taken to cope with the situation.
Premier Botha said that had not
prompt and effective military meas.
ures beeri taken the situation would
i .. .
n a
hnvo Clilmlnnto.1
ance and probably serious loss of llfe.
The Boer tanrioi aAAA that ,v.A
government had information pointing
to me existence or a movement hov- Intir for its ohtarr tho lilt litwiAtciit-iat
the constitution by violent methods.
frontier Botha In. his
statement says:
'TheTA Is irnml ivnsntl fnt, anmont.

Try Our Cash and Carry Plan

0.

jour purchascM.
.
You will find here the choicest of staple and fnney
g
Keep yout table supplied with the best at a jtdntmum cost by
tM serve yeu.
15c
;Nlc'New Potatoes, 8 lba., 25e
Apricots, per lb.
Manva Pepfiers, 1 lb
30c
Sweet White Cherries. lb...2.c
Oraen Beans, 1 lb
13c
Fancy Eating Apples, lb... 10c
iSc
tomatoes,; l lb
Cooking Applea, per lb,,,.5e
Green Chill, 1 lb...
Sue
Fresh Creamery Butter. Ib., 47c
"...5c
Cuetiraben, each.,Fresh Eggs, cr doze,n. , . . . .40c
Home Dressed Hens, lb. ..80c
Large Grape Fruit, 3 f or.. 25c
Mlc
40c
Lemons, per dozen
Broilers, lb
'
Vor Jour onthig lunch we have Koast Beef, Roast Pork, Bulled
Ham, Tongue, Cheese, Olives, lick led Pigs' Feet, llcklcs, Jelly and
s

grtK-erlcs-
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lresenrea, etc.
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fremont Cash Grocery
Sl

Wewt'CentrwI.

Across "Mlttel Europu" stretches a barrier of tlkva and kindred nation
allUes which promises a rude awakening t or CeriWanyB dreams of reaching
when
the, east, either across the Dardanelles or through the Caspian-Seathe nations that have been enslaved by the Teutons have been put on their
teet. This map shows how 51,000,000 oppressed peoples stand In the
kaiser's path
1,(100,000 Finns, 2,000,000 Letts or Livonlans, 2,000,- 000 Lithuanians, 20,000,00(1 Poles, 6,500,000 Ruthenlans, or Ukrainians,
X.5Q0.000 Czechs and Slovaks: In Bohemiu, 10,000,000 Rumanians, 11,000,-00- 0
Jugo-Slav-

s,

and

Italians.

1,000,000

BY
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FOR LIBEL TO BE

IIASID Wind

Amsterdam,

July
a r,ewsparr correspondent
Ros-ne- r,

who is frequently termed the German emperor's press agent, describes in the Lokal Anzieger a
conversation which he soys took
place between Kmperor William
and the German crown prince, In
which the son told his father a
story of the "frojs at the buttle
of tho Chemin Ds Barnes." Tho
crown prince satl;. I .
"It was when' the Gerrr.nns
were preparing to storm
tho
Chemin Des Dames. ; The frogs,
which were found In millions in
the marshy Ailetto river region,
croaked In such a deafening
fashion that they enabled the
Germans to bring up batteries,
ammunition and" columns without
discovery and when the attack
actually was launched the deafening Concert of the frogs prevented the enemy from discovering the positions 6t the German
machine guns." '
"During the same conversation
Rosner says the emperor described the occasion when he was asked to give permission
for the
blowing up of the famous French
castle at Cucy Le Chateau, near
.St. Quentin.
He said he hesitated
until his military advisers pointed
but that In the hands of the
enemy the towers of the castle
might menace the Uvea of hundreds of German soldiers. The

HEARO IN SECRET

JOURNAL SPECIAL

LIASIO WIRI)

Amsterdam, July 5.- - Because pubWashington, July -- 8. Messages relicity might endanger the security of ceived from various parts of the world
the state the president of the court telling of Fourth-oJuly celebrations
which is to hear testimony In the libel and conveying solicitations
on the ansuit of Dr. Richard von Kuehlman, niversary of the birth of the United
the foreign secretary, against two Ber- States were made public today by the
lin editors, announced at the opening state
department. Notable among
session of' the trial Thursday that the them was
one from the Allied Club
case would be heard In secret
at Saltlllo, Mexico, which was sent to
This action was taken after the the American consul at Pledras Ne- president of the court had failed to gras, as follows:
obtain a compromise between the for"All business has been with the exeign secretary and the defendants. ception of German clos?d today In
Max Lohan, editor of the Deutsche honor of your
country. Accept our
Zeitung, and Julius Duncke, editor of congratulations."
the Deufsce Blaetter. A number of
prominent German political leaders
them
were in attendance. Among
were Foreign Secretary von Kuehl-manITALIANS
Vice Chancellor von Payer,
Herr Nollenberg, director of the
Deutsche bank, and Major von Kessler
.,
of the German foreign office.
GAINS
Addressing the accused editors, the
president of the court asked whether
mat
to
the
settle
was
not
it
possible
ter by loyal explanations on the pari
of the plaintiff.
"W6 have 'no interest In washing
dirty linen under the gaze of enemy
Above all it is quite re
countries.
mote from our Intention to dish up
lav MoRNiwa journal special leases wiRt)bedroom secrets, but in the Interest
. .... 1. .i
r
V..
in. nn
vv umiiiiKiuii,
ui invi e,u,,
of the country and the foreign office, i' Tir
juijI., u,
tn AuainanB ana repuise ot
the case should proceed.
tagainsx
were reported today
"The article I have to answer for Vounter-attack- s
aims at the removal of Dr. von Kuehl-man- n In an official dispatch from Italian
as a politically harmful person headquarters describing operations
and possesses a certain guaranteo that yesterday. The message follows: our
"In the region, of Mont Grappa
at no distant date Dr. Kuehlmann will detachments
retire. I am ready to give him an
captured the occupation
as
of our previous lines on the tipper
capacity,
explanation in his private
him
in
of
Val
the
to
San Lorenao and to
affront
I had no intention
part
wards the east the Porte Dl saiton
his private capacity."
Herr Duncke said he agreed with heights were taken and some pris
captiyed.
the statement of Herr Lohan. The 'oners
On the lower Piave, our troops hav
public prosecutor then demanded that
ing repulsed during the night a coun- the case be heard in secret,
continued their systematic fight in order to push the enemy
iAt some
back to the Plave Nuovo
ALLEGED AMMUNITION
points our troops have crossed the
SMUGGLER 'IS HELD banks of the river.
"On the Altiplano of Asiago, British
detachments captured by surprise
IS) MORNINC JOURNAL SPECIAL LSASSD Wlt',
some prisoners.
Jesse Mayer,
F.l Paso, Tex., July'5.
.counter-attacks
"Several
who was arrested Wednesday night by made by the strong
foe against our new poconof
on
a
federal officers
charge
sition on the southern slopes of Sasso
in vio- Rosso were
spiracy to export ammunitionwas
repulsed after- a hard
liblation of the neutrality law,
fight. , j r
erated on $2,500 bond yesterday after
Vol GVtuacara to Vallarsa,
"From
before
he waived preliminary hearing
have
enemy patrolling detachments
'
Unttvd States Commissioner Kelly,,
.
been repulsed.
f
'dea
"On the rest of the front there was
Mayer, who was manager of
partment In a large department store the usual actlvffy of artillery on both
'
here, was arrested while in company sides.
."One of our dirigibles bombarded
with two Mexicans who were held as
witnesses, tlovernment officers allege the railway linea and warehouses of
Mayer wus arranging to export 1,700 Trento and auuadrons
of ' airplanes
rounds of Mauser ammunition to bombarded thirTenr lines of the
enemy
Juarez. They claim to have discov- on the left side of the Piave."
ered a wholesale plot to supply Mexican, federal troops on the border with
CULTIVATE THK MINT BED.
ammunition from I'll Paso and pre(Christian
dicted today additional arrests might
Even, the city housekeeper may
follow.
have a mint bed, If she has a window
box, or better still, even a tiny back
yard garden, and now is the time
EMERSON MOTORS CO,
When such a fragrant thing will be
found most useful. - Put a few sprigs
...OFFICERS-SENTENCEof mint into your glass of lemonade
some day, bruising the leaves in order
r
journal spsaiAtLEAwawiaEl
to extract the flavor better,- and see
New Tork, July 6. Four men con- how good it is. Instead
chopping
victed of conspiracy to defraud Invest- parsley Into your potato of
salad, chop
ors. in the stock of the Emerson Mo- In a little mint; It is delicious;
Mint
tors company, Inc., received sentences and egg sandwiches
for
Nicholas Field Wilson was a.
today.
useful
Is
mint
luncheon;
picnia
sentenced to serve a. term of seven In many ways and makes no demand
years in the Atlanta penitentiary; as to care.
Robert P. T. Matches to three years, BSseReasE
and William Looms to a year and, a
day. Osborne E. Chaney was senMOTHER GRAY'S POWCEHS
tenced to one day's detention In the
oustody of tho United Statesnarshal
many
.
and to pay a fine of $10,000.
Thousanda of mothers Have foaoa. Mother
'e
Surest
Powders
so excellent remedy for
Grey
The Emerson Motors company was
children eestulaiaiiuj
t headache, eoliia,
fined $1,012, and two brokerage
stomach trouble and bowel trreaulsri-tle- s
involved la the sale of stock, C.
from which children Suffer. They messy
Co." and'R. P. Matches &
K. .Berry
ad pleasant to lake and excelleat remits are
by their spa, Unit fry tnetaertr N
Co., were fined ll(v and
era ay untfjpatt aTfrynaer, w csou.
respectively,
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n,
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AGAINST ENEMY
T.

i.-

Boer war. has been one of the strong
est supporters of the empire In the
present conflict, took the field against
the rebels and crushed the rebellion,
"
later in 1914.
Little news had been coming out of
South Africa recently regarding the
situation, although a dispatch June
17 Indicated that there had been po
litical complications. The finance min
ister at that time was quoted as de
situation had
claring that the political
become "far better. ,J r At various times
there have been outeroppings of the
idea of independence, and a year ago,
in a speech In Cape Colony, Premier
Botha found occasion to condemn the
republican propaganda, declaring that
It was to South Africa's interest to
maintain the constitutional connec
tlon with Great Britain.
'

today.

!
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THE HAT SHOP

i

Jt..

Just think of you. with
a woman's 'strength
competing with these!
Klrclrle Washer. Does
e
away with all the
dread,
dmdKe,
wash-Ins
of
muss
fusn and
with a tub and
board. It saves untold
effort
and
strength,
mlls of steps and
hours of time; produces
bottpf and uniform re- la much easier on the

'

suits a,nd
clothes,

Klertrin Iroa. Saves thou-- ,
sands of steps with the1
old sad Iron, to and fro,
in a hot room with a hot
stove. Allows the housewife to select a cool,
Iron.
breesy place to
Olvea a steady. Just right
heat. Cuts the time In
half, ,'Does perfect work,
Motor,. Makes
of
of
or
as
desired. Runs any maka
of machine. No belts,
ne attaching. Requires
no energy or attention
to the machine leaves
nothing- to do but guide
the sewing.
Klet-trl-

a restful pleasure out
sewing . Just a pres
the toot, starts, stops
controls tM speed

,i

k,

-

hand-to-ha-

"

... V".

Savanrjah, Mo., Oct. 12, 1916.
.a bottle of Chamberlain's
Diarrhoea Remedy about
nine years ago and It cured me of flux
troubles of this sort, give them a trial
or
the. same complaint,. some. three
four years ago and a few doses of this
cured me. I have recomremedy
mended
Chamberlain's Colic and.
Diarrhoea Remedy to, dozens of peosince
I
first used it."
ple

"I used

Collo-- and

FURTHER

n,

-

BORNIN

f

Will close Julv 15 for remodellhjf.
We have fifty new hatg which .must
be closed out. befora that date. Come
duties.
in and pick oui a hat and we will make
A correspondent of the Times, telethe
price irresistible. Mra..L. H, Cham-berllgraphing from Capetown Monday,
109 South Fourth street.
said:
"The movement was originated (by
international socialises working on
The Joy of living.
the educated natives and was helped
To enjov life w mnnt have.' arnod
by the effect of the increased cost of health. No ono can reasonably hope to
...
living." ,
get much real pleasure out of life
when his bowels are
a good
There have been fewserioua trou- share of the time andclogged
the poisons
bles In South Africa since' the out- that should be expelled are absorbed
break of the war, although early In Into1 the system,
headache
the conflict a rebellion broke out In ana indigestion. producing
A few doses or
which the establishment of a republic Chamberlain's Tableta will move the
..
t :
M fanned.
bowels, strengthen the digestion and
Premier- Botha, who,., although ha give you a chance to raKe the real
fought agajnit tht firlUnb in the Joy ( living, Try it, s,.
. '
,

"eourt-mar-ti-

circumstances:

emperor then remarked:
"Would the French act differently in our country? The protection of our soldiers Is the supreme law for the commander
and no edifice ought to be spared
when It Is a question of preserving from dunger and death the
men who are fighting for the
fatherland.'"

labor.

ENTENTE'

.
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Reduced Rates for Workers.
Washington. July 5. Special rates
of one cent a mile for farm workers
were asked today of the railroad. administration by the department of

'

,

Here h a Dandy
KUEHLMANN SUIT
Frog Story From
The Crown Prince

African
London, July 5. South
troubles have been the subject of rumors in London for some days.: it
haa been known that serious strikes
have been In progress In the Transvaal
mines and it has been reported that
these bad been stirred up by German
agenta or irreconcilable Boers.
A message Tram Johannesburg yesterday to Reuters, Limited, says that
all the natives who had .refused to
work Wednesday later had resumed

,

Tlie "Cash and Carry" stKtmn cmIm down our dtHlvery expenses
and credit tosses and tire savinrC realized arc turned over to you on

MR

IIIII President of C. N.
St. Paul. Minn . Jnlw B. Louis W.
Hill, chairman of the executive board
of the Great Northern railroad, was
elected president of the road at a
meeting of the board of directors here

In

5

T

that enemy agencies are at work
this country and that they are Intriguing to stir up strife, not only
among Europeans but also among thv
natives, and no means or matters are
deemed too despicable so long as they
can attain tneir object.
Ing

13

111

$1,532,000,000.

Aviation, $884,000,000.
Change HnsiM of Draft Quotas.
House conferees accepted senate
amendments to change the basis of
states' draft quotas from total populations to the number of men in class
ono. Also written Into the bill are sen
ate amendments providing for regis
trutlon of subjects of the allies made
liable to military service by treaties
like the recent British reciprocal draft
treaty and cancelling applications' of
neutral subjects applying for Amen,
can citizenship who set up their for
eign nationality as a claim for exemp.
tlon from the draft.
Other senate amendments retained
include the following:
Providing for a volunteer
to be known as the "Slavic le
gion," comprised of Czecho-Slovaand other peoples oppressed by Ger
many and Austria.
Appropriating $33,350 000" for commutations to offic ers for their families
while In the field, tit home or abroad
Providing for wmus allowances to
workmen to speed up production.
Raising to 55 years the age limit for
volunteer army staffs.
Additional restrictions to protect
soldiers from social vices.
Appropriating $316,Ouo for extend
ing the Leon Springs, Tex., military
reservation and $59,000 to connect
Omaha water mains with Forf Crook.
No ITomotlon for Crowder.
i.
Most of the Senate amendments, in.
for
that
eluding
organization of a vol
unteer Slavic legion and to base army
draft quotas on tho number of men
in class one Instead of state nonula
Hons were retained, as was the house
provision giving the president unlimited authority to increase the army by
cuuH unuer tne arait law.
At the suggestion of Provost Mar
shal General Crowder, the amend
ment of Senator McKcllar of Tennessee, which the senate had minntmi nn.
thorizing the president to promote
uenerai cvowder to be a lieutenant
general, was dropped from the bill
General Crowder wrote a letter stnt.
Ing the credit for administration of
tne draft law belontr not to him alone
and urged that he be not singled out
tor recognition.
The senate amendment authorizing
tne presidtnt to appoint two maior
generals "at large." designed for Gen
eral crozicr. ch ef of nrrlnn. nn,i
Quartermaster Genera) Sharpe,' was
ny tne nouse conferees.
ucrepieu
A compromise on the senate amend.
ment Increasing
number of officers in the medicalthe,corps provides for
two major generals and two
brigadier
generals to the regulur staff of the
cotps, and one major general and. two
brigadier generals for the national
army overseas.

e

cannot be said for a wonderful
familiar tu muny women ai

A Hew Home

FINLAND Oil

000,000.
Clothing, 1, 230,000,000.
i
Machine guns. 575,000,000.
Armored motor cars, $347,000,000.

Hari-baul-

m

lcJiRA!Nl

rvk.

erals "at large."
The bill as revised carries appro
an in
priations of4 f2,0sr.,000,000,
crease of 4,000,000 over tne aggregate authorised by the house. The
principal appropriations, till left un
changed, include:
Ordnance and ammunition, ?3,000,

of Honor

Cure That Anyone Can Una
Without Discomfort or ion of Time.
We have a New Method that cures Asthma,
and we want you to try It at our expense.
Mo matter whether your ease is of longor recent development, whether it
standing
la present as Hay Fever or chronic Aatlima.
you should aend for a free trial of our
method. No matter In what climate you
live, no matter what your age or occupation, If you are troubled with asthma, our
method should relieve you promptly.
We especially want to send It to those
bopeless eases, where all forma
American Birdmen Doing Pa- -i apparently
of inhalers, douches, opium preparations,
fumes, "patent smokes," eto have fulled.
trol Work Inside German We want to show everyone atM our own
expense, that this new method
designed
to end uH difficult breathing, all wheezing,
"Front Encounter and fight and
all those terrible $aroxynis at oucu
and for all time.
Enemy High ' Above Earth.
This free offer li too Important to neglect
a (ingle tiny. Write Unlay nud begin,
method at once. Send no money.
toe
IBV MOSNINS JOURNAL SeCCIAl LSASSD WIRK
Simply mall coupon below. Do It Today.
With the American Army in FranceJ
o tDy inu AHnucnuvu
Juiy
FREE ASTHMA COUPON
Four. America naviators, Lieuta, Car
lisle Rhodes of Terre Haute, Ind.; S.
FRONTIBil ASTHMA CO., Room 860T
P. Thomas. Honeoye jTalls. N. Y.; Wal
Niagara und Hudson hts Buffalo, N.Y.
do N. Heinrich of Granville, O., and
Send free trial of your method tot
John Mitchell of Manchester, Mass.
engaged In a thrilling air battle north
west of Chateau Thierry this morning.'
One German machine was shot down
during the combat und It is believed
that Lieutenant Heinrich was the man
who sent the enemy airplane to earth.
The four American aviators were
patrolling the lines five or six kilome
ters inside the German front when
they encountered six enemy machines.
EVE
The battle began at an altitude of
4,200 meters and continued until the
machines had dropped down tq 2,200
nletors from the earth.' The combat
lasted twenty minutes.OF
An hour later eight American mafifchines engaged In a battle with
teen enemy airplanes at a height of
The combat swayed
4,700 meters.
backward and forward over tho GerON
man and American lines near Chateau Thierry. The German machines
were higher than the Americans, but
the latter maneuvered their airplanes
BV MOININO JOURNAL RPSC1AL LEASED WIRBt
admirably In the flight. Suddenly one
of the enemy machines dived toward
Stockholm, July 5. At editorial ofthe earth and went spinning down fices here a declaration of war
by
ward, being chased down by two of Finland
against the entente nations is
the Americans, Lleuts. Ralph A.
O'Neill of Nogales, Ariz., and J. C Rai-bl- e expectet at any hour.
of New York.
It Is believed the German airplane
Germany assisted the present Finwas out of control during Its plungo. nish government to establish Itself
by
sending to Finland German
troops
NEGRO SOLDIERS GO
with whose aid the red guard, which
endeavoring to establish a regime
TO SGAFF0LD SINGING was
or the
Bolshevik type was defeated.
German influence has since been preMORNINS
JOURNAL
SPSCIAL LSASSD WINS
tV
dominant in Finland and there has
Camp Dodge, la., July 5. Three ne- been encouragement for the Finnish
gro soldiers, convicted by
government to extend its activities toof "assaulting und outraging" a ward the Murman coast, where runs
white girl on the canton- the Murman railway from the White
ment grounds the night of May 24, seaport of Kola, built to give the alwere hanged here today with virtually lies another entrance into Russia. An
the entlro division witnessing the exe- entente force, including Amerlcqn
marines, has been guarding this railcutions,
The negroes marched onto the way and the supplies at this port.
scaffolds singing "God Have Mercy on
Reports from Stockholm on July
3 declared
that Germany had landed
My Soul."
Tho tregroes were Nelson Johnson additional large military forces on the
of Tusoamba, Ala.: Stanley Tramble. Finnish coast.
of Stroud, Ala., and Fred Allen of
Mrs. Burns'
Ala., ail selective service
ueorgiana,
men.
Here Is a letter that Is certain to
prove of interest to people In this
vicinity, as cases of this sort occur In
SALTILL0, MEXICO,
almost every neighborhood, and peoOBSERVED FOURTH ple should know what to do in like

THRILLING

rio.

1

North First Street.

ASTHMA? SUFFERERS

,

ik MnnMihiM ,niiM.i aerciAL lRASRD Wisrl
W:mhiniftnn .Tulv 5. Senate and
hnn
i.nnfureM nn the 1 2.000.000,0011
army bill met today to complete the
measure.
The points still In difference were
senate amendments authorizing promotion of Provost Marshal General
Crowder ,o he a lieutenant general,
nrnvldinar increased rank for meat
cal corps officers and empowering the
president to appoint two major gen

THB ARMY.
Washington,
July 5. The army
Hist
toduy contained twenty-thre- e
casualty
names, divided as follows:
Killed In action 6; died of wounds
7; died of uccident and other causeB
1; died of disease 2; wounded severely
3; missing in action 5.
The list:
Killed In Action.
Privates James J. Keogh, New York
City; Christopher Martin,
Butte,
Mont.; Fred Blinker, Terry, Mont.;
Itoswell F. Steeves, Derby, Conn.;
George L. Zornes, Kehoe, Ky.
Died of Wounds.
Ceroid, Jr., New
Sergeant jot.n
t,
York City; Corporal Leon A.
Mass.; Privates
Springfield,
Dl
Cresco
Francisco
Italy;
Sora,
John Dudula, Borccon, Russia; Joseph
Cottfred
Cleveland,
Ohio;
Kotlyn,
Schwemmer, North Milwaukee, Wis.;
Franks 8. Snyder, Meadowbrook, W.
Va.
Ilel of Disease.

A

s

MORNINO

Differences; Crowcler Does
Not Want to Be Singled Out
for Promotion, He Says.'

:

TO

BUTTLE WITH FOE

,

American Casualties

next
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. FREE

AVIAT ORS

HAVE

'

Wo Have It."
J

U.S.

J

DN ARMY MEASURE

Raabe & Mauger
"If It'a Hardware

iN THE KAISER'S PATH

1

pjf

We Have a Good Stock of Rubber and
Cotton Hose, Lawn Sprinklers,
Lawn Mowers, Etc.

74.

July 6, 1918.

MEMBER S CONFER

Hose; Reel $1.00 Each

riicme

n Saturday,
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Science-Monitor.-
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Electric Cleaner. Of te
all the dirt, all the
time. There Is no per- r.
lodical
or
no dusting,
dlrb
The
wiping up.
disappearssimply
the
Sit of It. All
Is
housewife
does
push the button and
the
cleaner.
And It's done ln ona-flft- h

the. time.

..

taibla Ap- pllHBCre. Have done
away with many of
the greasy' mussy
pots and: pans and
the hot, i confused
Kitchen, They have
Amerithoroughly
'
canised our methods of living. In
stantly , reponlve service; perfect
uniform results; clean, dainty, savory dlshe. They solve too critical
servant pfobtara ot today.
.

''

Electric

It Is our special desire to help
each housewife plan and select Just
thnsa electrical appliances that will
irkgive her the moat freedom from serand best
some household duties
' '
vice.,

itd

lift n help you. In planning to
better your b,om!

'',"'''

No obllgatloa. In the leaat and no
cost Just the simple matter- of
showing you what cdn be dona, ,

k ALBUQUERQUE

COMPANY
"At, Yo,ur Service"

.
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STRIKE AT
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Australia, Virgin
Islands and Italy Send Con
gratulatory Messages on
Independence Day,

England

v MORNIHS JOURNAL kPBCIAL

VXj-

Commander
No
Supreme
It
Feels
Longer
Necessary
to Keep on Defensive to

'Conserve
(V

ISAHO wwcl
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Washington, July
Independence
between
day messages exchanged
President Wilson and Arthur J. Balfour, British secretary of state for
foreign affairs, the governor general
of Australia, the governor of western
Australia, the governor of the Virgin
islands, and the mayor of Florence,
Italy, were made public tonight by the
White House.
Mr. Balfour's message, transmitted
through Lord' Reading, the British
ambassador, said:
"Have just heard that 100 ships are
being launched in the United States
Heartiest congratulations on
today.
this magnificent performance."
To this President Wilson replied
through Lord Reading:
t
"Your personal telegram of yesterdmost welcome and will give
ays-is
great pleasure to those who are workwith
enthusiasm and success to
ing
fill the sea with ships that shall If
only by their very number make the
successful conduct of the war absolutely certain'. Please accept my personal thanks for your message."
Australia Greets America.
The governor general of Australia
sent this message through Mr. Balfour
and Lord Reading:
"Australia warmly greets America
on its national day; It notes with pride
and gratitude that although only fourteen months have elapsed since the
memorable declaration of war by the
peace-lovinUnited
States against the enemies of civilization and small nations, the brave
armies and illimitable
resources of
the great English speaking democare already a powerful factor in
racy world-fatef- struggle
the
against
militarism; springing from common
to the
stock
Australia
looks
family
?ay when America will clasp hands
across the ocean with Australia as a
brother, thus making real the family
tie and securing the destiny of the
liberty-lovin- g
people of the Pacific."
The President's Reply.
The president's reply throush Lord
Reading Said:
"The people of the United States
send their warmest greetings to the
people of Australia. They sincerely
appreciate the friendly sentiments of
your message and wish in reply to express their pride in being associated
with the gallant sons of Australia In
this great struggle which illustrates
in everything that lies at the heart of
it the deep convictions of right and
of liberty which underlie the political
life of both peoples. I am happy in
their name to Bend their heartiest fraternal greetings."
The governor of Western Australia
sent this message through Lord Readg,

:
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His Forces, Belief
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AT THF, THEATFUS TODAY.

"H" Theater The Perfection cor
poration presents "he Courage of the
Commonplace,"' with Mildred Havens
as the star; also the eleventh episode
of "Vengeance
and the Woman.
Crystal Oiiera House "The Lion's
Claws," ninth episode, with Marie
Walcamp ns the stur;
Justice," and "Kicked in tho Kitch
en."
Ideal Theater After being in the
hands of the painters and cleaners
for the rest of the week, this theater
reopens today with Kitty Gordon as
tho leading character in "Vera, the
Medium;" also a "Happy Hooligan1
cartoon reel.
Lyric Theater
Repeating today
"The Trail to Yesterday, " with Be
stur
cast; also the com
Lytell and a
edy reel.
Pastime Theater "The Heart of a
Lion," wiih William Farnum as the
star, is beinjr repeated today, followed
by the comedy, "Cleopatra," with
"Toto," as the leading funny charac
"Six-Shoot- er

',

ter.

dramatic reasons goes west and becomes a cowpunclicr. Romance, peril,
treachery and loyalty all ii0 in wait
for him, and there is a series of
adventures in "The Trail to
Yesterday."
This gripping photoplay has wonderful scenes showing the Grand Canyon of the Colorado and Arizona cat:
As Ned KecRlcw, who later
becomes known simply a "Dakota,"
the cowboy, Mr. Lytell has ample
scope for his athletic abilities. Heau-tifAnna Q. Nilsson plays Sheila,
the girl of his heart.
There will also be shown a good
comedy reel.
ul

'

AT THK PASTIMi:.
William Farnum is

welcome

always
here. He is particularly
welcome In
his latest production, "The Heart of
A Lion," which commenced
yesterday
drawing out a big crowd at each performance, and which will be repeated
today.
It is a pleasure to see Hig Hill go
after 'em in his own inimitable way.
When he pulls off his coat and rolls
up the sleeves of his blue shirt, one
can rest assured thut there's going to
be action on the screen and plenty of
It. That tJKwhat makes "Tho Heart of
A. Lion" one of the finest pieces of
work Mr. Farnum has ever done.
Credit for good work In this performance should go, too, to Mary
Martin, Wanda Petit, Walter Law and serves.
William Courtlclgh, Jr. Two women
who combine beauty with acting ability in such rare fashion as Miss Martin and Miss Petit would be hard to YOUNG
find. One never tires of seeing tho vivacity of the llttlo blonde, or tho majestic seriousness of Miss Martin.
The management Is also repeating
SHOW
the "Toto" comedy, entitled

-

over-lustin-

-

'

SILVER CITY GARAGE
DESTROYED BY FIRE;
DOZEN AUTOS RUINED
B40PAT-I-

TO UORMINO

JOURNAL?

VHA

m MCDIUM'

day and tomorrow,' starring the famous British beauty, Kitty Gordon.
The picture is adapted from the novel
CONGRESS SANCTIONS
of tmrsamo name by the late Richard
the
war
ANOTHER BOND ISSUE Harding Davis, and
novelist.
correspondent
Miss Gordon wears a bewildering
lY MOMIINa JOURNAL SMCIAL L(AD WIR)
succession of gowns and the part of
Washington, July 6. An adminis- the siren who numbers her victims by
tration Jriill authorizing
issuance of the dozen, suits the superb beauty to
$8.00ft.eo,000 In 'Liberty Bonds and perfection.
providing an additional $1,500,000,000
Tho above will be followed
a
for 'loans to the allies, recently passed "Happy Hooligan" cartoon reel. by
by 'tb senate, was passea lata today
by the senate without amendment or AT THE IA'RIC.
roll call. It now goes to President
Who among us would take "the
L
Wilson.
trail to yesterday" If he could ? Where
' The bill, which was recommended
lead,-r-t- o
Joy, sorrow, aching
by the treasury department in antici- would it
regret or deathless memories? If the
pation of the Fourth Liberty Loan in truth
were Confessed, many would
October,- increases to $22,000,000,000
the authorizations for bond issues like to go by twos, hand la- hand, back
to
life's
war
sunrise time.
made since the
The new
began.Bert Lytell as the star In the Metro
bonds, would bear interest at not more
V i
screen drama to be seen at the Lyric
than k per cent.
no opposition to the bill theater today, for the last time, takes
'VThere
andr comparatively brief debate. r
the part of a wealthy youth who. for
world-famo-

.

.

;ai

Where Can I Find Relief From
Itching, TeriHtfying Eczema?
terrifying trie irritation, no mat- Question I Ever on the,hw
l"'
uuuvuruimQ rna irminir ADn
of 'ihB Aflfjicted
ourniBg Of the akin. 8. R a. will
reach the seat of Vnt trouble
promptly
y Eczem, fetter, Erysipelas, 'and ana lorevor out from the
blood every

Thi

lpt

other terrifying conditions of the skirt,
d
blood diseases, and
ajof salves, lotions and
application
washes can only afford temporary relief, without reaching the real seat of
the trouble.- But-jus-t
because local
treatment has done you no good, there
Is no reason to despair.
You simply
have hot sought the proper- treatment,
'
that is within your reach.
You have the experience of others
Wha fciv
suffered as you have-tIruide you to a prompt riddance of
flood. Had sua (Ummu. ' K matter
deep-seate-

.

camp;
early morning start or the late at night return.
Darkness is a blindfold, more dangerous perhaps because
of the false sense of security when you think you know
the way.
The short cut to safety lies along the path to the neatest
'
Daylo dealer.'
Go in today get the type Daylo you need and take an
extra bveready 1 ungsten battery with you.

AMERICANS
BRAVERY

IN

FACE OF DANGER
my uoanino

journal .piriAL LtA.tr, ,,(,
London, July 6. Tho Americans
who took part
In tho
fighting on

x
Thursday at
were
delighted with their share in tho battle, says the neuter's correspondent
at British headquartors, telegraphing
from the front. He says they were
quite new to any sort of warfare and
described the barrage fire as equal
to the fine Fourth of July celobra-loVlllers-Brctonnou-

......
n.

A young corporal .only 21 years old,
although too badly wounded to be
take.n Immediately to the hospital and
in great pain, gave his experience with
JOHNSON
OF.
relish, the correspondent says. The
FUNERAL
American had killed seven Germans
WILL BEHELD TODAY which he considered to be more than
a fair equivalent to his wounds. The
American's story follows:
Funeral services for P. J. Johnson, young
"With a few others I was working
freight and passenger agent for the
a corner of Valre wood when
Santa Fo railroad here, who died In around
came across some German machine
Los Angeles Wednesday morning will I
in a
field. Thoy were firhe held at the Masonic temple under gunssome wheat
special type of bullet which
the direction of Temple lodge, No. 6 ing
is used against tanks. One of these
A. F. & A. M. at 2:30 o'clock this
"lit
I neverThe Rev. C. O. Rcckman pas- wounded me closethe thigh. to throw a
enough
crept
tor of the Lead Avenue Methodist theless
bomb which fell on One of tho guns
church, will officiate
killed all four members of Its
The Santa Fe ticket office, baggage and
1 saw a man
crew.
running from- beplatand
office
freight
room, freight
hind- the gun toward a dugout and I
4
form will be closed between 2 andAll followed and
shot him.
o'clock, tho time of the funeral. who
"As I was retracing my steps, a
shops
employes of the Santa Feservices
will sixth German stole up from behind
may wish to attend tho
arid marie a thrust at me with his bayannounced
yesterday.
was
be excused It
reonet. I was again wounded but tho
be
will
the
temple
of
A section
German paid for. his exploit with hl'
friends
All
other
served for employes.
life. I received my third wound from
beare invited.
are to Join a German whom I overcame Just
Santa Fe employes who will
loss of
and
from,
fore
pain
march
fainting
procession
'
."
'
.In the.v..funeral
tn.Yinln a far as Broadway blood."
tells of another
auto-- J
The
correspondent
where
avenue
on East Central
mere boy who describes his adventure
mobiles will bo lit wauinu m
in the fight. He had been in some
cemetery.
the
to
them
at the sovere combats when the troops carstate
in
lie
will
body
The
ried the trenches beyond Hamel and
Masonic temple from 10 o'clock
badly wounded In the leg.
until the time of the funeral. had been was
lying helpless, two Germefry. While he at him
Burial will be in F9irview
with flxod bayonets.
ran
mans
as
act
pall
will
Knights Templars
in charge Leaning down with his head on his
are
Brothers
bearers. Strong
triger
rifle he managed to pull the nearest
a bullet went through the
and
R0TARIANS HEAR
German who was about, a dosen yards
other km II came on
' Thoman
?
C.
K.
ON
manniroH tn rise. With
REPORT
hnvonet
thrust and
n.,nlii
MEETING
ANNUAL
of his rifle down
brought the stock head.
A searching
on his opponent's
Max party found him lying there with
President John Milne and
beside Wm.
national
Nordhaus, delegates to the in Kan the two Germans
r.t Ttntnrians held
sas City, were the principal speakers AUTO RUNS dvER"MAN
at tho Rotary luncnemi. imj
from
BUT HE IS NOT HURT
the doings of the conferencetoand
'be seen
their remarks it was easy
were
Rotarians
the
Albuquerque
that
'
Did you ever liear of anyone
popular at the C.convention. of Santa Fe,
being run over twlen hy an auto
CoUins,
Judge Lorin
s
America
on
mobile
without getting- hurt mnnV
dnlivtured an address
rolled In tiie nind without getting
freedom. W. H. Gaylor, of Ashevllle.
his summer ''stilt soiled? That
N. C a visiting Rotarlan, also spoke
Is what happened tn Knrr
:'
krloflv.
'
ot
the
F. B. Schwentkor, president
i at the Fourth of July exerrises
Koof
the
Kiwanis club, was a guest
at university ,ui Thursday ntfflit.
'
'
:
.
,
Nawl was standing by tho gl(lei
,
tarlans.
or an automobile, tnstrulnir the
driver where to go. .At the smihi
MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE
moment Mia tlw driver started
the HHitOi Kami', foot lited on t
OF Y. W. C. A. MEETS
a patch of mad) and lie slid bp- neath thexwr, the rear wheels
The membership committee of the
pnwlng over bin ' body. Before
Young Women's Christian association
NbmiI had time to get up. the car 4
held its first regular meetlnir at tire
stopr-- and backed nix 4he rear
o'clork
at
7:50
association residence
wheels passing over him for
last night The names of six '.ecu ap- .
second timtv r A physMnn W'K'
i
memmir-ihktepoit-ed'were
for
plicants
liuppcnetl tn bo on tho grounds,
Plans were 'discussed nd perhurried to the std nf (lie man,
n
fected for a bettor means of gett-nNascl, unhurt, walked away. Al- touch with the jirls ol tho city.
though ho had fallen In mud,
Those present ' wero Mtss Maibelle
on his
thr as not soiled spot
Williams, chatrmn.i; Mt'ses Mngart
light summer sntV
John, Irma WoUiMg, Kennedy unfl
ft.ft
Mrs, Jted Haraec
ft
.
ft 4

i

For safety, convenience and amusement, learn the Eveready
code for lending "Paylograms" from camp to
camp, for, signalling for help in case ot danger, or
for sending messages by light, which is visible for
night-signalli-

nine miles.
A& for

m

frtt copy of lh EcettaJy
adt at Iht iltrtt

labeled With th

tign.
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(undelivered messages!

Inf tho month $l0,i16 was expended
on repairing and building now struc-

SEVENTEEN ARE

tures.

tri:

BV

hundred and sixteen was
oxpendod in repairs and $6,000 for new
LOCAL BOARD
Tho follcAvIng messages and tele- residences.
"
seven
grams remain undelivered at the of
building
Twenty
permits,
Tho local board for Bernalillo
fice of tho Western Union Telegraph plumbing permits and three drainage
county yesterday announced the recompany; W. D. Ulackford, T. Z. Ogg, permits were Issued.
of seventesnt men reclassification
A.
L. Chaves, J. Van
Jiiana ItodrlKues,
iioulen.
cently registered, on the grounds that
1917. The
DANCERS AWARDED FOUR
they married since May 18,
'
i
men are as follows:
OCEAN HIGHWAY HAS
PRIZES AT COLOMBO
Leopold Meyer, class one; Adolf o
C. Gonzales, class one; Hugh A. CarIN IT
BAD MUD-HOL- E
lisle, dun one; Emilio Candelaria,
Kour Fourth of July dance prizes class
one; Nick Chavez, class two;
were
awarded
at
the
Colombo
dunce
F.lmer Kreamer, class onejit'rank A.
Two miles south o.' AlbmiucrfiLio on
hall
for
Who,
night,
Thursday
couples
elasa one; Frauk Otto
Hubbell,
the Ocean to Ocoun highway ibcie is in the
estimation of the Judges were Wagner, Jr.,
class one; Oneslmo Chaves,
a mudhole In Urn rt.il in which morn
wultzers in the attendajce., class one; 8. F." Andrewei class one;
than elfc'ht a'.i'. )iu iilo were Htranded theMr.best
and Mrs. itay Collin were' J. J. Cox, class one; John. George
for the sreater part cf yesterday.
awarded
first prize, $10 In War SavThe holo in caused by water from
Fishburn. class one; Uon Gordon
Irrigation ditches which farmers have ings Stamps; A. I.. Klein and Miss Llc.htenwalter, class ont: A.; H.
class two; Vernon Ktnbery, class
allowed to flow into the road and Jane Klein won second prize, a $5
which forms a very dangerous spot. Stump;. Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Hailing two; Hen Jam In B. Ginsberg, class two;
One motorist yesterday reported the were awarded third prize, a S" stamp, Melquludes Garcia, class two,
numerous cars strandod and declared and Mr. and Mrs. II. U McNoll were
unless a guard is placed at the spot awarded the same us fourth prize.
THE HAT SHOP
and the road repaired that an accident probably will bo the result.
New Itex'stranls May (2o Noon. ,
At 109 Houtn Fourth street, recently
H. Chamberlln
Lincoln, New, July 5. That selec
purchased by Mrs. L. Steward-Lamb),
tive service men of the 118 class. (formerly Madam
IN
JUNE
SPENT
$10,416
who registered for military service will be turned over to the painters and
15
next
fill
on
for repairs, and
6, last, may help to
decorators
July
FOR BUILDINGS HERE June
month's draft quotas, was Indicated before that date Mrs. Chamberlln will
here today In Instructions received offer some wonderful bargains.
a pntinri
General
ProvoBt
Marshal
Ilia ttiiilillncr ilpnn rtmpnt from
See her reader elsewhere In the
Journal.
of the city government for the month Crowder,
of Juno, tiled Wltn tno city manager
Red Cross Club.
Join tho "Two-nit- "
Journal Want Ads bring results.
esterauy morning, lnaicaiea mat our.
Korty-fou-

r

Hol-bu-

S

A 11

Straw and

.

-

1

a Daylo (or those vacation nights around
YOU will need
on fishing, hunting and hiking trips, (or the

Foch no longer feels the necessity of

To lie Socil ait the "11" Theater Totiay Only.

II

.

NO VACATION OUTFIT COMPLETE
Without an eVEREAdy Daylo

operation.
Reports of the recent successful
strokes are taken to indicate General

.

rICIAL

S3

Koch, tn the opinion of observers here,
They believe the sequence of hard lyo- cal blows Btruck recently bv allied
troops shows a new phase is develop
ing which might expand into a major

keeping on tho defensive to conserve
his forces. The fact that tho Germans
have been completely surprised is be
lieved to bo due to tho work of the
airmen
American aid has served to change
tho tide of the fighting.
Tho American attacks around Cha
teau Thierry; tho French operations
at Solssons and tho Briiish opera
tions on tno So mine and in Flanders
probably wrre prompted by the fact
of the weakness of the enemy at those
points.
Give Knemy No nest.
It is assumed that General Koch
to
give tho enemy no res.
plans
Points of vantage held by him which
would be of value as the starting
place for a new major thrust, are ho
ing recaptured all along the line. The
erreet is to embarrass German nren- urations and officials believe the fact
mat any of these local operations may
suddenly tend to keep tho German
reserves scattered.
Tha activity of the allied forces
a wholly new BHpet,on meeting put
the
forthcoming German effort. .The possibilities of feints at remote parts of
the line, to cover the development of
the real attack until U was well under
way, are believed to lie less promising-, as it Is thtj allies who are now
creating diversions.
One advantage of Iho increasing
man power
will be the
of
allied thrusts at other possibility
uiong
the line; compelling the points
shifting of
German reserves.- - It is believed
Gen- to
ruyn now is in a
mas mis means of slowing position
up tho enemy without impairing his own re-

;

;

man power und rapidiv extending con
trol of the air have permitted the
adoption of a new policy by General

At the "H".
"The- Courage
of tho Common
place," produced by Thomas A. Edl
son, Inc., and distributed by George
Kleine System, deserves in 'every way
the term Perfection Picture.
The story is one of intense interest,
ably acted and well produced. Part of
the scene is at Yale, the rest at a
western mining camp. The central
figure is the superintendent of the
mine, a former Yale student who applies to his life the "Courage of the
Commonplace." He handles the strikg
ing miners and wins their
allegiance when he goes down the
shaft of a burning- mine to find and
remain with the men imprisoned below. In the end the unexpected happens and he finds that the girl he has
loved since his college days loves him.
Leslie Austin plays the pari, of John- EXCITING EPISODIC.
ny Mcljean, the mine superintendent,
A thrilling foot race down a sleen
and
Mildred Havens is The Girl. Tho
ing:
mountain side between Ulack Jack,
rest
of
is
cast
will
the
excellent
and
West"On behalf of the people of
and Carol Holloway
outlaw
ern Australia whose sons are fighting be shown at the "IV theater today (Beie leader,
Blake), Is screened with strikbeside tha sons of America for liberty only.
ing relief In the eleventh episode of
and freedom, I beg to convey their
Woman,"
and
the
"Vengeance
fraternal greetings to tho citizens of ATTHK IIMvW;.
Vitagraph's new melodrama
The ceaseless battle of the sexes, Greater which
the United States through you, their
attraction
be
will
the
chief magistrate, on this their most that struggle between men and wom- serial,
only. Holow
en for mastery which has bren waged In the "H" theater todayand
honoured day."
his posse
Morgan
In reply the president said:
since lCve first lured Adam with u tho girl Sheriff
they
"Your message on behalf of the big rcd apple, is tho theme of "Vera are racing to her aid, but beforebandit
is seized by the
people of Western Australia has been the Me.Hum," the photoplay feature on reach her, she on'
carried
and
a horse
received with the greatest satisfaction. the program of the Ideal theater to- - bound, placed
Is the
Will you not convey to them sincere
away. Incident to tho race,
first of five groat explosions, which
and hearty greetings of friendship
hurls a wall of emoke and flying rock
from th people of the United States
who feel very sensible of the ties of
between the girl and her would be
William Duncan is Henry
rescuers.
comradeship which now bind the two
peoples together in a common sacred
Hlake, and he also directed the serial.
cause."

Silver City, Nf. M., July 5. Fire
which started at 6:30 'this evening
the Bennett
completely
destroyed
Motor Transit company garage.
A
Nlozen or more automobiles were prac-- :
tically ruined, the flnmen spreading
so rapidly that they cjuld not be removed from the burning building. For
a time the fire threatened to spread
to adjoining buildings, but hard work
by the fire fighters kept the blaze confined to the garage building.
The blaze originated in the machine
Shop.
The loss is only partially covered
by insurance.-

li

.

traca of the disease, Just as it lias for
others who ha-v- suffered as you have.
This grand blood remedy has been
used for more thaji fifty years, and
you have only to give it a fair trial to
be restored to perfect health, i r
Our chief medical adviser is an authority on blood and skin disorders,
and he will take pleasure In giving
you such- Advice as your individual
case may need, absolutely without
cost, Write
describing; your
ease to . medical . department, Bwift
434
Swift
Co.,
Specific
Laboratory,
Atlanta, Qa,
to-da-y,
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Hats and Other Summer Necessities

1

:

.

-

S!

casFTalksI

i'piidc rnprnn

JOUKN.L

111

NATIONAL l,KA(il lO.
W. L.
.47 20
Chicago'
43 24
New York
32
32
Philadelphia,

io

PtCl.l

Boston
Brooklyn
St. Ixjuis
Cincinnati

SERIES TO CARDS
KED CROSS

I... '.28

Gonzales

Singles, Is Sacrificed to Second, Goes to
Third

on

Pitch and

Wild

Cleveland
Boston
New York
Washington
Chicago
St. Louis

,

'...88
4(1

30

Vf

li A

tyC

II

and THtt

K.'l

OUT

Totals

D&TtMK,

83 (5:

St. 1oul
AB. H.
4

lieathcole, cf
Fisher, HI)

lb

Orimm,

--

Haird, 3b

4
3
V.: 3
2

.

If

Mcllenry,

Coniiales, c
May,

Welsh and a host of others, but Jack
(!'; Pni.i Purniiiii.)
Old
thev might call went in and fought his fight and In
him and get away with it.
spite of his 33 years gave his friends
There :h no such word as kamcrad no cause for excuses or nhilis. chamJack used to be welterweight
in his dictionary.
He will fight any
of 'em between 141) and 1 fi 5 pound'.) pion. Luring that time thereto wasd
never
a time when he feared
and giving away weight means nothit. Time after time he fought
ing to him whatever.
Lewis until Ted finally managed
Jack Britton is the real veteran of Ted
to get a decision. Since that time Ted
the boxing game.
has kept Jack at a respectful distance.
It was away back in 1905 think of
Jack's career in the ring Is the reit, thirteen years ago, when Jack made sult of an awakening he had In New
his first appearance in the ring.
York several years ago. Jack had
Since then Jack has fought about blown In from Chicago where ho had
WEHTHHX rXlOX POUCV
all
of
and reon living rather free and easy.
lightweights
SHOIXI) UK COXTIXl i;i welters andthem,
has never asked for odds. While in New York he ran across
MeFarland was in sr me of the champions of other years.
New York, July r.. Newcomh Carl- theWhen Packey
of his youth Jack took Practically all of them were broke
ton, president of the Western 1'nion him heyday
on. A few days ago he made HI and unable to make much of a Irving.
Telegraph company issued a statement pounds and fought a draw
"1 discovered right, there that if I
with
here tonight declaring It was of "high- Penny Leonard.
ever expected to tet anywhere I'd
' That Is the end of
est importance" that the policy purJack," some of have to say goodle to old John Barsued .hy the. company should bo conthe wise ones murmured when they leycorn."
tinued.
Jack did it and lias never had
thnt'ght of the mighty left which had
"I do not want to leave this positflattened Johnny Kilbane, Freddie cause to icgrct his decision.
ion with the stigma of having made
a great mistake. I .have but one desire
to turn" over the company to the
ing Interested in the Evening Sun lost
FORMER ALBUQUERQUE
a snug sum of money in the
government as it is now, a loyal, efquite
ficient and disciplines force," lie said
MAN DIES JJHIEW JERSEY venture
in the statement.
Mr. Carlton said If the government
Word was received here yesterday
failed to tako over the wires before
P. C. I. LEAGUE WILL
Monday, he was confident communi- to the effect that Dr. Charles Heinl-riccation would not ire Interrupted, proCLOSE GAMES SUNDAY
who was a newspaper editor in
J
viding matters were allowed to go as Albuieuriue in
when ho was
they were. Ho insisted that If he connected with the Kvening Pun, and
NOffNINA JOURNAL PKCIAL LtAftEO WIH!
lr
thought there would he the slightest later, in l!M(i, obtained notoriety by
The Pacific
ei.,MlA iVuuh .tiilv r,
interruption Monday he would willing- marrying an actress, Mrs. Ijiura. Pig-g- Coiuk International Baseball league
t
ly yield for the sake ot the governl,
Henuett, dropped dead In liunnel. Will
,,.!'.
Close lis nr.tMill nuimiiy, ri.
ment.
Ion, N. J., recently from heart disease.
I'.lewett, president, announced today
He was about 55 years of age.
and
Seattle: Portland. Aberdeen
ni.Aiivoi..' VVn uh hvn Inunifl In the
RIFLE CLUB WILL HOLD
Dr. llendrick married Mrs. Ilcnnett
n few
after his former wife, won league. The season opened with six
SHOOT SUNDAY MORNING a mostdays
sensational suit against the clubs playing. The number was miei
actress for the alienation of the docFor 'the past year
Hy playing until Sunday, the P. C. 1.
The lluke City Hil'lo association will tor's affections.
hold a shoot on the national guard the doctor had been living on the farm league will retain its claim, granted
by tho national baseball commission,
range on the South Highlands at ' of the late "Hob" Fltzsimmons, and
from a recent letter received here was to tho players' contracts and the
o'clock Sunday morning.
There will he practice iroin 500 and preparing to open a big sanatorium on northwest territory, Mr. Iilewett
Mrs. Hendrlek is now rer.
00 yard range. Persins desiring to the farm. ....
..Ino l'Kiln
rrt.VJ
MHO Lr.a
men mtllllH III- J.UPt 111!'".
learn to ,shoot and
I.l UY,sO
.Toll! I ho "Two-Illl- "
was
Club.
regurdif) as very wealthy and be
subject to draf. are itivit ;d.

AMERICAN

Never-Say-D-

1 !

1

ar

T

,

T

esp-'oall-

"TEX PAR
WILL ATTEMPT TO RIDE THE

-

OUTLAW BUCK- i

"Dunn Gone"

"

At Traction Park, Sunday Afternoon July 7
There Will Be Other Features.

Packard, p
Totals

4

0

1

5

2

"0 '

0

0

0
0
0

8

2

5

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

6

8

27

8

2

29

0
1

One out when winning run was
scored.
xx Batted for Carter In fourth.
'
Score y Innings:
000 200 3005
Chicago
140 000 0016
St. Louis
e
hits Aldridge,
Summary:
Three-baso
hits Hornsby,
iFlack.
Stolen
Home
Killifer.
base Paskert, Hollocher, Gonzales,
Deal. Sacrifice hits Johnson, Merkle, Packard, Sacrifice flies Merkle.
Double plays McHenry to Hornsby to
Gonzales; Hornsby (unassisted). Bases
on balls Off Walker 8. Aldridge 3,
May 4. Innings pitched Walker
May 9
Carter ,12-3- , Aldridge 5
(none out !n seventh), Johnson 1.2
(none out in' ninth). Packard
.
out Walker 1. Aldridge
Struck
May 3, Johnson 1. Wild pitch AldKillifer.
ridge. Passed balls

At
At
At
At

'

r

Two-bas-

ay.

run--M-

3.

Pes Moines

Oklahoma City

7

Wichita

7
9

4
4

i

Admission 25c

'

team

Is

strengthening their

line-u-

p

and plotting to reduce the standing of
T -

t ran
WW

,

.,

:

.

t

Choice old Alfalfa.
K.

1
1

V.

FEE,

K.
1

Truesdale,

2

1

4
5
1

0
2
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

I Hudson

3
3

3
3

0
0
0

1
1

...33

2

J 21'

2

b

0
9

Hudson for '
Picture Frames f

4

1
000 010 000
000 100 0012

.30
.5

2

.

I

1

!

p

Mclnnis, lb
Schang. If
Scot'., ss
Agnew, c . .

Barbarc,

3b

Totals

. .

0

4

7 30 12

Walker,
Muench, zz, cf

c
Shannon, 2b
Perkins, ns
McAvoy,

...

3
1
4

4'
4
3

0
0

0

0 16
1
1

0

lJ
0

.

....
. .
..

WAS

0

.

0

Dykes, zx.z,- 3b
Dugan, bs
Geary, p

1

-

.

4

0

0

1

0

0

0,
3
0

38 3 7 30 16
Totals
zBatted for Gardner In ninth,

2

For Gold and Silver

zz Kan for Walker In ninth,
zxz Batted for Shannon In ninth,
zzzz
Ran for Perkins In ninlh.
011 000 010
Boston
Philadelphia ......100 000 002

A Wonderful Opportunity
To Let Uncle Sara Win
e
hits
The
Summary:
War And At The Same
e
hit McAcosta, Walker.
Time Get Rid Of Odd
lnnis. Stolon bases Mclnnis, Strunk
And Ends Of Old
(2), Schang, Truesdale, Kopp, Acosta,
Sacrifice
hits
Mclnnis,
Agnew
Silver
And Gold Which
Sacrifice
Double
fly Strunk.
Strunk,
Can
You
and
Dugan
Exchai.gr For
Burns; Gardner,
plays
Burns.
Two-bas-

Three-baB-

14
03
Barbare,

-

Shannon and
Hit by pitcher
By Ruth' (Kopp).. Struck out By
Ruth 3, by Geary. 4.: Wild pitch-R- uth.
;

Lame Shoulder, '
This ailment is usually caused by
rheumatism of tho muscles. All tnat
is needed is absolute rest and a few
applications of Chamberlain's Liniment Try it.

Journa Want Acs bring results.

CHICHESTER S PILLS
TUB DIAMOND RKAMIk
A
WCv I4hm)I
Auk Jmr Dranto
a
PIIU la Ke4 and 4IM .rtlllcV
boiea, MUad with Blua RIUNMI.V
- V ;
Tkk
AtNML It W me

DlUN . AskKciniHka.raa

Bright green

W

r

EX

DIAMOND HKAND PILLS, fof M
Rattabla
ycus known U Bat. Safest. Al
SOLO BY O00ISTS DfElffKnERE

War Savings
.'

'

and

"

-

-,

'

.

Thrift Stamps
C

A. Wright of the
Pott 4th
Trading
Wright
and Gold has been placed in
charge of this by the War
Savings Committee and will
return to you the full value
of the articles in stamps.
Mrs.

Tk

of Copaiba, Cubebi or

'""N

lnctlons,and
RELIEVES la
24 HOURS th

MIDY)

aam diutxi

'
t

wlth-o- ut

laMavwima,

BnH ht all (frnoytm.

t

7

1

AB. K. II. PO. A, K.

rf
oldring. cf, 2b
If
Kopp,
Acosta, cf, rf
Burns, lb
Gardner, 3b

Ave.

Copper

By Getting

Philadelphia.
Janileson,

and

UNCLE
SAM

3
4
4

31

U

HELP

1

--

for Signs i

Wall Paper

5

Two-has-

Stcunk, cf

T

mm

1
2

5

Itoslon 4; Philadelphia.1.
Philadelphia, July 5. With the aid
of two pinch hitters, two pinch runners and a hit batsman with the bases
full, the Athletics rallied In the ninth
and tied the score only to have Boston win out in the tenth, when after
two were out Uuth drew Geary's seventh pass and scored on Mclnnls'
triple to right. Score:
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
1
3
Hooper, rf

.

Wr CAPSULES
arttuptrlortiDslum

2
0
0

e
hit Uaker. X
Fourth
hit Shotton. Double play
van to Morgan to Judge. Bases
on balls Off Mogridge 2, off Shaw 1.
Struck out By Shaw 5, by Mogridge 2. '

Summary:
e

Ruth,

"

877

run

Three-bas-

Seat-o- n

a;

PHONE

1

9

winning

0
0
0
0

Totals

and McKeo.

15

6x25

AB. It. H. PO. A. K.

Oakland 5; San FrnnHsoo I.
San Francisco, Calif., July 5.
Score:
It. H. B.
7
5
3
Oakland
4 15
3
San Francisco
Mi toe;

1

when

Washington.

9.

V

The Wild Cats defeated the Prairie
Dogs, In a fast game yesterday afternoon, and maintained their lead tln
the league of the class In which they
are playing. The score waa even until the fifth Inning, when 'the Cats
ruffled their fur and proceeded to
the' Doge
stage a batting rally which
were unable to stop, .. ?
'the
team
other
in
league Is
Every
"after the scalps" of .the Cat,. Each

rs

The Superior
ber & Mill Co.

0
0

0

scored.

Salt Lake
0
(Called end sixth, darkness.)
Batteries: Iirenton und Kusterly;
Pcnner and Konnick, C. Dunn.

WILD CATS IN CONTEST

tine out

x

PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE

Batteries: Plough and

Cleaners-Hatte-

(113
113

.

32

Totals

Vernon 6; Los Angrtcs 5.
Los Angeles, Calif., July 5.
K. H. E.
Score:
.
8
6
0
Vernon
5 11
3
Los Angeles
York
Xcw
i.
10;
Pittsburgh
Batteries: Fromme, it. Mitchell and
Pittsburgh, July 5. Now York lost
to Pittsburgh, it being Pittsburgh's Pevormcr; Standridge, Valencia and
consecutive
sixth
Schupp Lapan.
vlotory.
pitched his first game of the season
Tor the visitors and was wild. Score:
DALLAS PITCHERS HELD
Nf-- .v
York.
iAB.lt. IT. PO. A. E.
TO WORK OR FIGHT RULE
2
0
0
2
0
5
Burns, rf . .
.
rf
Young,
MORNIN
JOURNAL tPKCIAf LIO WIRII
Fletcher, ss
Dallas,, Tex., July 5. Pitchers IrvDoyle, 2b . .
ing Compere and Sam Lewis of the
Sicking. 2b
Dallas, Texas league club, were orZimmerman, 3 b
dered today by a Dallas exemption
Holke, lb . .
board either to engage in a productive
Wllhoit, cf .
occupation or be placed In class one
McCarty, c .
.
of the selective service. This is tho
Schupp, p
first Instance of the work or fight rulxThorpo , ,
ing being instituted against a ball
34 4 9 24 10 3 player.
Totals
v
Compere, who Is in a deferred class
Pittsburgh.
AB. R. H. PO. A. K. because of a dependent mother, said
1
1
2
2
he would resigrt from the club and
Caton, ss . .
engage in a useful .occupation. Lewis,
Bighec, If . .
.
.
who is In a deferred class because of a
Carey, cf
Southeworth, rf
dependent wife and 'child, said he
would appeal his case to Provost MarCutshaw, 2b .
shal Crowder if necessary.
Mollwltx, lb .
McKechnie, 3b
Schmidt, c ...
Xo Twilight Hall.
Slapnicka, p .
San Francisco, Calif., July 5. Twi"
28 10 1 27 14 2 light baseball has not been a success
Totals
in San Francisco and .will be disconx Batted for Schupp In ninth.
tinued Immediately, officials of the
Score by Innings:
to4 Taclfic Coast league announced
000 020 002
New York
301 012 03x 10 night. They said that while grandPittsburgh
Home run Cutshaw. stand admissions had been better since
Summary;
Cutshaw, the inauguration of the new schedule,
Stolen base Southworth.
Mollwitz. Sacrifice htts Carey, Cut- the bleacher attendance had Increased
shaw. Sacrifice fly Fletcher. Doublo steadily. Twilight games will be continued in other cities on the circuit.
plays Wllhoit to Doylo! Wllhoit to
McCarty; Caton to Cutshaw to MollCndckx-McKcchnio to Cutshaw to
Heats Hussanc.
Bases on
Casper, Wyo., July 5. Sergeant
witz; Carey to Schmidt.
3.
Carl Caddock, of Camp Dodge, la., reballs Off Schupp 10, Slapnicka
Hit bv pitcher By Schupp (Caton, tained the wrestling championship of
the world hy taking two straight falls
(Fletcher,
Slapnicka), by Slapnicka
McCarty). Struck out By Schupp 6, from Yusslff Hussano in their match
here last night. The first was obSlapnicka 1. Wild pitch Schupp.
tained in an hour and one minute with
a
bar arm and head lock and the secPRAIRIE DOGS LOSE TO
ond with a head scissor and arm hold,
Moll-wit-

. . .

Mogridge, p

Shotton, If
Foster, 3b .
Judge, lb .,
Milan, cf . . .
Shanks, rf
lavan, ss . .
Morgan, 2b
Picinich, c .
Phaw, p , . . .

Sacramento I; Salt Lake 1.
Salt Lake City, Utah, July 5.
Score:
i? ir.

3,

DUKE CITY

in

0

c

New York
Washington

...

New

220 West Gold.
Phone 44t.
lV MONNIN9 JOURNAL NPtCIAL I CASIO WIRtl
July 5. Shaw
Washington,
Mogridge today and Washington made it three out of four from
New York hy taking the final game
of the series. The defeat put New
York in third place. Score:
Sew York.
AB. Ii. H. PO. A. r
We are In a position to give X
0
0
0
Gllhooley, rif
more value for tlio money than
0
ss
Peckinpaugh,
any other BUILDING FIRM. In
1
2
0
Buker, 3b
this vicinity.
1
0
0
Pratt, 2b
X
Office With
1
1
0
0
Pipp, lb
1
1
0
1
6
Bodic, If
Lum0
2
0
0
0
Hyatt, cf

Walters,

ASSOCIATION

Sioux City

.

COMPANY

Four-ga-

12

St. Joseph 10; Omaha 5.
Joplin 3; Hutchinson 0.

Sacramento

LUMBER

Paints, Oils, Glass, Malthold Roofing
and Building Paper.
J. C. BALDRIDGE LUMBER

10
12

J

X;

lald

General Contractor

'

Uncle Sam's Favorite Broncho Buster, Direct From the Remount
Station at Camp Bowie
ALBUQUERQUE FAMOUS UNTAMABLE
... ING HORSE

2
0
0

p

0
1

Itctal'

Wallace licsselden

WESTERN, LEAGUE

0

0

4

1

TODAY

At Columbus 4, Toledo 0.
At St. Paul 7, Milwaukee 4.
At Indianapolis 7; Louisville 10.
At Minneapolis 2; Kansas City 1.

PO. A. E.

12
f'l 14 10
11
0110

4

p

Johnson,

IT.

PLAY

and

For
Market Prices Are

ilYY ANKS

York Placing This Team
Third Place in Standings,

.472
.412
.333

1

U'
1

0

4

Ilornsby, ss
Bea.lt, rf .

)

0

8x25 11

,..22

FIllvSIl

Senators Take Three of
Series From

.4 93

AMERICAN LRAOIH
Detroit at Philadelphia.
Chicago at New York.
St. Louis at Washington.
Cleveland at Boston.

...t,.

KNOCKED

.5B0
.559
.541

34 '
35
38
40
44

34
34
28

In
Dealer
AND SALT MKATS
'Sausage a Specialty
Cattle and Hogs the Kullng

Wholesale

FINAL GAME

LOSE

COMPANY

THE WM. FARR

Pet.

''.573

'NATIONAL IKAGCK.
Boston at Pittsburgh.
Brooklyn at St. Louis.
New York at Chicago.
Philadelphia at Cincinnati,

1

1

39

32
33

WHERE THEY

,511100
,612310

"IT

4 5

43
41

Scores on Heathcock's Hit, rhiladelphiu

the last game of the series from Chicago, winning when Gonzales singled,
was sacrificed to second, took third
on a wild pitch and scored on Heath-cote'- s
single.
May got his second major league
hit, a home run in the second inning,
which scored McHcn.'y and (.'onzales.
Score:
Chicago,
All. It IT. PO. A. K.
Flack, rf
...
ss
Ilollocher,
1
Mann, If
0
Merkle, lb . , . . .
0
Paskort, cf . . . .
0
Deal, 3 b
0
2b
McCabc,
2 10
Killifer, c
0
0
0
Walker, p
0
0 0
Carter, p
0
0
'0
xxZelder
1
1
0
Aldridge,

.431
.507
.391

J.R(;i'l
AV.
L.

rotrolt

m
mi
jounno ineiu iaaiD omal
fit. Louis. July 5. St. Louis took

.4.r)6

37

25

.

HI

.701
.042
.500
.485

34
37

32
31

AMF.IUCA.V

'

Washington.
July r.. While tlie
house was hastily adopting the rrsolu-lio- n
authorizing government operation
during the war of all telegraph, telephone, cable and radio systems, senate lenders tonight received word from
President Wilson which they interpreted ns indicating his willingness to
have final enactment of the resoluvation watt until after
cation.
of
both houses went ahead
lenders
with plans for a re'ess latn tomorrow
night until August 12. It was said
hey would he put through unless tomorrow the president insists upon immediate passage of the telegraph resolution by the senate. Majority Lender Kitehin gave notice in the house'
tonight that tomorrow, after disposition of (he conference reports on the
army anil agricultural appropriation
bills he would offer n concurrent resolution for a recess until August 12.
Itcsolittli n AdnptnU
The
telegrapher resolution was
adopted by the house tonight by a
vote of 221 to 4, after a spirited 'debate in which democra'ic leaders said
the president had expressed a desire
for its passage at once and sotno r
publicans had charged that authority proposed for the president would be
used to further the Interest-- of the
democratic party. To expedite passage of the resolution, the house previously had adopted by a viva voce vote
a rule limiting general debate to two
hours.
The resolution will I.d sent to the
enate tomorrow with leaders there
planning its reference to the interstate
commerce committee for study ami
probably hearing during the recess.
UegardUs sof the recess plans, senate
leaders said its adoption bv
next Monday, the dale for which the strike of
operators employed by the Western
l n.'on Telegraph company is called
is not possible.

gasTtalks

2t

SHAW OUTPITCHES

Pet.

............

1 AST CONTEST OF

er

mi moiininn

I

OF THE TEAMS

STANDING

im

iUUUd LUuLlld

Willingness to Have Legislation Go Over Until After
Recess,
Mid-summ-

L WASHBURN COMPANY

E.

ar.

President Wilson Indicates His

'

July 8

Saving of 20 Per Cent to 25 Per Cent on All Broken Lines

Pittsburgh

DEFERRED

Clearance Sale

al

W ill Commence Monday,
n
fn
J J

.

"
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DEFENDS DELAYED
CLASSIFfCA

OFU.S.

II

tary of war Baker wrote "seem e.n-- 1
tirely justified and the war depart-- j
ment, cheerfully recognizes the fact;
that the needs of the army have
been consdered by you in such de- -,
ferred classification requests and have!
met, with your approval."
In addition to the statement subAustro-Hungaria- n
milted today by Secretary 'Houston,
the senate committee has .heard elaborate testimony from officers of the
department of agriculture who ex(By It. V. Kennud.)
plained the difficulties experienced
in securing and retaining trained and
Though tho whW world is ringing
with
to
the name of (Jen. Armando Diaz,
men
experienced
perform the
highly urgent and essential activities creator of the greatest victory his peoof the department. The facts pre- ple have celebrated since they were
sented show:
knit together in a modern nation, he
1.
That since the United States is one of tho least known men in Italy.
entered the war, the department has Too short a time in supreme command of the army lo have gathered
lost the services of 6,048 regular emtradition of anecdote
ployees. 1,537 of whom have ontercd about him the most
successful generwoven around
the military service.
(
his own reticence and, modesty
2.
That yie personal Interests of als,
him
somewhat out of the
the employees were not considered have kept
nor was the employee consulted ' In public eye.
Yet his personal charucterstics are
were
Recommendations
any case.
made, in accordance with the spirit dourly illustrated in the battle whichand purpose of the selective service has Just been fought. More than unylaw and of the regulations issued
by , the war department thereunder,
only for men who are necessary to
the adequate and effective 'operation
of the service in which they were
engaged and whose qualii ations,
training and experience were such
that it would be impossible to replace
them without substantial
material
loss nnd detriment to the adequate
and effective operation of such aery.
i

EMPLOYES

Secretary Houston Declares
Statement That State and
Federal Officers Have 'Snap'
Is Unjust and Unfair.
.

C.
That it is
Washington, July
angularly unjust and offensive to Bay
as
officers
federal
that state' and
draft
well as , locat " and " district
boards were negligent of national interests and desired to provide soft
places for slackers In the department
or nKrifUlture is the statement of
Davfd F, Houston, secretary of agriculture, in a detailed report
by the senate commttee on
sub-bitt-

agriculture, regarding the amendment
by the house to the pending food
production act for 1919, forbidding
the payment of salaries, under this
act, to any man who, has been placed
in deferred military classification on
account of his employment by the
(
department.
"It is equally unjust," Secretary
Houston declares "to characterize as
slackers the patriotic men who are
rendering patriotic service in the department, many of them at no little
sacrifice.
They are not only not
slackers, but are performing very
vital emergency service for the win.
ning of the war."
The house amendment, if it remains in the bill, the secretary says,
"will make it exceedingly difficult
for the department to carry out its
proprogram to secure the increased liveduction of food, foodstuffs and
stock and also to maintain the activities authorized by the food production act. Furthermore It will seriously Interfere wth' the investigations
and activities whichthe department
is conducting at the request of the
military and naval authorities, the
shipping board and other branches
of the government."
Mr. Houston submits with his report a letter from Secretary Baker in
which the war secretary discusses the
close relationship between the two
departments in the 'prosecution of
the war and enumerates some of the
vitally important wuys in which the
department experts have given aid
to the army.
as
"Such deferred classifications
have been made at the request of the
department of agriculture," Secre
,

.

3.
That no men liave been recommended for deferred classiflcatoin
who were performing purely clerical
.
work.
4.: That only 205 men in the District of Columbia, all of whom, with
tho exception of only eight administrative assistants performing responsible executive work, are scientific or
technical employees, have been deferred on the department's recommendation.
5.
That of 5,8.15 men of draft
age In the department, not over 1,70ft
including county agents and other
....
M
,
extension workers, chemists, veterinf
l&
meat
and
1.
inspectors
experts
iivjw&u.j j
arians,
in the various branches of agriculture,, have been placed In deferred
classification at the request of the
department. Of these at least 303 thing else it seemed to be almost ...,-.-In.
were deferred for other reasons, such statu reuciiuit ui inc nauano,
.
, oltunlfas dependency, physical disability, CXUU.UI
Ulimi 3
Piuuijriiiin. iu w ...-and the like, as well as for depart- from defense positions, which disormental reasons.
ganized the Austrian invasion, piled
it up like a railroad wreck in the
mountains and left it stranded on the
SNOWFLAKE OBSERVES
bunks of the IMave at Montello, This
"certain suddenness" is General Diaz
INDEPENDENCE DAY to
a "T." Moreover the readiness of
the Italians was not improvised. It
OPtCIAL COKM ONDKNCS TO MOSNINtt JflUftNALl
was built upon careful, scientific
Snowflako, Ariz., July 5. Snowflake preparation against any eventuality.
had many visitors yesterday to cele- That ulso is the way General Diaz
brate Independence day. The town works secretly und thoroughly.
was beautifully decorated with flags.
In last year's disaster at Caporetto,
Horso races, foot races and many which cost Italy nearly all tho gains
o'her sports were indulged In. The at- she had won In tho war and much of
tendance was estimated nt 1,500.
her own territory, It was said to have
been central Italian troops and largo-l- y
Neapolitans who succumbed to enemy propaganda and broke before the
German attack. Yet General Diaz is
a Neapolitan born under the shadow
of Vesuvius fifty-si- x
years ago. If Naples felt a special concern for the catastrophe at Caporetto she also has
cause for special rejoicing over the
Victory on tho 1'lavc.
Of Spanish Infraction.
General Diaz comes of a noble famAs
the name suggests it is of
ily.
Spanish origin and the Italian branch
-

I

-

1

OF OUR ANNUAL

qucnt Spanish invasions of centuries
ago wnen najy was ine Daiuviicm mr
tlu world.
nd Pelain.'
TJkh Genrrjils1 PVich
General Diaz began his career as an
arunci-oiucer. no was euucuieu ui
the famous military academy of Turin
was
and
graduated us a second lieutenant of artillery, In which branch
of the service he remained until he
was made a captain, tint there is in
educution for army
Italy a still higher
nffinnra linnurn au iVta utimtl nf wup
for which sixty pupils are selected ev
ery year irom mo entire army, uen-erDiaz was one of these six.y and
year after year was among the few
chosen to serve on the general staff.
Ho remained with tho general staff
practically throughout his career excontact
cept whon,
wLh the troops, he served as commander of a battalion of Infantry and
later of a regiment. On the general
staff he was for a long time head of
the "personnel office." It was here
that he called into play much of the
tact and Impartiality wliH h are sail
two of hifj distinguishing trait:
Wen Kenown (n Libyan.
During the Libyan campaign he
served in the field as colonel of the
Ninety-thir- d
regiment of Infantry. It
was the first battle of Zanzur (Juno
8, 1912,) that he proved his quality
as a. commjinrioi' nf sitiurtt 'rlaniui.,,.
The main Italian positions had been
assaiica ny tne lamttjcul Arabs in six
successive wavcB and the troops were
In imminent danger of giving way. It
was then that Colonel Diaz, posted on
tho left with his regiment, delivered
an Imnetliotls bnvnnn
fhiiftTA imitM th.
right flank of the enemy, throwing
him into confusion and carrying the
day. for the Italians. Colonel Diaz was
also present at the second battle of
unzur. it was these two great actions, the most Important of the Libyan war. that, riootfterf tho
after tho second victory peace was1
o,s,-uy lumey witnin a month.
At the beeinninc
tit tho
Ueleral Diaz was henri nt th
rtr...
of operations of the supreme com- ouiiu. ne snowed himself guth an excellent organizer wltn so much
directing ireniim fhut ha .....
line for the chief
eommandershlp
..
..
When., thA ...o.inLri
in me mountains
..cuentouuen a cnange of leaders
JVHiKbt Way Across Iho CarMO,
v.A uAi.t Before thin , hnvuvnp
i
'
limn (;uin
matid of the Eighteenthiuarmy
of the third army, including thecorps
famous brigade of
grenadier guards and
briade 'hlch so distinguished themselves on the Carso. Tho
,0
n'gn and desolate plateau
ano tne Adr atic
""V
. ,
Bv
.sea.
m yunzia
ririla
nt
. the ...
-- .
ouuiuicr tne. Ital ,
ians under ricnnni
una jorcea
u.j
their lines half way sia.a
across it In
the
fighting
. a . very- fiereo "it h n,.iiilliw village
al

.

.

m.

is
i'-n
a bas
tion for the Austrian lormed
right flank. But
rirfv?,.Tn,
,;eJ,etaod and ferocious
.
.v
inejr were
holding them when the defection'
of
. far. to the
n
north Or thorn B?cona
fnm.t arl"y
whole line right back and down to
the
General Dlaa Is described as ex
tremelv likahi.
,i. "
- h..
K"w mm.
He is somewhat under medium
height
wan
mack hair and
uar,
cropped moustache now turning (rray
e Is a constant smoker but his manner Strikes
tho oWrvn
. . no v a
,
.,t ill una
even contemplative except when
he
Is suln&rw ordp - When
....... t,. "vvnicfl
h.nn, IlIVHt
Incisive and direct. However, he
Is
ui
great taKer ana Is known as a
man of few words and those concise
. v..
His Kraln
and meAtv., ....
--VLI.IH
" - - - - u.m
yj
both analytic and synthetic,, forj he
nut- oniy. Knows now to plan wnn tn
greatest elabvratlon but liar 'tftflf f(C
-n-

Today Saturday 8 :30A.M.
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of Comparison.
shall preside at all meetings of the Board
Stale of New
;'2J
and of the KxecuUve Committee, and, ex of- United States of America,
'
Mexico, ss.
ficio shall In a member of all committees.
is
ll
hercoy certified, that the annexed la
He shall call meerings of the Board of
when he deems It necessary: shall a full, true and complete transcript of the
Si
of statement o(
act generally as the Financial Executive
t
NATIONAL STARCH COMPANY
the Company with full power In hie dlncre-tlo.
to examine the accounts of all agents, Designating principal Office, Agent, el-H
(No. 9507.)
officers and employees, and lie shall have
general supervision of the affairs of the with the endorsements thereon, as same ap-- .
Company, subject to the Board of Directors peais on file and of record in the ofrieo of'
the State Corporation Commission.
and of the Executive Committee.
In ieatitnony u heceof, the State CorporaThet at aald meeting of the stockholders the amendments to the Amended tion Commission of the Hlute of New Mexico
Certificate of Incorporation of this Company has caused this certificate to be signed by
and the seal of said Commisss above set forth, were assented to In writ- Its Chairman
s
In Interest of sion, to be affixed at the City of Santa Fe
ing by more than
on
this 'nd day ot July. A. D., 1911.
each class of the stockholders having voting
ttCuti H. WILLIAMS,
and aald written assents are hereto
powers,
army which is not aggressive at the
Acting Chairman.
appended.
,
(Seal.)
e
moment
can
of
.
hope to w.nl
right
That nine hundred and ninety-threv Since
one Attest'.
and
Stock
Common
of
the battle of the IMave GenNATIONAL, STARCH COMPANY.
shares
the
(9J)
siDWI.V V. COARD,
.
(Hi:1) shares of the
the corporation Is
hundred and slxty-lw- o
eral Diaz has already been advanced I. The name ofSTARCH
Clerk.
COMPANY."
"NATIONAL,
Preferred Stock of said corporation, arc
seven. y numbers. However, It Is alNATIONAL
STARCH COMPANY
II. The location of Its principal office In
and outstanding.
'38'
most certain that he will be raised
Siiiiement of Foreign Corporation.-KNOState la No. 1.V Exchange Place, Jersey
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the said NationALL MEN BY THESE PRE3-ENit- s:
from lieutenant general to ihe position the
City, Hudson County, New Jersey, and the al Starch Company has caused this CertifirilAI NAUONAl. STARCH COMof 'goneralo d'sereito." There are at name of the agent therein and in charge cate to be signed by Its President and Its
a corporation organised and existpresent only two men in Italy hold- thcreor upon whom process against the. cor Secretary, and Its corporate seal to be here- PANY
under
and by virtue of the laws of the
ing
may be served Is Registrar and unto afrixed thiswenty-fourtday of Au- Male of New
ing that rank. One is the king and potation
Jersey and desiring to transTransfer Company with which said National
the o.her is General Caneva, who com- Starch
l'Jl
gust,
Us
business
'
act
in the State) ot New MexfVmpany is lo he registered.
NATIONAL STARCH COMPANY.
manded the Italian armies during the
ico,
make the following state
hereby
ath
III. The objects for which the corporaE. B. WAI.DES.
By
war.
ment
accoroance
in
with the provisions of
Libyan
tion la formed are, to carry on the trade
rresiaeni.
Section
N.
M. Statutes,
98.
Codification
or business of manufacturing,
Kit.
F. T. FISH
producing,
H llilit
.
adapting and preparing from corn or any
Secretary.
The
amount
Its
of
Is $150.- slock
capital
or
other grains
KIC.VL.)
vegetables products, and buy
(CORPORATH
000.
and the amount actually Issued is
OF DIRECTORS.
ing and selling and otherwise dealing In
HKSOI.UTION
$115,500.
starch, glucose and dextrine, and any and
WHEREAS, under the amended certificate
derived from corn or of Incorporation filed In the office of the Is lie character of the business which It
all
to transact in lite stats ot New Mexico
or
other grains
vegetable
products: Secretary of Slate of New Jersey on the
buying and dealing In corn a:ld other grains second day of May.lue. the authorlled capSale
of products made from Corn.
conand vegetable products :ml apelil
ital stock of this Company Is $9,500,000,
The locution' of Ita principal office In
thereof, and cjmbinitl ms. mixtures and sisting of 95 000 shares of the par value of
the
,
State
of New Mexico Is designated as
compounds "f ar!it!"s therrrom, and In ton-- fliin each and,
National Bank Building. Albuquernectton therewith; t.ttyhi. soiling and feedthe total amount of stock State and
WHEREAS,
the agent npon
whom proand selling lumtcr and llow issued and outstanding Is only 1115.60(1 que,
ing cattle; buym
cess against the corporation may be served
timber lunds: purchasing or erecting, owndivided Into II! shares of preferred Stock
ing and operating box factories, cooperages of the par value of 100 each and 9'JU shares is Owen N. Murron, a natural person of full
and planing mills: and also to manufacture, of Common Slock of the pur value of 10ii age actually resident In the State of New
Mexico, whose place of abode la Albuuuer- adapt, prepare, use,
produce, purchase,
sell or otherwise
deal In any mater'"wHEREA". It Is deemed advisable that que,IN N. M.
WITNESS WHEREOF, the said NA
or things 'required for, the authorixed capital stock of this corpoarticles
ials,
TIONAL STARCH COMPANY, has caused
to
or Incidental
in
with
connection
be decreased from $9.1(00.000 to $150.-00and rationand that the Amended Certificate of its name lo he hereunto subscribed and ita
use,
manufacture.
the
pufchuse,
rtHCIAk DltPATOH TO MOHtka JOURNAL)
sate, fif, or other dealing In starch, glucose Incorporation of this Company be amended corporate seal to be hereunto affixed and
these presents to be executed by Its Pres
of corn and so as to
Holhrook, Ariz.. July 5. Last night and dextrine and
sccompllsh that result.
L'Oth day of June,
ident and
products, and
at 10:30 o'clock tho hbino of John Pe-w'i- tt other grains and vegetable
NOW. THEREFORE. BE IT R KSOl.Y LO. A. D. 1918.Secretary, this
admanufacon
Is
ll
other
to
Bdard
cny
carry
In the Judgment of this
at Snowflake was burned to the generallyor
that
NATIONAL STARCH COMPANY.
trading business, exporting or im- visable that Article Four of the Amended
ground and two of their children per- turing
By E. B. WALDEN. '
porting, which can c mvenlcntly be carried Certificate of Incorporation of this comished in the flames while two others on
President
In conjunction with any of the mattora pany filed in the office of the Secretory
received burns from which they can- aforesaid; also to purchase, acquire, huld of State of New Jersey on May second, 1900, Attest:
F. T. FISHER,
not recover, according to the attend- use and dlsposo of patent-right- s
letters be amended so aa to read as follows:
Inventions, devices, bran.ia,
IV. The amount of the total authorised
ing physicians. Genevieve, a girl, aged patent, processed,
(CORPORATE SEAL.)
and other rights and capital stock of the corporation Is One hunlabels, trade-mark- s
8, and Ueese, a boy, aged 4, were creENDORSED:
all
transact
business
to
acts,
do
and
also
and fifty thousand dollars ($150,0001.
dred
mated In the burning building, and and things incidental to or relating to or
same
the
Forelgl
which
number of shares into
No. 9507.
Frank, aged 12, and Lynn, aged 10, convenient In currying oft Its business as The
Is divided Is Fifteen hundred (1600), end
' Cor.
Vol. 0, Page 439.
were fatally burned in their heroic aforruaid.
said
Of
Rec'd,
Is
$100.
the par value of each share
COM
Pii!d corporation mrtv conduct business In capital stock 600 shares shsll be prefered Statement of NATIONAL STARCH
fight to save their brother and sister.
Of "lee.
common
PANY,
be
principal
Designating
The parents wero away from homo olhrr states or In foreign countries, and stock and 1000 shares shall
in Office ot Slate Cor
filed
etc.,
Agent,
of
of
more
or
out
the
offices
one
Stats
have
at the time, Mr. Dewitt being here atporation Commission of New Mexico, July
Preferred Slock shall receive quarter-yand may hold, purchaso, nii'rt-gag- e "l-htending to business and Mrs. Dewitt New Jersey,convey
not S, 1918; 3:16 P. M.
real and personal prpotty early
dividends r.l the rate of and 1900
was at a Fourth of July dance In out ofand
1st.
EDWIN F. COARD.
the Btate of New Jersey.
exceeding o per annum after July
ts
Cierlt
the Snowflake neighborhood. The
The Directors may hold their meetings and Huch dividends ahull be cumulative, anddiv-if
had eight children hutj'three of have one or moro offices and keep the oooks the profits of any one year declarable as
Compared JJO tu MH.
such
to
pay
sufficient
and
them were with their mother and one of the corporation (except the slock
idends shall not be
of six State of New Mexico.
State Corporation
was in Holbrook with the father, transfer books) outside of the stale of New dividends for such year at the rate
reCommission of New Mexico, Certificate of
per annum upon said I
per centum
Jersey.
at
four
home.
leaving only
same shall be made
of the total authorised
the
amount
then
IV.
The
ferred
Authority.
Stock,
Mr, Dewitt up until July 1 was a
etock of the corporation la one Hun. up from the profits of a later period until United states of America, Btate of Near
speranch owner. At present he Is the capital
Mexico, ss.
dred and Fifty Thousand Dollars (U0,000). the full amount of dividends herein
paid
holder of the government mall eon-tra- The number of shares Into w hich the same l cified without Interest, shall have-- been diviIt Is Hereby Certified, thkt there was
before
any
Block,
the
and
(lfiOO)
filed
Hundred
for record In the office of the State
Preferred
between Holbrook and Fort divided la Fifteen
upon the
on the Common
or
Is 1100. Of said
share
declared
Commission of the State of
each
of
paid
la
value
dend
Corporation
par
Apache.
of
net
the
of
profits
be
New
Preferred
Mexico on the '.'nd day of JuJy, A.
shall
600
shares
Stock. The balance
A kesrosene lamp Is supposed to Capital stock
P.. 1918 at 9:16 P.
M. by
1000 shares shall be common the Company declarable as dividends shall
NATIONAL
slock
and
have exploded, which started the fire. stock.
- j,..,ih..,.
umonfl- the holdeis of the 8TAROH COMPANY
a corporation duly
Vs- - Dcwitt's condition is serious
Common Stock at such times
The Preferred stock shnll receive quarter-yorganised, and exisltlng under and by vir
as a result of the shock.
tue of the laws of the State of New Jersey,
dividends at the rale of and not or quarterly) as may be fixeo oy mo
early
a certified copy of Its Amended Certificate
per cent per annum after July of Directors.
exceeding
tv.- .iiia of ihe Preferred fMack and Of Incorporation and Statement designat
Buoh dividends shall he cumulai. 1000.
tive and if the profits of any one year de. accrued and unpaid dividends thereon of shall
ing principal office In this State, agent.
the etn.,
as provided by Section 10'J, Chaptnr
clarable aa dividends shall not be sufficient also. In the event of the dissolution
"
the
us
"
at
such
79,
ot
for
Laws of 190.V
assets,
year
dividends
division
to pay such
Company and
.
Now Therefore, The bald corporation
la
rate of six per centum (6') per annum upon In full before any sum wnatevor
Stocks. hereby authorised by the State Corporation
said Preferred Stock, then the same shall noM it oncoont of the Common
be made up from tho profits of a later per- and Iherafter tho Commo. Stock shall be Commission to transact business In the
State of New Mexico, and the business Is
entitieii to the entire assets remaining.
iod until the full amount of dividends hereret- ..ninsi f.f the Comnanv In excess
such as may be lawfully transacted by
Interest, shall have
in specified without
divand
before
fun
chargra
of Interest and sinking
been paid upon the Preferred Stock,
corporations organised under the laws of
or paid on the idends on Preferred Stock may be used In this State.
any dlvdend la declared
In Testimony Whereof, the Chairman
The balance of the net tho purchase and redemption of Its Pre
Common etock.
and Clerk of said Commission have here
Block at sucn times ano on sue
profits of the Company declarable the,as hold- ferred am
TOftV OrOVUle,
the
unto
set their hands and affixed the seal
shall be distributed among
ers of the Common stock at such times
The power to ilx the amount to be re- of said Commission, at the City of Santa
CO
or quarterly) as may be fixed served ss a working capital for the
Fe, on this second day of July, A. D. 1918.
i. h.rhv elven to the Directors, and (Heal.)
by the Board of Directors.
HUCII If. WILLIAMS,
The par value of the Preferred Slock, and the right to dividends from profits shall be
shall
thereon
dividends
accrued and unpa'd
Acting Chairman, '
subject thereto,
intttTHF.n RESOLVED that a ape
Attest:
ti.
also. In the event of the dissolution of the
ot
this
be
Stockholders
mootina of the
EDWIN F. COARD. Clerk.
lY MBMIM JOURNAL rCIAL LCAMO WIHI
Company and division of Its assets, shallpaid
be
any sum whatever
Company be called to be held on Wedneeday,
Washington, July r 6. A resolution in fullon before
Common Stock, and the !Mth day or aubusi.
of
the
account
noticf. or Burr.
paid
it
TTnlted
declaring
opportune for the
the Common Slock shall be en- o'clock noon at the otnee nt tne Kegisirr
n thw District Court, .County of BernaStates, Japan and tireat Hritaln to thereafter
to the entire assets remaining.
and Transfer Company, No. 15 Exchange
titled
of New Mexico.
lillo.
State
enter Into an agreement which would
The earnings of the Company In excess of Place. Jersey City, N. J., for the purpose of
No. 11337.
prevent Germany and the other cen Interest and sinking fund charges and divi-Jn taking action on the rorogoing resolution.
The
of
Albuquerque, a Municipal Cor
City
ASSENT OF STOCKHOLDERS.
tral powers from gaining a foothold dends on Preferred Stock may be ssed
va J. B. Relnhart,
Plaintiff,
poratlon.
Its Pre
The undersigned, being more lhan two
upon the Pacific which might permit the nurchass and redemption onofsuch
Defendant,
terms thirds In Interest of each class of the stock
them to use methods of warfare on ferred Stock at such times and
To
Named
Defendant:
Above
the
holders of National Starch Company nav.
the
may provide.
the Pacific ocean not justified or war- asThe
You are hereby notified that a suit has
to fix the amount to be reIns voting nowera. having at a meeting reg
ranted by the laws of war," was In- served power
as a working capital for the corpocalled for that purpose, voted In favor Ven filed against you In the District Court
ularly
troduced today by Senator Saulsbury. ration Is hereby given to the Directors, and of the changes and amendments
to tne f Bernalillo County, New Mexico, by the
Consideration of It was postponed.
Ihe right to dividends from profits shall be Amended Certificate of Incorporation or mis ibnve named plaintiff, in which the said
you In
plalntlrf prays Judgment against
thereto.
rnder the resolution the (Chinese subject
Company as aet forth In Ihe above certifi
and
he eum of One Hundred Forty-eigh- t
office addresses cate do now, pursuant to law, give our writ
republic and the' Russian
people of V.theThe names and post
Inwith
Dollars
($148
50), together
Incorporators, and the number of ten assent tu , such changes ana amend
"when able to establish a sufficiently shares subscribed
of
terest
the
twelve
rate
at
per
thereon
folas
are
for
ments.
each,
by
and
stable
December
1917,
annum
and
cent
from
10,
strong
any
government
per
IN WITNESS WHEREOF we have duly
with costs of suit, for work and
other government on the Pacific Iit lows:
POST OFPICH A DDRKHSES
NAMES,
executed or caused this Instrument to be, together
ubor done and material furnished In build- - '
toral prepared to contribute to tho
NUMBER OP RIIARBH OF duly executed this 2th dsy of August, 19t0.
to be built a cement-concret- e
and
8UB-HCg
causing
STOCK
common purpose reasonable propor
COMMON
NAMED
NUMBER OF SHARES
sidewalk adjoining Lot Thirteen. Block
BED FOR.
CORN PRODUCTS REFINtions of sea power," might be admitted
4. A, tt P. Addition to the City or AlbuING CO., W. E. KingsHenry C. Everdell. lit Fifth avenue, S
into tho proposed agreement.
the aald sidewalk having been
shares
15S 981 shares querque,
N. Y. City
bury, Vlce-PreTho resolution
would have the
hull! at the Instance of the plaintiff under
SEA L)
Matthews. "7 William
(CORPORATE
Armltage
.1
by authority of the lawa of the Slats
agreement provide that "no warships street, New York City
t shares Attest: V. T. Fisher, Hccy.
You are hereby further
f New Mexico.
or other armed vessels of any power John
1 share
B. Summerftrld, ft Wall street,
It. E). Durham
notified that a writ of attachment has been
8 shares
1 share
which has heretofore or shall here
F. T, Bedford ,
New York City
In Block N and
Thirteen
Lot
levied
upon
1 ehare
F. T. Fisher
after pursue an unwarranted course James C. Young. 63 Montgomery
Lota Fifteen and Sixteen In Block Q. of the
2 shares
1 share
O. M. Mnffett
street, Jersey City. f. J.
of warfare or use Illegal methods of
. at P. Addition to the City of Albuquerque.
1 share
137 Amity St.,
K. B. Walden
New Mexico, and that, unless you enter, or
warfare on the high seas shall be per- George B. Spencer,
J shares
Brooklyn, N. Y.
cause to be entered, your appearance In
mitted to have, hold or maintain
993 shares
Total
lot
said cause on or before the 10th day of
ports, harbors, possessions or landing
Total 10 shares State of New Jersey, County of Hudson, ss. August, 1918, Judgment will be renedered
VI. The period for the duration of the
BE IT REMBMRERED that on this 4th
places on the Pacific ocean whence
you and your attached property will
such war may bo waged or which may Company shall bo unlimited.
day of August, 1910, before me, the sub- igalnst
be sold to satisfy such Judgment.
VII. The power to make and alter
scriber, a Master In Chancery of New Jerbe used as bases or offense or places
of plaintiffs attorney Is W. A.
name
ehe
shall be In the Directors, hut
sey, personally appeared Frederick T. Fish- Keleher and his
of refuge."
la
office address
made by the Directors may always be aler, Secretary of National Starch Company, Cromwell building, post
Albuquerque, New Mexthe corporation montioned In and which ex- ico.
or repealed by the stocktered, added
holders.
ecuted the foregoing certificate, who, being
TAYLOR APPOINTED
The Directors shall have power and au- by me duly sworn on his oath says, that he (Seal).
Clerk.
NDHTOTl MONTOYA,
thority, with the consent expressed either le such Secretary and that the seal affixed
FOOD COMMISSIONER
By THOS. K. D. MADDIBON. Deputy.
to the said certificate Is the corporate seal
by vote or In writing of the holders of two-thirof each class of tho capital stock of said corporation, the same being well
IN DONA ANA COUNTY Issued and
PROPOHALH FOR CONSTRUCTION v
known to him.
outstanding, to sell, assign, transfer or otherwise dispose of the whole of the
That E. B. Walden Is the President ot
OP SEWER SYSTEM. WATER
said
and
of
said
the
certificate
corporation
signed
property
SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTING SYScorporation.
PICIAL CnRNMPONMNCI TO MORNINO JOUNNaM
and
affixed
aald
aeal
The
delivDirectors
and
dethereto,
shall
from
time
lo
time
TEM.
Department of the Interior,
Las Cruees, N. M.. Jul y5. L. R termine whether and to what extent and at ered said certificate by authority of the
of Indian Affairs,' Washington,
Taylor, a Las Cruccs attorney, has what times and places and under what Board of Directors, and with the assent of Office
In Interest of each class of the D. C. June 12, 1918, sealed proposal
been appointed United States food ad- conditions snd regulations,
the accounts two-thirtha
ministrator for Dona Ana county. He and books of the corporation, or any aaockholdera of aasaid corporation having plainly marked on the outside of
and for his voluntary sealed envelope, "Proposals for sewer
them shall be open to the inspection voting powers,
will attend a conference of county of
of the stockholders,
act and deed, and the voluntary act and system, water supply and distributing
no
and
stockholder
food administrators at Albuquerque shall have
any right of Inspecting any deed of said corporation. In the presence system at the Toadlene School under
of deponent, who thereupon subscribed his
July 7 and 8.
account or book or document of the corthe jurisdiction of the Ban Juan
poration except os conferred by statute In name thereto aa witness.
school, Bhlprock, New Mexico" and
New Jersey or authorised by the Directors.
And deponent further says that the resCruccs May Ifcxxmie Dry.
to the "Commissioner of
addressed
The Directors may designate from their olution ot the Board of Directors referred
Las Cruces, N. M., Julv 5. Las
Indian .Affairs. Washinnton, D. C",
to
said
in
number
and
true
a
Executive
of
certificate,
which
Committee which shall
copy
Cruccs will become prohibition after for
being and to the extent pro- Is appended thereto, was adopted at a will be received at the Indian Office :
August 1, if the townordlnance pro videdthebytime
the
have and exercise meeting of aald Board of Directors, duly until two o'clock P. M. of July IS,
hibiting the sale of liquors near a the powers of the Board of Directors,
In convened and held on the U'lh day of 1918,
for furnishing; materials and
soldiers training camp is enforced. the Intervals between Its meetings, In the August, 1910.
And deponent further says that the writ- labor for the construction of a sewer
At Mesillu Park, near here, there are management of the business and affairs of
now 200 soldiers taking an intensive the Company; sll acts of said Committee to ten assent of stockholders appended to the system, water supply and distributing
la signed
be reported to the Board of Directors at its foregoing certificate
by two-thir- system in strict accordance with the
mechanical training course.
In Interest of each class
of the plans, specifications and Instructions
meetings.
In case of an Increase In the number of stockholders
of said corporation having to bidders, which may be examined
Directors of the Company the Board of voting powers, In person,
at the Office of the paper or perlodl- LKG.VL NOTICES.
F. T. FISHER.
Directors shall have power tn elect the ad
apSubscribed and sworn to before me, the ral In which this advertisement
ditional Directors, who shall hold office unpears, the United Mates Indian Ware- '
Btntn of New Mexico, Stats Corporation til the next annual meeting of stockholders day and year aforesaid.
house
at Chicago, Illinois; St Louis,
Certificate and until their successors are elected.
FRANK H. HALL,
t'ommlMl(n of N.w Mexico.
of Oiinpariaon.
Master In Chancery
Missouri; Pan Francisco, California;
The
shall provide for the divisot New Jersey,
United siatea of America,
ion of the flrat Board of Directors Into three
State of New
Builder's Exchange, St. Paul,
the
and
'
Mexico, M.
classes to serve for one. two and three years Endorsed:
t
Minnesota, and at office of the SuIt li hereby certified, that the annexed la respectively and at each annual
2. 1910.
recorded
"Filed
and
Sep.
of
perintendent of the San Juan School.
'
a full, true and complete tranecrlot of the the stockholders of the Company meeting
D. DICKINSON,
one class
Shlprock, New Mexico. For further ,
Certified Copy ol Amended Certificate of of the Directors shall be elected to serve for
"Secretary of State."
Information
apply to the SuperintendSTATU OF NEW JERSEY
three years each, tn fill the place or places
Incorporation of
u
ent of the San Juan School. Cato
NATIONAL BTAHCH COMPA.NT.
In the Board of Directors made vacant bv
Department of State.
.
T,
(No;
THOMAS F. MARTIN, Secretary of Jells. Commrlsalonsr. .
the retirement of the members of the class
f)9.)
with- the endoreementa thereon, aa same ap
or Directors whose term of office then ex- State of the State of New
DO
Jersey.
HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing Is rrtOPORALB
pears on file and of record In the office of pires.
FOR CONSTRirOTIOV
the Slait Corporation Commlaelon.
The Board of Directors shall annually elect a true copy of Amended CVrlflcate of InOP GRAPE-BCHOOI- j
BUILDING,
In Teellmony Whereof, the Mate Corpora from among their own number a President, corporation of the NATIONAL 8TARCH
.Com-mor- co
tion CoinmlMlon of the State of New Mexico one or more
and the endorsements there-e- Trost aad Trout, Architect.
and a Chair- COMPANY,
New
ItuiltUnff, Albuquerque,
as the earns, Is taken from and cum-- ,
has caused this certificate to be altrned by man of the Board of Directors, and shall
Sealed proIts Chairman and the arat of Bald Commiselect or appoint from their own number, pared with the original filed In my of- Mexico, July 1st, 1918.
sion, to be affixed at the City of Hants Fe or otherwise as they Board elects In each fice oa the Second day of September, A. posals will be received at the Archion jthla 2nd day of July. A. D
case, any other , officers,
is
agents or em- D. 1910, and now remaining on file and uf tect's Office until 2 o'clock P. M. of
r
HUGH H. WILI.IAMH.
record therein.
30th. 1918. for furnishing, the
ployees
'
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF.
I have July
The President shall have the general manActlni Chairman.
conana
to
materials
labor
necessary
i
,
Attest:
f
agement of the manufacturing business and hereunto set my hand and affixed my Of- struct, erect and
complete the school
EDWIN P. COARD,
.
property of the Company, subject to the ficial Weal at Trenton, this Twenty-fourt- h
D.
1911.
A.
s,
building tn accordance with the plane
of
Clerk. '
abof
In
the
'
June,
and
the
day
provisions
and specifications, prepared and furCEttTIFICATB OF AMENDMENT OF
sence of Ihe Chairman of the Board of Di- (SISAL)
THOS. F. MARTIN,
nished by Trosfc and Trost, Architects.
Of INCORPORATION
rectors, shall preside at all meetings f the
.of
Board snd of ths Executive Committee, shall
A certified checlt equal to
Secretary of State.
per cent
mx
NATIONAL STARCH COMPANY.
ENDORSED:
be a member
officio, of all committees
of the estimated coat of the building
National Hrch Company, a corporation and, la the absence of the Chairman of the
Foreign
will be required with each proposal
No. 9604
of the State of New Jersey, by tie president board, shall call meetings of the Board of
as a guarantee of responsibility of the
Cor. Rec'd. Vol.. a, page 49.
and secretary, doe hereby certify:
Directors. 8ubject to the approval of the
Com1.
That the principal office of the
Certified Copy of Amended Certificate of bidder. . Checks will be- returned aa
Executive Committee, he may appoint such
of
NATIONAL STARCH soon at the Cortract is closed.
The
pany Is at No. 1G Exchange Place, Jersey officers aad assistants as he may require, Incorporation
t ity. N. J., and that
h
therein, in who shall perform suoh duties as from time COMPANY, filed In Office of Btate Corright is reserved to accept or reject
New
Commission
of
be
to
Mexico,
them
thereof,
whom
and
to
time
A
may
all
July
by
or
process
him,
upon
poration
charge
assigned
proposals.
any
deposit of Ten
P. M.
against the corporation may be served, is and subject to Ilk approval, he may at any 4. iilli
($10.00) Dollars will be required for
EDWIN F. COARD.
time remove any such officers or assistRegistrar and Transfer Company.
set
each
and
of
plans
specifications
J. That the Board of Directors of said ants. Jn ease of the absence or disability
cuu$.
i
given out, which will be 'returned to
corporation t a meeting duly convened and) of the President, his powers and duties shall Compared J JO to Mil.
t.
tbe depositor' when the plans ahd?
neia on me &zin any or August, .iwie, paasea devolve upon and be exercised by a,
are delivered back tq
State of New Mexico, State Corporation speciflcationa
a resolution declaring that the change and
The Cha4rD)a of (ty 9ar$ of
amendi)eD,i fsj jhf Amende? Certificate of
u jninissjoa fotfif H'VWr
Incorporation of this corporation hereinafter set forth. are advisable, and called m
meeting of the stockholders to take action
thereon.
.1
That m copy of said resolution of the
Board of Directors Is hereto appended.
4.
That thereafter on the attll day of August. 1910. pursuant to such call of the
Hoard of Directors, and upon notice given
to each stockholder ai provided In the by-meeting ,,f the stockholders
of the Company was held at which meeting
s
more than
lit Interest of each
class of stockholders buying voting powers,
of
In
such
and amendvotd
changes
faor
of
his
orders executed at
ulty
getting
ments, and that with such changes and
onto anu down to the lust detail. Like amendments
the
of
Certificate
Incorporation
Generalissimo Foch he believes firmly of the Company will read as follows:
in the offensive ami holds that no AMENDED CERTIFICATE OP INCORPOR-ATIO-

General Diaz, Italy 's Idol,
The Man Who Turned Back
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A GERMAN BIER GARDEN

exertion" are vital 'to the situation,
would be the height of folly.
Wit
President Wilson's veto of the leg
islation appropriation bill for Its pro
vision of longer hours and no more
pay for government employees wus
thus to be anticipated. He feels it to
Pnbllahci br the
be
more demanded because of his
JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO. ownthe
personal appeal to private em
WMUri RepreeentaUv
ployers at the outset of the war against
C.
ANDERSON.
making any changes In the conditions
$Ur.Mtt Bids., CMoMMt 111.
of labor which would be unfavorable
Eeetern Repreeentatlv
to the workers. 41
RALPH R. MU1AIOAN.
The house of representatives has al
I tut 42nd Street, New Tork.
e
Entered at
matter at the ready made comment on the veto and
poetofflce of Albuquerque, N. M., under Aat Its own action, which is good and suf
of Congreee of March 1, IMS.
ficient. It has refused to pass the bill,
iarger circulation than any other paper
In New Mexico,
The only paper la New notwithstanding the presidents obMexico tued every day In the year.
jections, by a vote Of 246 to 50. That
TBKM8 OF SUBSCRIPTION:
the senate will similarly revise Its
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one moats, .too
....I7.M position in the matter la to be cv
Yearly, In advance
NOT1CB
TO SUBSCRIBERS,
pectcd.
I

NBW8FAPU

AN IKDBPKNSBNT

Whwtwt,

Nomina
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A Day in the Life of
New Soldier ,

JTourntil

nAlA.T .f;KV. HUGH L. SCOTT
from
Army life is so different
life, the tasks that each man is
or
acoom
set to do, and the methods
hHuViInc thnao tanka nrA nil Rn lif
ferent, that it might be interesting
to the friends and relatives oi me
boys In the national army to hear
something about the day's work of
the new soldier.
Wlttf this ' hought in mind, this
story of a attys work is written.
It is written or lire in a canion-mein the northern Dart of the
country; he cantanment itself lies
nigh and dry in a clean, wen aramea
aicu, and is largely composed of
creat barrack buildings, in which the
men are lioused and fed.
Tumbled Out at 6:15 a. ,tu.

eeound-clae-

i

ubacribera to the Journal when wrltlnc
to have their paper chanced to a sew
tfiuet bo auro to give the old addreoa.
"The Morning Journal haa a hlfber circulation ratine than le accorded to any other
paper in New Mexico." The American
Newepaper Directory.
O
O
MEMBER or TUB) ASSOCIATED I
.
ntn.no,
The Associated Preee la exolualvely
entitled ' to the uee (or republication
at all new credited to It or not other-wla- e
credited in thle paper and alas
the local new published herein, JORNAL takes and print
sixty hour and thirty minutes of
Aeaoclated Preea laaaed wtre
aervlce each week. No other newspaper published In New Mexico takes
mora than twenty-fou- r
hours of A,
aoclated Preea aervlce durlbi a weak.
THIS

SATURDAY

JULY 6, 1918

William B. colver is head of the
federal trade commission which has
so completely and honestly torn the
cover off the whole mess of
and
profiteering
The commission's

re-

port is a mass of figures going clear to
the bottom (and up to the top) in
the matter of cost of production, cost
of distribution, pre-wprofits and
excess profits reeaped since brave men
began giving their lives to make the
world safe for democracy. The report
is the most startling accusation of big
business profiteering ever made, and
it Is staunchly backed by evidence.
It points to the enormous war profits wrung out of the meat industry
by the "big five" packers. It reveals
the excess profits made by coal barons.
It charges the large flour millers with
exacting Immense war profits at a
time when the farmer producers were
regulated by government price fixing.
It goes all through the list in a most
methodical and painstaking manner,
telling who has been profiteering and
how much. The commission exonerates some large business institutions of
profiteering charges, and does not
hestltate to express Its opinion when
It finds hands soiled by unpatriotic
profit taking.
"These packers," says the report,
"have preyed upon the peoplo unconsciously.?. And again
"Some of It (profiteering) is attributable to inordinate greed and barefaced fraud."
This lack of patriotism upon the
part of some big business concerns is
measured In dollars and cents of profits. For instance, the packers are a
few hundred million dollars short of
being real patriots. Bo too the commission places upon the wrong side in
this time of war the profiteering coal
barons, steel magnates, copper companies and even milk cunners.
' No
person can read the commission's report, study those figures of
profits, and not come to the conclusion that these profiteers have helped
the' kaiser in. this war against the
nations fighting for freedom, for all,
forever. They have increased the cost
of living both here, in France, Great
Britain and wherever else American
products go to aid in fighting this war.
By thus increasing the living cost to
fatten their own pocketbooks In such
fashion they have done their best to
weaken the, morale of the poople and
the soldiers fighting for us. They have
done all they could to make the bur- don of war harder for the American
people to bear. They have been of
greater assistance to the enemies of
democracy than the whole collection
of
Germans and anti-wBociaitists in the United States and
they have done this not for principle
but ror dollars!
All this the federal trade commls
sion has bared. It Isn't pleasant. No
uncovering of such disloyalty could be
pleasant. But it had to be done. It
ar
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and get ready for the first formation
of the day; revenie.
hi, itra p.L (i:3a. li'S fall in
l,
with his comrades on his company
street in line.'
Mess call sounds ot 6:50 vharp. He
hw !mHl 7 lt tci Hnish nil
fart, make up his bed neatly. Sweepn
out under hi cot, anil do llioso
things around .is bunk whurh his
mother or'Bistt.T isc erauy am xor
him at home.
Imvlnir cleaned himself
ii
and hts uwn belo.igings, he turns out
to cloan his if.mrr.ny street to the
sound of fatigue call, and for 20
minutes he is pickng up papers
thrown or blown Into his company
t
niinretR dronoed the night be
fore, match sticks, and odds and ends.
This teaches him to carry anyiniiig
ho wants to throw away to me proper receptacle.
At 7:50 the bugle mows urei can
fm. mamini I nut r notion, and at 8'
o'clock we find the soldier in line,
with his company ready fori morning.
-

THE J ,700 SMALL RAILROADS.
'

one-fift-

Jit-ti-

'

oti-oa-

'

'

anti-railro-

Looks as if General Depression had
assumed command of the Austrian
forces.

OR

GERMAN- -

When Allan Benson, socialist candi
date for president, says the foreign
element in control of the party are
.he does not overstate the caso made against them by
their own words and their own acts.
In the first session of the socialist
state convention now meeting In Now
,"

York, Morris Hillquit says socialists
must stand behind the
I.'
W. W. "with; nil their hearts and
soul." Otto Branstettcf, national committeeman,,
says "republicans and
democrats beside you on your, workbenches are 'giving until It hurts' for
a cause
for war, purposes
"from
which you socialists are largely exempt;" they should raise instead a
million-dolla- r
campaign fund. A resoan

lution protesting against "restriction
of free spech" is passed. Objection is
made to one delegate because he had
engaged in the sale of Thrift Stamps,
but this, after conference, was with
drawn. Nevertheless, his crime was
not forgotten. Named for lieutenant
governor, he was set aside for a worn
an who appears not to have been so
guilty.
y
So for the present It would seem
that the process which Is driving
Americans like Benson, Russell and
Waling out of the party is to continue.
would have gone on, growing worse How
will it go on tightening upon
until It might have threatened the the long
dwindling
foreign remnant the
very fabric of the nation and invited grip of malignant Germanism?
defeat of our arms.
Fighting America owes a debt of
Among the few who are
gratitude to the federal trade com federal trade commission sore at the
is old Hy
mission for this report. Every Ameri
can who places patriotism above pro-f- it Cost O'Living.
cannot but applaud the Commlnninn
THOSE GOLDEN STARS.
which so thoroughly dug Into the mire
or profiteering.
In every home where flies the
flag with it golden star, and In
Baby tanks are helping big tanks
home in which the golden star
every
beat the Huns, and that Isn't all
may come, mother and father and all
baby Yanks here at home are saving should read what Abraham Lincoln
Thift StampB and food for the big wrole of a Civil War mother: ' "
l links "over there. '
"I have been shown in the flics of
the war department a statement of
'
THE LABOR LEGISLATIOX.
the adjutant general of Massachusetts
that you are the mother ,ot five sons
The United States government hus who died gloriously on thd field of
always prided itself upon being a battle, i feel how weak and fruitless
model employer of labor, and it has must be any word of mine which
usually been able to Justify Its claims should attempt to beguile you from
in that respect.' Ii applied the eight- - the grief of a loss so overwhelming.
hour day to labor on its public works But I cannot refrain from tendering
many years ago,' and He wages paid to you the consolation that' may' be
have more commonly than' riot bet' found in the thoughts of the republic
tared the prevailing rate in similar they died to save. I pray our Heavenly
private employments. To reverse this Father may assuage the anguish of
attitude at any time woul(J hot
your bereavement, and leave you only
found a tolerable policy among the the cherished memory of the loved
people whose servant the government and the lost and the solemn pride that
W."
To" reverse It In the midst of war, must be yours to have. laid so
costly a
when industrial, peace and maximum sacrifice upon the altar of, freedom.
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Three and a Hair Houra or wora
Mnw fnllnw three and a half hours
An hour of settng-u- p
of hard work.
exercises, to exercise and develop
every muscle from his neck to his
heels, and strengthen and temper his
body. He is taught to breathe properly, to fill his lungs with pure air,a
to stand properly ana 10 Decome
healthy gpeclment of American man
hood.
From this he goes on to actual

Heiress to Millions Paints Grim
Picture of Life as War Nurse

WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE
FIGURING THE FAIRBANKS GIFT.
(Julius Chambers in the Brooklyn

Eagle.)

Already, readers with mathematical minds are busy making calculations about the Fairbanks gift of
'$50,000 to the city of Indianapolis.
A
"certified accountant," who
writes on his own letter heading,
fiends me a brief note to say that
"without going into the problem accurately by arithmetical progression
it is sufficient to say that 4
per
cent money compounded will double
itself every twenty years. Of course
it will more than do so, but let that
pass. At the end of the first hund
red years the Fairbanks fund will be
$1,000,000. At the end of two hundred years It will exceed 61,200,000;
at the close of the
year the fund will have reached the
snug sum of $3,276,800,000 almost
enough to meet tho next Liberty loan.
When the
anniversary
rolls around, assuming that all the
financial resources of the earth, Mars
and the moon have been employed,
'the Fairbanks Memorial Fund' will
have Increased to $64,841,600,000
sixty-fobillion dollars!"
Why go further? No need thereof,
as
a time killer, a trifle
Just
but,
more figuring gives the (lemnltion
total, at the close of the
year, as $4,14!), 862, 400, 000 four
trillion dollars! More money than
ever was on earth or ever will bo.
Quite a bequest, even in theso days
of billions.
three-hundre- th

th

STUDY OF LATIN NECESSARY.
Language is a machine and words
are Us workable parts. It is a machine of man's Invention and he is
continually striving to better or perfect it. The vocabulary of primitive
man must have been very limited and
confined mainly to gesticulation and
Nature furnishes no
Interjections.
words. Man must make them. Each
word has a definite meaning and requires a particular place in a sentence. Ho who chooses words which
express his moaning fully and clearly

and arranges them in the proper
places in his sentences, works tho
machine to the best udvantaga and
gives his statements the greatest influence or effect.

EDWARD P. RIPLEY.
(Kansas City Star.)
The report of the change in the relations to the Santa Fe of Edward
P. Ripley under the federal administration of railroads will be" unnews for all tho west,
pleasant
' Mr.
Ripley's name not only is in- v
separably Identified with the wonder-fdevelopment of the Santa Fe, but
business interests of the great terrl-wit- h
the development of all the vital
tory the Santa Fe serves. He was the
first railroad president of the west
to grasp the real problem of railroad building; to see that the country
traversed by the road and' the. rail
road itself must be built up together.
He took hold of tho Santa Fe at a
time wbew there was the least prospect of success. The road had been
exploited its securities impaired and
it had passed through the hands of
receivers.
Coming t tke management of the
Santa Fe at such a time, Mr. Ripley
found, also, a time of the west's
All the southgreatest depression.
west was passing through a period
of reconstruction and of discouragement; Times wers hard. Crops were
Prices were low.' The very
poor.
heart had gone out of the people.
President Ripley was the man to
meet such a situation. He sounded
a note of encouragement and inspiration both to the road and t6 the
country. He saw the possibilities for
development of a territory of such
tremendous resources, and builded
He kept, the
upon that foundation.
Santa Fe always in the lead of the
an
of
faith iu the
country,
sample
possibilities of the west., .
Today the Santa Fe measures up
to the greatest among the roads of
the United States;
many who are
competent to judge assert It is the
premier American railway. The west
gives the credit to President Ripley.
It has not always agreed-withim,
sometimes in political affairs and in
radiof
has
legislation It
questions
cally disagreed with him.; But al
ways it has had faith in him ,nd
(treat admiration for him.
Ift all the west there will be the
'

-

portance to the French government;
from Belgium they are sent to Switzerland and then they are sent across
the border to Evian. There the minister of interior directs them to their
'
destination.
Our work consists of helping these
people after they had been placed in
their homes. All who were able were
urged to do farming. When we visited them in our motor truck we always took garden implements and
seeds with us, for every scrap of land
worker, Miss Mary. W. Dawson of must be cultivated.
Boston. The little unit of four, with
Children Pathetic.
The children of that district are so
their motor truck and supplies, was
oruered to flourg, in southern France pathetic. They, all show the effects
and with Bourg and Valence as of
and they seem to
headquarters they worked with the have left their childhood far behind
two
Miss
in
deartments.
those
them.
people
Frick had just returned to tho famVery soon the Red Cross is to open
ily summer! home at Pride's Crossing a home for thrtty or forty little girls
on the north shore of Massachusetts
who are .suffering from
and in the following articles relates
at Chanay, in the Ain, which is
her impressions and experiences.)
a little village overlooking the Rhone
valley. The ages of the children will
By HeleiTciay Frick.)
range from four to fourteen.
'
With me with us all is the inIt is hard to realize how greatly
the children have suffered. One litspiration of the refugee train. Memevtle girl, when told it was again meal
ory of the Bight of it influences
eryone who has been over to wish to time, exclaimed: "Oh, I'm not hungo back aain. Twice a aay such gry; I had something to eat yesTer-day'
a train arrives in Eylan, bringling
a company of six hundred refugees,
The women who are not strong
old men, broken womch, children old enough to work in the fields are en
before their time, and always on the couraged to knit. The French govplatform as the train pulls in, are ernment furnishes the wool and pays
three buglers.
a franc for socks and seventy-fiv- e
centimes for gloves. It is not very
Weep for .Joy.
The poor, broken people file out much money, but it helps.
la
Franco"
of the train crying, "Viva
One of the important things which
and with tears streaming down their tho Red Cross is doing is its distrifaces, so grent is their Joy at being bution of furniture. It sells a great
once again in their own country.
the
deal of furniture at
Tho buglers lend the way, the cost, on the installment plan, and to
turn
crowd follows, the townspeople
those unable to buy, It lends to the
out to cheer them and together they commune according to a certain sys.
all inarch to the Casino, where the tem.
How Red Cross Helps.
refugees are welcomed by the mayor.
On Sunday and Monday only one,
Itepartries, on their arrival in the
convoy arrives, but" the program is little villages, are in many Instances
are
at
housed in large cantonments or unalways the same; the buglers
the station and the mayor gives a used buildings.
Sometimes as many
The
hearty welcome twice each day. Who as 300 are crowded together.
but the French could do this? Who Red Cross has been very successful
clso could understand that to each in persuading tho French officials to
returning Frenchman and Frenchplace these people In Individual lodgwoman, the cordiality of such a wel- ings which the Red Cross helps to
come, to some degree,' throws Into furnish.
the background the weary months
Pathetic little stories are told of
of bondage under German rule?
For
many of these repartries.
No French people are allowed to
one poor, old man landed In
ocreturn directly into France from
a little village only to find that he
cupied territory. First, they are tak- had been sepurated from his old wife.
en to Belgium for two months, so She had his sack of clothes and he
;
that anything they may know of had hers.
German defenses may be of no lm- "Through the medium of the Red
Cross, tho wifo was located and when
we made our second visit to him, wie
unanimous hope that the new ar- found him at the railway station
rangement in railroad management four hours before the train was due,
will not deprive the Santa Fe and clad in a new suit furnished by the
the country of Edward P. Ripley's Red Cross and eagerly awaiting the
arrival of his wife.
advice, counsel and active
,4...,
The French people are so grate(tnr.,l CII1U 1110 Birmnnthtoa
11W41.
,.1.1 ilT.a
BJllll'tUHla
are bound up in the road and in Its ful to America and what she has
territory, and the west comprehends done for them; they are. profoundly
what a loss his retirement will mean grateful and since the American comif it goes to the extent of separating mission has had to give up the feedhim from participation in the man- -' ing of those in northern France and
Belgium, the people say they have
agement of the Santa Fe.
not fared so well.
HE GOT THE JOB.
(Answers, London.)
"Know how to wash cars?" asked
'
tho garage owner.
,
"Yus!" said tho seedy looking apk
plicant for work. "You cleans every-thinbut the number plates." '"
(Most

unostentatiously

Helen

did

Frick, daughter of the multimillionaire, Henry C. Frick of Pittsburgh,
slip out of society last fall and with
three companions sail for France. Not
until she had gone and was missed
from her usual social activity was it
learned that she had enlisted for six
month's work in the department of
civilian relief of the Red Cross.
(Whoa1 Miss Frick and her companions reached Fiance they were assigned to work under a trained social

."

two-thir-

'

a-

FRENZIED ORATORY.
(Pltsburgh Chronicle Telogrpah.)
He was a very excited orator and
discoursed at length on what he considered to be the principles of his opponents. - After a voluminous display of words he wound up with:
"Believe me, friends, if it were possible to place these men on an uninhabited island where human foot had
never trod, it would not be five minutes before they had their hands In
the pockets of the naked savages."
, r.
(Loud applause.)
.

i--

-

SUET SAVES LARD.
(Chicago Tribune.)
If you will buy at the market each
week a piece of suet costing five or
ten cents, you will be surprised at the
saving in lard and in other cooking
oils or substitutes. . Meat, potatoes,
etc., may be fried in it, or it may
be browned and gravy made of It.
Put through the, food: chopper, It
may be used in cookies or .gingerbread. In baked beans It can scarcely be distinguished from pork,

...

'

drill.

,

ar

"

turrihleil eiut of

Ttifl viiiiniF Rntriier

a comfortable bed at 0:t'to the
sound of the bug'.e blowing first call,

s,

PROFITEERS INVESTIGATION.

In big business.

nt

Opportunity knocks at the door of
every man, and Postmaster General
Burleson will get his "big chance"
when telegraph and telephone wires
are placed in his hands.

There are approximately 250,000
miles of steam railroad line in the
h
United States. More than
of
this mileage is operated by five comor 161,770
panies. Over three-fifthmiles, are operated by twenty companies.
This is one side of the picture. It
goes to bear out the Impression vthat
consolidation in its former aspect as
a dangerous tendency had ' done a
nearly perfect work before the government took over the roads. Yet on Saturday the railroad administration casually turned back to private operation
no less than 1,700 independently own
ed and operated steam lines, df a total
of about 30,000 miles. Most people did
not suppose there were or ever had
been so many different railroads.
This action implies that those short
line roads are not considered of any
particular value In the general scheme
of the country's transportation with all
Its energies bent to war. But If that
Is so, then they cannot be of
any
great value in peace times, when the
needs of transportation are less ex
'
'
acting.
v
j
The owners of these small lines are
taking a different view. Congress inclines to their view and feels miffed
that Director General McAdoo should
have set them adrift only a few hours
in advance of legislation compelling
their retention in many cases as a part
of the war system.
But whatever may be the merits of
this controversy at present , how
about the future? The old order is
changing. Public policy is now turn
ing from
consolidation
toward unity of operation under public
control for the whole country. When
the larger roads are handed back to
their owners after the war so unified,
must It be to the continued exclusion
of this multiude of shrill roadg from
the new and harmonized system of
railroad transportation?

"If

drilling.
He is taught to become one of a
the leadersquad which acts under1
corship of a corporal, to march
rectly, to turn, to obey commands
promptly and unhesitatingly.shade of a
At nitervals under the
big tree the captain or one of his officers gives the men an informal talk
on the personal habits of a good soldier, regulations governing the army,
articles of war, military courtesy, or
some other study or topic it is wise
for the young solder to know. So
the morning goes, alternating drill
and lecture, until recall blows at
soldier is
11:45 and the young
marched back to his barracks, for
meal, and rest.
the
One o'clock finds him in line again
well-earn-

M'NARY ON SPECIAL
V(

;tt MIS0NT0

at drill' can," arid the ifternoon is
spent as the morning was,' in lternating
drill and verbal instruction.
According
the afternoon
is varied, and consist of sighting and
aiming ' exercises,
preparing the
young soldier's shoulders, arms and
task-ineck for their
firing his rifle: he is taught to hold his rifle
steadily, to keep his head still, to
sight accurately, so that when he
goes on the rifle range he can be
taught to shoot straight and fast. He
haa already begun to learn that his
rifle is his best, friend, and must be
taken care of and handled properly.
Shortly before S o'clock the young
soldier is dismissed from the drill
ground, and goes to his quarters to
clean up for the formal parade of
the day, that of retreat.
Ceremony Inspires Reverence.
This ceremony Inspires reverence
young friend takes his place in the
for the flag and all it stands for. Our
company, with his uniform and hat
rifle
well bruBhed, 6hoes shined,
The bugles blow retreat,
spotless.
with
and then at the command ,he,
his company presents armsi while' the
band plays "The Btar Spangled Banner," and the flag is slowly lowered
intd the arms of the
officer watting to receive it
and fold It so carefully that ho corner of it ever touches the ground.
After retreat comes supper, plentiful and well fehoSen. After supper,
with his mess lilt washed and put
away, the young soldier" may join
some chums and go to the Y. M. C.
A., where he will find a warm weland a
come, many ' ' amusements
home-lik- e
atmosphere, or he may go
to the library and pick out his favorite book, or if fie is a wise young
gentleman, he will take some book
on military matters and seek that Instruction without which he cannot
the army
hope thoroughly 4o master
'
game.
In all companies thre will be a
offischool for
cers, conducted by one of the of
the company, and to that
school may go any young1 man who
desires" to- qualify for
rank. There are also for those
me nof the national army who are
unable to speak English.
Special Technical Instruction.
In addition i to these evening
series of technl-eschools, there is
schools' giving special lnstructlpn
to men having' special qualifications.
Soldiers appointed to these schools
are relieved at certain tmes of the
dav to attend.
his evening, and at
. Thus passes
9:45 the bugle sounds the call to
warning
quarters with a haunting him
that
note at the ertd. that tells
the evenng is nearly over, and be-he
o
tils quarters
must hurry back
fore "lights out,", or he will undress
In the dark; and then at 10 o'clock
there sounds the last bugle call of
the day taps. The slow,oversweet
the
sound of the bugle floats
its last
great cantonment, and before
note, light after light has winked
out, and Instead of the blaze of lighted windov.s, there is only the moon
shining down on the sleeping camp.

:

EUROPE
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El Paso, Tex.. July 5. James G.
McNary, vice chairman of the southwestern committee to raise the
Y. M. C. A. war fund, will
leave tomorrow for New York, en
route to Europe on a special mission
for the national war work council of
$115,-000,0-

at

was sent by .Mr. Hoover to the federal food administrations of Colorado
July
and New Mexico and is effective
9. The company ia said to do- a business of half a million dollars yearly.
The order of closing is based on several charges,, including the following:

Failure to make monthly reports as
required; buying pinto beans from the
farmers on an arbitrary basis; failure
to report all recleaned beans at Clayton: unfair practice in grading beans;
carload lots sold without attaining the
government standard; evasion of government control over the pinto bean

the Y. M. C. A.
Mr. McNary will be In England and
France for six weeks during which situation,
time he will visit practically all of the
the
large army camps, including line
CARDINAL SEBASTIAN ,
American camps in the fighting
in France.
MARTINELLI IS DEAD

SEED COMPANY IS

Rome, July 6. Cardinal Sebastlon
Martineili, prefect of the sacred congregation of rites and former papal
delegate to the. United States, is dead.
HOKNINe JVUNL 1MCIU !.
lel n Cardinal Martineili was the second
Denver, Colo., July 5. The llerz-stealapostolic delegate to the United States,
enis
which
Seed company,
serving from 1896 to 1902. He was
Colo.,
at
business
in
Greeley,
created and proclaimed cardinal on
gaged
and Estancia and Clayton, N. M., was April 15, 1901, during his service in
ordered closed for an indefinite period the United States. He was ninth on
in order of
today by Herbert C. Hoover United the list of cardinal priests
.
States tood administrator. The order precedence.

CLOSED

ORDERED

V

No. 43.
Report of Uie Condition of
'

,,

THE AMERICAN TRUST
& SAVINGS BANK
At Albuauerquc.

In the State of New Mexico,

Loans and discounts (except

(b)

Totafloans

2th,

June

RESOURCES,
those shown

at the

on
..$545,318.41

,......,

"
U. S. Bonds:
U. 8. bonds owned
Total U. S. bonds

$545,318.41

and unpledged

6,150.00

Subscription to stock of Federal Reserve Bank...,
,
Less amount unpaid
Furntture and fixtures
Real estate owned other than banking house
Net amount due from Federal' Reserve Bank......
Net amount due from National banks
Net amotrnt due from reserve banks.....
checks on banks in the same city or town
Other,
'
as reporting bank
Fractional currencey, , nickles and cents. .... , i ,
.V
.
Coin and currency
Total

'

close of business on

6,150.00

'

8.400.00
4,200.00

3.790.58
1,039.61

'
,v;

4,830.19

'
2.75

"12.75
2,885.40

,

................... ... ....A.........
LIABILITIES.

.

i

;1

4.200.00
1,088.46
13,086.60
19,158.62

'

Capital Btock paid In
Surplus fund
Undivided profits (c)
'' ,,'"
Demand Deposits:
Individual deposits subject to cheek'
Certificates of deposit due in less than
Certified checks
Cashier's checks outstanding
State deposits
Total of demand deposits, Items 27,

$598,938.92
v-,-

'

$100,000.00

4,000.00

11,180.47

30

96.956.89
12,734.91
80.07
2.639.18
2,215.49

..

days....
,

'

28, 29, 80,

(From the Berlin TaKcswituiw.)
81, $2, 31, 34 i . . . . . . .
j', .'. . . ..... v. . 114,496.64. i, 63,674.69
We are in a position to destroy the Certificates of deposit
whole of London, it would be more Other time deposits
236,764.32
humane to do so than to: allow one
Total of time deposits, Items 86, 86, 37...... 800.438.91
- more German to bleed to death on the Rediscounts with Federal. Reserve Bank.....
12,818.00 ,
battlefield. To hestitate, to surrender .
ourselves to feelings of pity, would be
i
Total
$598,933.92
v,
State of New Mexico, County of Bernalillo, ss:
unpardonable.
More than 400 mercantile ships have
H.
Walter
E.
Assistant
and
of
B.
Cashier,
We, J.
Herndon, President;
been stolen from 'us by England. Our the above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true
answer should bo that for every Ge'r' to the best of our knowledge and belief.
':t
.
man ship at least one English town
J. B. HERNDON, rresldent. kf,
should be reduced to ruins by our
Bf. B. WALTER, Assist Cashier.
.
'
- Correct
4
v
Attest:
airmen.;
.,f .".".-Far better were It for us if England,
J- - KORBER, '
.ri'."1.- '
France, and Russla'should call us barJ. B. HERNDON, ' " ,'
barians than that they should bestow
O. N. MARRON,
o
' j
on us their pity when we are betaen:
' v
.'
Directors.
'
Softness and sentimentality are- stuSubscribed and sworn to before mr this 3rd day of July. 191$.
.
'
1
MAWHU
fubUe.
pidities In war time.
BENSON,
L ....
1.
.
'.
Notary
. ;
If
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A GENERAL A
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NEW YORK CXTTOX.

FOR

-

''
-

sale

New
closed
$24.69:
March,

nstockSoccur

York. July 6.

--

.

.

com-'plelo- ly

G

FINAL

sc.

Ore-plac- e.

-

F01

'SAHJBi'

temnlt An1, mud,
Whtf ttni Volt.
It and cut your living expenses In a mini- - T
mum during tm'se war limes. We have a
tract of 7 acres, with a good
house,
adobe barn, fine young nretiard nf 210 trees
Just coming Into bearing. Land Is on main
ditch and Is all under cultivation only 1
miles from town. Owner must leave Inside
nf a week and will throw In household furniture, farm implements, garden tools, home,
buggy and hnrness. .everything goes. For
price anil tenths, see

A.

,

L

211 West Gold.

FOR RENT

Dwellings.

FLBISOTE!
mxt

One-lhir-

-

-

KOH

UIO.NT

water

with glanti sleping porch,
paid. Jlii.M per month.

t'oat
buH

Kurnixheil

nKht
Dili

HlghtanoBt.

fort

ji

ut

(.,

............

Paul.......

i....
....

$1.601.80;

wr,n"tSnrt7

in speculative activity today, owing
strength at Winnipeg, and forced an
advance here in corn. The oats marnet higher,
ket closed firm lc to
to 710.
with August 71 Ho to
c to lHc net, and finCorn gained
ished unsettled with August $1.54 to
$1.54H and September - $1.55 V, to
$1.65)4. The outcome Hi provisions
wan a. rise of 7 e to 10c to SOc.
Day weather reports from the Canadian northwest dominated the oats
market and more than offset favorable weather conditions on this side
.
of the International line,,
Good crop prospects made corn
redrag, but persistent buying that absulted from oats strength finally
sorbed ttia entire surplus offers. Eastern shipping was again in evidence
Provisions were. firm with hogs.,
Closing prices!
Corn Aug., $1.54; Sept., $1.56 V4. 709te.
Oats Atfg.. 71Hc;-Sep- t..
Pork July, $44.50; Sept., $44.90.
$28.20,
Jury, $2.00; Sept.,
Ribs July, $24.02; Sept., $24.65.

lc
Ue

:

$10.0013,50.

15.00;

'

.

'

Denver Livestock,

--

July 5. Cattle Receipts
Market weak and 10c lower.
1,000.
Beef steers. $12.00fi 15.60; Vows and
stockers
and
heifers, $8.00011.00;
calves, $12.00
feeders, $8.0010.50;
': '
'
'
ti 6.15.
$00. ' Market 10c
HoKs Receipts
to 15c higher., Top, $16.65; bulk,
$18. 45016. 60.- Denver

1

avin, nutlnii

stendv,

9 200.

Lamba, $17.00017.60;

$ll.&v12.(it
'
'.

-

Boston, July 6.
Bulletin will say-

Th

v:..

;

Commercial

tomorrow

of-th-

"Definite grading rules have been
issued by (he offices of the wool association,
Manufacturing unchanged.
Allotments of wool are being ma,dat
the present- - time only ' for civilian
manufacture. .

:

..

Livestock ranch, comprising. 200,000 acre? of. land under
fence, in western Arizona. Fine grazing range winter and
summer. Watered by natural springs, Eight different
ranch holdings within area. 8,000 head of cattle or 30,000
head sheep can be, ranged through year.1 There are 3,500
cattle to be sold f with, ranch. Apply
head
high-grad- e,

M

J

ClTV REALTY" &' LOAN CO.
Albuquerque;

N, Mi':

MONEY TO LOAN..'
JNJST TO LOAN
West nnlA

t

.

er

BOSTON WOOIj.

wool market:,'

Market
ewrs,

are, of course,
shutdowns,
not to be expected, the more so that
weather conditions of late have favored capacity operations but the recent
up. of Industries in : all
speeding
branches of war work has been such
as would have seemed Impossible a
short while ago. In shipbuilding. Iron
and steel production, copper and coal
mining, glass and pottery making,
gun and ammunition outputs, army
clothing, manufacturing and a variety
of other lines catering to war needs,
there has been creat recent expant
slon, air the . more notable because
is never associated, with
fullest activities In factory work.' The
Inexortble
.logic, of - ; events-r-hig- h
wages, patriotic impetus', and last bat
not least the "work or fight" Isolation, has worked quietly but none the
less effectively to cause great readjustments of conditions of employment
and divert hundreds of thousands
from peaceful or leas essential occii-.- J
pations to, those connected with trie
carrvlnir on of tha war. '"
$5,84,-2- 1
Weekly bank clearings,
;
$.000."
;'
,r

Tsorlarcd July 4.
July 5. To
8t Pierre, Mlquelon.
show Its appreciation of American intervention in the world conflict on the
side of the allies, the government of
this small IPrench Islaml yesterday declared a. general Fourth of July holl?
day. The Stars and Stars Interwoven
were displayed,
with tha
Halida

V

.

or

?

FOR
FOR

real eatais seourfli
R.SIt. Cn.. PhnM tj.

On

RENT

liBhMs.
mi
and " sleeping

Apartmimti
thre-r'

m

rooms.

apart-men-

ts

. Highland

Hooae.
r,- ' , e,i
OR RENT Furnished housekeeping, and
new
noma,.,
modern building; no
single

v

'ek. 2ir North Seventh.
.
FOR RENT Three or four room furnished
200
block South
apartments, modern: the
glath. Inquit) Savoy hotel office. '
THU WA8HIot6n. 1002-101- 0
West. Central. The finest modern family apartment house la he state,
ror .well people
only. Phona... foil. Apartmeets furniahea
or partly furaished. i. XX Bakln." Prop.

WANTED

!

a quarur,
-

,

4.

.
J?

v ,".

.

The Star Furniture Co.

-

Hunnaiw( '

i tmiiH

K.
W

MrTl.rflHAN
ti.xt.l

no'n-

ffftntl

to suit,

.

U B

Morning JaitraaL

.

'

For S&le,

mJ

MosJc

'

118 West Gold Ave.
Have a nice line of Furniture
Several gas plates at low prices.
Still huylng 2nd hand furniture.
Phone 409.

' "

Four rooms and bath, large glazed
and screened sleeping porch. Four
blocks from West Central. Close
in. Some cash and $18 per month
will handle. It will pay you to
Investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrifice. See National

CO.

-

Investment

Co.,

adobe
FOH SALE A
house In Old Town, two blocks
from Car Line, cheap for cash,
must be soL.1. Address P. O.
Box, 36, Old Ahuuuerque, N, M.
slx-roo-

North Third.

102

iiurry
t

OAT

FOR SALE

(.uttiry Publlo

Room.

Norttu
FOH HKNT Modera turnisneo
rooms; no
Weet Central.
elck; running water. ta
FOR RENT Hoome rm es week, satht
summer-rates- ;
no sick; oyer Uoldon Itule
. .
Store.
KIO (J It A.N UK HOTRI-Hoo- me
and apan-mentel West Ce'ntral. Mrs. Klchard

Underwood Typewriter

WANTED.

Style No.
Cheap.

Can go home

Cook
nights.

wages $40.

MRS,

GEO. R0SLINGT0N,
l'liono 1049.

first class

4, In

THE ECONOMIST
PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

ATTORXKVS
sOJlN VsVWlLSON

FOR SALLMlsceriancNus.
WANTED If you nee
i. edrpentcr, caH
t .tv
J. a. Hurling. Phono l&Oii-WANTED .l,ace
curtains washed and
stretched, 3Sc per pair. Phone 606.
FOR SALE Practically
new Bosch .
l.omb engineer's transit, 1100. p. o. Box
1111, Springer,
N. M.

Cromwell sMIttas
1.
Phone 1171
stOltKX
.. ''
bunas
Attorney a4 I .aw
ulte t, Law Library Building
DKNTMTS
UK, J. M, sLHAfT
Deotal Rargeoa
Aooy
uoa per fallen.
Pkoae 141
Hoofs
under oar ear will ftoeaie t. Barnett Building
Montis.
Appolnlmente Made by Mali
Improre from year to year. We eaa put oa
FOR KENT Furnished room 414 Went Sila new roof that will laet ae long as the B. V. COPP"'
ver; no sick, no children.
building. The Manaano Co, phone UWl-Dmtla
Rooim
Mellnl Bulldlac
FOR RENT Two nice clean modern rooms 10 South Walnut.
for men, In desirable location, sol West BRIE oarbon root
PHYSICIANS AMP ItRtiKON- gpeine ana root semen t
Silver.
tope leaks i lasts five rear. Use Devoe rn. AiAHQARKit o. OAawmiaHT
FOR RENT Nicely furnish! front
bed ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jsp-a-larractlce umltea te Wewea't as
room; eloa In. Phone 148-(01 South eold . water kalsomlne, and be satisfied.
area t rlmiewia
Thos. F. rteleher. 401 W, Central. Phone 41. IIM 1. Central Phone 471,
Albaqusrqae. W. 44
FOR RENT Three furnished' rooms
UKH. TUIX m UAKMi
West load. Inoulre at residence or at the
Practice 1 bulled to Rye, Ear, Hew eat
Brwood Bakery.
FOR SAl.H
e
r. T 44 BOAT
l'"OR RENT Furnished rooms
Office Hours: 10 to It; I to I
for light ONE f inch
Centrifugal pump and
tUato national Bank BulldlSg;
motor, With pressure control. Aphousekeeping. Coal stove ' and gas. ?24
'
'
"
oulh Second.
ply . Weinman, eare Economist,
DR. SARAH COKEsT"
FOR RENT Furnlshd
Practice Limited to Chtldrea
house,
with canvass sleeping porch, light and
, Off loe
Rooms I and 1, Wright Bid.
110.00 per month. 010 West Coal.
Fourth and Oold.
Houis 1 . a, to p. m, '
FOR RENT Sf5West l.e'adaWnu
on
Raeldesee
Phone
175.
Otflee Phea Ml
ground floor, exceptionally well furnished
room, with vanishing bed,
private hath. SEJIAlTraeaniriMt
Room has nice bay window, and splendid
- ,
,
parries. Call (s;i.j. ,
screened veranda adjoining.
This idoal VVAN'l'EDl'ructleul
nurse for qonfinement FOR 8AI.E Flirty H. C. White
epartment has been designed to give .comLeghorn
nuuroe mil in, enne journal.
laying hens.. Phone 174.
fort and pleasure. Very desirable fur couple.
WANtKT) At oneo secobil hand furniture
FO IISAI. E
vh.
white
tM?iorn
ami
.
and kitchen utensils; also cook stove or Nnvajo rose comtied R.' I. red
Highland,
chicks
i'lan-J- ,
Phone
range.
SOI
MnOT
RKNT-Purnlshatched.
Roi'ih Walter.
hed
FOR
reoaua.
Hi tualh
FOR KAI.B Besuttliii Spencer aweet peas. FOR SALE
Walter. Phone
4'hlckensTturktys and chlcksT
long stemmed, fragrant, assorted colors
Rabblls.
and
hutch.
Call evenings.
OR RENT Furnlsheil room,
7r,o per hundred.
gentleman
Order In advance. Rio North First.
preferred, lot South Walter.
Qrande Industrial Sehonl. phone r40o-FC.
HALE
1.
S,
It.
Reds. Best In elate.
FUR RENT Two housekeeping rooms and MIUUEHT CASH PRH.'W PAID FOR JUNK FOR
S!nck, eggs, and chlcka C. P. Hay. 13
BY TUB SOUTH WEST KIRN JUNK CO.,
porch; modern. 01 South yiitli.
irth
High.
114
LEAD.
WEST
C1IO.NB
FOR RENT Furnished room wtui
ll. WB ALSO
Bt't OLD AUTOS,
porch. 026 South Edith. Phono 14f-W- ,
SALE Automobilea.
KENT Newly
FOR
furnished
outside HAVE your mattrese renovated,
Spcviul
summer rates. June only, 43 up, AlbuFOR SALE Ford car. A me rice a Garagei
room; reasonable. 022 South Arno,
2? North Fourth.
Mattress Co., loll South Second.
FOR RENT Large room with aleipln querque
Pbx.no 471.
I OR
HAl.EJ-Fo- rtl
car. 117 model. Oood
porch Ideal for two. 018 Bast Central.
WANTED-Second-Sa- ndtnen'i and boys'
condition. City Realty Co,, Phone 77.
uK KENT- - Nicely furnished front room
s.
eloth-shoe
and
underwear.
Also
trunks FOR RENT Furnished apartment,
suitable for two. Phone 1576-J- . 220 South
three
d suit eases, call IK. Chicago leeond- :
i
rnoma and bath, modern, 314 West Coal.
Edith.
nana store, 117 BontB First.
sXTe
FOR
RENT
room.
Saion roadster In good eondl
FOR
I, urge furnished front
WAN'TED-tu.oi- iO
bags.. Pay. from lo to to
lion, (.'all evening
Well gentleman prefered. 107 South Wal
after six. 1024 East
eaeh, 100 tons ecrnp iron. Pay from 4
Cooper. Phone 167.
ter.
to
lb.. Psirlotlo duty.
per
St.
liule
SATTff
FOR RENT Four rooms tnd sleeping porch Junk Co., sOS South
oar. good comTP
colt
Fins street; Phose 171.
Unit. A bargain, llcrrylilll Furniture Co.,
soutn
220
Furnished or unfurnished.
wAninu uartfrat Kouaa iinishing by mas-ts- r 84 North second.
Bfoadway, Phone 67.
Twice, dally, service. FOR SALE We have two
photographers.
FOR JtBNT Rooms furnished for houseexceptionally
Rend
Remember, satisfaction
rare one Oakgood buys In second-han- d
keeping, large sleeping porch, 110 South your finishing to a reliable,guaranteed.
established firm. land
one
Walnut.
Chevrolet
end
touring
touring.
Henna
Hanna. master Photographers.
Hoth right 111 appearance, performance anil
FOR KENT Hoems with sle.plng
puireh
price. Call American Onrage, ask for Mr.
with or without, board. Phone 171. lit!
For Rent Room
East Central.
Board. I'effley.
bkh rropruress,
1MHEH1AL
KOOMK

clean rooms;
N,c
rates by day or week; over Wuolworth s,
319
West Central.
FOR RISNT-Nlc- ely
furntsTMa auulde rooms
by the week or month; also furnished room
tor light housekeeping. Elms Hot. I, corner
rirst and TIJeras.

Room

14. IT and

t;

"FOR

.1
IP

...

With

General.

FoR RENT

furnished
FOR RENT Nicely
modern
rooms for light housekeeping. Phone 177

BUSINESS CHANCES.
FOR KHNq Two buildings at Seventh and
Ceneral Avenue. Apply to J. K. Elder,
agent.
FOR SALE Well eatabllshed delivery
Best In elty: two Ford tracks. Cash
or terms. 119 West Gold,
SALE!
FOR
Hole), seventeen well furnished
rooms, centrally located, close to depot.
Owner will sacrifice. See National Investment Co., 102 North Third.
FOR SALE Small saw mm et oarguln.
Capacity six to eight thousand feet. In
good condition and now running. Plenty' of
timber. Address P. Oi Box 115, Sprlngsr,
N. M.

...

.......

FOR RENT One of the best double store
buildings and beat located ror general
merchandise In the elty. See J. D. Eakln at
Washington Apartments. 101 Weet Central,
phona 122.

FOR SALE

lunches.

410 Bast Cent ra

FOR

SALL--lVe- al

noutea.

FOR SAUL

Room, with sleeping porch and

Oil SALE Nlcs home, furnished and a
HkTh class board and Sleeping porca witej
good pay In b business. 44,40. hall cash.
room at Summer rate, la. 44 outk Ar
Bungalow, Journal offices
Phone 1514-FOrt SALE
My residence la University"
Heights, Slewing porehea, garage, ate.
FOR RENT Nice large airy front, room
with board: private family! 717... Smith Terms if necessary. Phone M or UX-- J.
Edith. Phone1218-W- .
volt kALW Ftve-roomodern bungalow,
wilt consider car In trade; monthly pay.
desirable rnom.eieplng
..it HkiihT-fcVe- ry
porch, hot ond cold water, 1st class table ments If desired. Phona 4344 or address R.
esre Jonenel.
birdCssa de Oro 414 Weet Oold.
fur'nrsn.J FoC SAI.E-cliea- pi
a nice llttlo four- FOB) RBcTT
iipTn'pi,rc6id
room cottage with nice big war garden:
room; table board, Mrs. Abbe.lt. 301 Hi.utfi
terms. Phone 1S47-Call 411
Edith, Phone Kso.
South
' '
HroadweV.
MRS. W. II. It EEC of the Lnrkhart Ranch
has moved to 04 South Arnu, where she
PERSONAL.
la prepared to take
health
Pliuna
..
.
2:i.1S.
...
.. seekers.
I.AUY with car will drlye parties; rsaeon- -iu JAItDIN ESOONPIDO
q. Jen
wit-- rntirn
oonvole...
"Sl
i,
cents. Somellilng a little better. Coolest
olace.ln city. Pleasant surroundings. Rates
reasonable. 1801 West Central. Phone lilt.
BHADf NOOK ranch offers excellent room
MAIL STACK
and board. Just the niece In aat Mran.
for rate phnae I4J9F-4- ; free tranaportatlwi
Phone call anywhere
any time.
Accommodation sow aeaUabla.. Mra H. B. I,Vk Silver City 7 .m:: ar. Mugollon V p m.
,
,
Themaa I.v. Mogollon 7 a.m.: as. Silver CHv 1 nm
Beat equipped auto llvory
In southwest.
MOTOR
. BENNETT
TRANSIT CO.
FOR
Roomtw
, MIvm 1ty, N. 14.
Fon Rent office m suit or single, call
upstairs, ever woo; worth' store'
F6n RE-NDownstairs office rooni fine
TIME CARDS.
location, neat to . Postoffltfe. Ill South
,
Fourth.
POR RENT I front
office
connecting
room ever Oeldea Itule mora, Inquire
l""r.'1-

I

c

;

P,

REiyOfnce

FOR BALE Must soli, a bargain, small
ranch all In wheat and alfalfa, Inquire
417 West Copper, Phone 12KK-or 7.1
e
FOR SALE OR TRADE
ranch In
Estancia valley in bean growing district.
All fenced. Would consider Ford, car on
trade. Address lo South Broadway, City.
FOR SALE 100 aerea. mountain ranch on
.
Rr,w
Pecos river, 15 acre under cultivation;
00 acres fenced: 3 modern fire-roobung- - ' vtt RENT During period of war suite of
1
office room, desirable far doctors or
alower on mile protected trout stream. Ar- tentlsts. fXpply Dr. Sheridan, 'Third
nd
dress Bos 125, Valley Ranch, N. It.

WAN I EI
foslton by etenograplior : eight
years experience. Address Box 284. titty.
ED
WANT
Posl Won as chauffeur In private
family. No henlthseeker. F. D. P., Journal
WANTED Situation by egiMirlenced." bookof aecotgntlng
keeper with knowledge
"8." cere Journal.
,'
WANT E D Position by A- -l law stenograph-er- ,
ottrerj lines ' considered. Address Bog
35 Journal office,
WANTED By 'Japanese boy, position as
TYPEWRITERS.
rook. Several years experience. Business
plaee. City or county address B. Kurada TYPEWRITER
All melees, overhauled and
Annex, Second end Silver.
repaired. Ribbon for every machine. AlWANTED Gentleman 31 years old,' wants buquerque Typwrlter Exchange. Phone 14
i
,
bookkeeping or ' good clerical position. 11 Sooth avow)
Several year experience. Beet reference), PoR RALE Brand, new
-'
visible
typeReg
flood
penman, Quick In figures. Salary
equipped with every modern, featnet less then (10 to Mart, Address P. B. urewriter
Will sell for 13 00
and
fully
guaranteed.
Pharr. Albnquerque, N. M., Gen'l Delivery. per month. F. Ewald, Elms Hotel. Phone

nuirnbcrlaln'g'Tablcts,
- These tablets are in ten dad 'especFOR RENTRaneheae
ially for stomaoh troubles, bilfousness
If you have any
and constipation.
troubles of this sort, give them a trial : term or six months or more. Oood nous
and realize for yourself what a first water, horses, verlcles, etc. Oood aym tsngt...
class medicine will ro for you, They Will consioer setllns. Further partluulsra
only cost

'

10UDB

FOR RENT

ami
West

HrJNT
One rurmsheft lour.rooiu bouse
40.1 South ..JSeventh.
Apply at 214 West
Oold. Also tour-roounfurnished house at
111 Month Seventh.

a

and Auto Irmuranoa.

bunsa-low- .

two-loo-

'

-

AND GOLD,

ilE

jo heap,
i it in. iiip, uniy
if yt.ui ,w$iib U.

Flr

KENT
Desirable
asoaara
furnished cottags. Phone 21M-FOR RENT Furnished two.room cottage
with sleeping porch. 1088 South Walter.
Fuur-rooPOH RKN'T
house" Two glassed
Porches. Walor paid, H; Phone
FOR REST Three-roofurnished cottage.
,
Inquire 617 South Broadway. Phone J1M-mid-weeFOR H EXT Furnished
hungulow;
sleeping porch ointcar line. - 1117 South
Ami.
FOR UKNT Three-roofurnished house
with sleeping porch. HG.oo per month,
water pnld. 622 South Walter.
KENT New three-roocottage furnished. Sleeping porches. 1400. Seata High
Phone 778.
jlre-- t.
City Realty
RIS&1
Modern furiiisli.Hl flui on East
Central car line, convenient lo sttnaior- lutns.
Thagtont (Jo., Third pad 'luld.
i
collage; modern,
glassed porches) University car lines.
pnone isi, mornings, 1Z4 East Central.
FOK RENT Three-roomodern bunsaloi
Uampletely furnished; two porches;
neighborhood. Rail lis South Cedar,
FOR RENT. House In Highlands, four?
ih-room bungnlow. furnljhed: irlaisrd In
sleeping porch; also garage. Call 1207 Bast
.
"entral.
FOR RENT Furnished
four
bungnlow,
rooms and bath with sleeping porch. 11
North Sycamore. Apply 1314 East Copper
or phone 1941-" '
,
POU RENT Modern three-roo-completely furnished house with sleeping porches;
'deal location, im East Central. It. A.
butcher
vVANTEl)
At once an experienced salesThim. Phone 4Sf
29
weight cattle freest sellers;
Butte & Superior
Bef cat- man for generalAlsostara who can Do.speak
n
FOR RENT Furnished
18V4 stock dull; calves steady.
col luge
California Petroleum
not
fluently.
Spanish
bookkeeper.
choice
and
With glaased In sleeping porch; convenient
$16,596)
tle,
prime,
good
..148
Canadian Pacific
apply unless you have had practical ex- to shops; light and water
common
and
tll.75
medium,
er
.14
18.00;
7034
paid,
reCentral Leather
perience and know that you can hold a
monll,. 140C South Arno.
16.50: butcher stock, cows and heifers, sponsible
66
Chesapeake & Ohio
position. Give full particulars In
oanners
and
cutters, 111 si letter as to experience, and ealary
OeDsnraL,
41tt $7. 85A14.GO;
Chicago, Mil. & St.
'feeders', wanted. Address Bond-SargeCo., Jrants, FOR RENT eVur-ron414 $6.857.85; stopkers and
Chino Copper
fiouse with canvuss
ff
0.40
$1
choice
18.00;
47
and
fancv,
good
Iron
&
Colorado Fuel
.,,v, a ui,H.-H- e iroin i.enirai
Ave. Phone lliil.
Common attd , medium, $8.00010.40:
,
Female.
Crucible Steel
veal calves,, good and choice, $18.2S
t
.iR RENT
Cuba Cane Sugar
house, rurnished or
.A.vrKl lllrl for general housework. 411,
'
17.00.
fI!.i H
15
unfurnished, cloee In, Nowly pnpered and
"'est Coal.
Erie . ..;
Hoas-Reoeipts
.
Market
.w.me...
21,000.
nwwr
2V4
i.o.
t'none 77S.
iny'I'he
Great Northern Ore Ctfs
WANTED Competent
saleswoman.
FOR RENT
8H14 steady, to strong,, hest time of Wedneshouse, 9 rooms upGreat Northern pfd
Economist;
Bulk of sales, $16.45ffl)17.00;
stairs, I rooms down etalrs, nicely furn-'shefT
day.
Woman to work In kitchen; colInspiration Copper
suitable for two parties. No children.
00:
butchers.
packing, WANTED
101
$.1$.6617.
ored preferred. 184 South Edith.
Int. Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs
24 or call lit .West Gold.
Phone
1 11,65
W1T.00:
14.00
$
$16.75
light.
. .. 38"4
WOMAN
Kennecott Copper
so Boole.
house
For
,
work;
general
roiip-h'H5.50 16,00; pigs, $16.00
98
Mexican Petroleum
Ing. Address Bos 12, Albuquerque.
FOR
SALL Livestock.
29
Miami. Copper
WAiVTKD
Experienced cook, family of two.
i Sheep
Bheep-wRecel- pts
,
23-V; 20,000.
Missouri Pacific
1424 Bant Sliver. Phone 177.
OR SALE Jersey milch cow Phone 28.
Apply
'SOc
25c
lamha
.to
65
.very slow,
steady;
Montana Power
liiirei get a
or wotrian for general house FOR SALE Some Tine
73
lower,! than, the : best time of Wednes- WAN'TEDrOIrl
New York Central
pair and raise 'your owH meat, r if Wist
work, Call after 10 . m. 66 N'nrth Third.
..
j.
day...
Fruit.
Northern Paclflo
iVANTBrC-HousekeeneM.
N.
for
Santa
Fe,
43
Pennsylvania
Small family. Inquire 814 North Eleventh. FOR SALE Seven head good milch ows,
'
4H
Kmism City Livestock. - n
;Ray Consolidated Copper
..cheap. W. J. Haynle, five miles southwest
Stenography, BookkeeplngT
of town on Nearson's ranch.
Kansas City, July 5. Cattle Re- TELEC1HAPHT,
Reading
Board, room and tuition may be earned
Market
Prime
UK ceipts 3,000.
strong.
Republic Iron & Steel
Mackay Business Colleges, Los Angeles and FOR SALE flood driving or work horse
8'
also splendid riding horse. Itln Qrande
fed steers , .$.12. 75 lS.lJfl;. rows. $7.00 Fresno.
Southern Pacific
'
Industrial School. Phone 2406-F28
.
stockers
.
.
$9.00
15.00;
heifers,
13.60;
Southern Railway
'
161 'i and feeders,
WANTED SaUsmen.
$8.50
SALE Extra fine, young pedigreed
16.40; calves,
(TOR
Texas Company ..
'
121
breeding stock Flemish Giant, New Hea-'tn;
Union Pacific
$8.5015.50v ; , - b '
WANTED An
young. man with
and UufuS Red Belgian Hares. William
Market experience In energetic
12414
U. 8. Industrial Alcohol. . t
Receipts ; 8,600.
Hogs
selling groceries. Address Oestrech. Sr., 24 North
Eleventh Street,
.
108 14 higher. Bulk,
heavy, "Wholesale" care Journal.
United States Steel
t
i.
N.
.
Albuquerquef,
83 , $16.70il6.85;
Ught, , $316.50 fS 16.7 5;
Utah Copper
v.
pigs, $M.25 16.50.
BHADSTIIEET'8
HEVIEW.
PASTURAGE.
t,000. ' Market . New York,
.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE;
Sheep Receipts
July 6 Bradstreet's to- ror? 'K&ttXt&l- yearLambs. $S.60D17.00;
steady.
Will say: '
morrow
limits, 11. it per
mouth
la advanoe.
Chicago, July 6. Oats took the lead lings, $14.00(Ri 17.00: wethers, $12.00
I
"With the country at war, summer Phone
JI7I-i
to W
ewes,

1,

THIRD

9IA

South.

'

i.THAZTON

LOANS.
,

'

Ten acre ranch, convenient to City,
with fine orchard and 5 acres alfalfa
for City property. Owner cannot look
after the farm. What have you to offer; around $2,500 or less.

MAETEN CO.

Phona 1S(.

In-sl-

Ird

f

1

Ksattjimw

Vfor excmge

REAL ESTATI5, FIRE INSURANCE,

-

.

J

'

'

"

MMCE

...

;
Cotton futures $2,000.
2
frame, modern,
film.Jl.v. $27.25; Oct., Bleeping 'porches,
completely furDec. $24.25; Jan., $24.15;
nished, suitable , for 2 families,
$23.68.
rents for $3U.00S pet month; Jrd
ward,
"
NEW YORK MONEY.
$2,609.
frame, bath etc.,
sleeping porch, tine shad trees, ceNow York, July 6. Mercantile pa
ment biock garage, good barn;
per cent;
per, four nnd six months.
furnished; 4th. ward.
60 day bills, 4.72't per cent; $2,300.
shingle bungalow,
HOUR sterling
IN
,
on
banks
commercial 60 day bills
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
00 day
4.72 ner cent; commercial
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch,
bills, 4.7194 Ter cent; demand, 4.563
,
garage; 4lh. ward,
per cent.
per cent; cables, 4.76
$2,600.
stuccoed bungalow In
Bar silver,
University Heights, modern,
77c.
Market Lags Along Most, of Mexican dollars,
Government bonds, easy.
$2.600
adobe, pebble dashed,
the Day, but Takes a 0ig Railroad bonds, firm.
modern, lot 75x142, oement walka.
Timeloans Steady. Sixty days, $l,700r
d
brick, city water.
per cent; 90 days, 6V4M5v4
Spurt Toward the Close; U. 514 5 six
new
eleotrlo
toilet.,
lights,
6
5
cent.
per
months,
per cent;
floors, newly papered and painted;
S. Steel Is Among' Leaders'.
Call money Strong.
High, 6 per
neat1 shops; easy terms.
per cent; ruling rate, C
cent; low,
5
per cent;
:
per .cent; Oclosing bid, lRBt
6
v
A.
loan,
per
offered at per tent;
'V MOHNINC JOUNL Oe.CI.I. ISASIO ITOII
,..
,
d
of cent. "
New York. July 5.
Heal Batata, Insuranoa, Loaaa
111 SouU Fourth
llptit
today'
trading in stocks ocNEW YORK METAIj,
curred- In the final hour. Tho movement tended steadily upward from
New York, July B. Lend Firm.
the opening with maximums at the
LOST.
c
end.
Spot, ?8.05.
A Waieiinun
fountain pen Tvltliut
... United States Steel and Independent
Spelter Quiet. East St. Louis de- LOST
office t
tap. Return to .Superintendent's
Issues of that division furnished the livery, spot $8.50fi)8.70.
Hifrh school, or phone 154-J- .
gTeater proportion of the day's operLOST
Fountain pen In highlands twtween
CIIICAOO PRODVCE. ation although oils, motors, tobaccos
South llrnadway and Arno. Finder return
and minor war contract Issues denott t,' Stewart 612 Kouth Arno and set
ed further pool activity.
.
Chicago. July; 5. Butter Market
'
Metals contrihuted moderately but unchanged.
k
Marcases.
retained much of their
Eggs Receipts 11,697
HELP WANTED.
f
ket unchanged.
gains.
Investment rails were again relePotatoes Lower. Old receipts 5
Male,
gated to the background, Reading as oars; Wisconsin, Michigan and MinneI lC jtm AnKeles
V. M. (.'. A. Autu .Sihool,
usual proving the only exception.
sota bulk, $1.65 djv 1.75; same, sacks, VsltJ
Train
for
service.
States Steel, which $1.76 1.90. New recelptB 90 cars;
With United
WANTEU
Machinist, Alliutuero,iui Founwere Bethle- Arkansas,' Mississippi and Louisiana
made a net gain of
dry & Machine Works.
hem and Crucible Steels at extreme sacked Triumphs, $2.20!2.60; Louis-an- a
.,
Tor
ANTED
SiiiKle man
milk ruule
to
two
barpoints,
while. $2.002.
gainB of one and a half
Matthew's Dairy. Phono t!0.
and Railway Steel Springs and Mo- rels, $5.25$6.60.
WANTED A boy for yard wut'K. Apply u
tors and their subsidiaries at advances
Poultry Alive, unsettled. Fowls,
Mrs.- - Isaac Hnrth.
zt North sixth:
of the same extent. Sales amounted 28V4o; springs, 33 38c.
WA.StiCO
A milker;
s, farm hand. A p.
to 290.000 shares.
North Fourth,
Inclined to
piy t)senien s Dairy,
were
Liberty Issues
r.
CITY
PRODUCE;
KANSAS
WAST8D Young man tit drive laundry
shade, but the general list was firmer,
and
cleaning delivery car at Denting,
though without feature. Total sales
Kansas City, July 5. Butter-Cream- ery, N. M. dry
Wagea' lit.uo per weelt.: Apply 211
(par value) aggregated $3,550,000.
firsts, 3814c; seconds, West Silver.
40c;
unwere
bonds
Old United States
87 14c; packing, 82 o.
WANTED Carpenters t'i.K to (3
day.
changed on call.
Laborer. 12 f.O In tH ftU nee ilnv ill lih,.,.
Eggs Firsts. 3514c; seconds, 30o.
Closing prices:
roosters, ers for Oklahoma at once. Employment 110
Hens,
24c;
Poultry
71
American Beet Sugar
Botitn Third, rnone 364.
35c.
18 lie;, broilers, 30
45
American Can
GOVERNMENT NEEDS SU.0U0 CI.EnKS at
80
&
American Smelting
Refining. "
'
Washington. Examination everywhere In
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
.
American Tel. & Tel
July. Experience unnecessary. Men. and women desiring government pusltlone t write
204
American Zinc
"
Chicago Livestock.
for free particulars to J. C. Leonard, (form68
Anaconda Copper
lois Kenols
84
Chicago, July 6. Cattle Receipts er Civil Service Examiner,)
Atchison
64
6,000. Steers generally steady; strong Bldg., Washington.
Baltimore & Ohio

ft5
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AlBuqiierque

"entrsl.

FOR

i
REN

ATCHISON, TtU'KKA

Mvcn4in4KUB.

and Riga to Jeaaea Bprtatai eheaf
rats
Oarela. 1M K.wth Arno.
FOR RENT Gentle driving horse and pug-g11.00 for
hours. Phone 14-J- . I .
FOR REN'T Kimball pluno, (4 ntonthly
,
Phone 100.

HORSES

...

No.
Class.
1. The Scout

I. California

7. rargo e ast
4. Tk
Navajo

Ing 1300 peunds, In good condition. Pyny.
FOR SALE Oood lot In tha Highland with
house on rear of
Ruggy. Two sets of barheee. one- heavy.
barn and four-rooTwo buggy poles, one hesrvy. One saddle.
to boild new House In front. Guud
On cart. Sit North
oa ear Una, Ptrune lan-J- .

7:10 pm,
am.
..11:44 am. t:Itpra,
11:1 am.
...l:4am,
1:1 aas.
:4 aaa

401. Kl Paso Bxprea
407. El Paso Eipresa

...

10. The Scout
4. The Natale
4. California Llrettsd,

,.

--

8a4.

1'

taata Fe Bight...';

414, 'insaMs

Hi. Kmm

n
0

KAIL- -.

ArtlTee , tteliartav- -

.

..........

Limited

......

EaUU.

FK

84YNTA

WA1CU,

ii.

'

T:tlaia,
It pee,

4: pea.
4:44 pen.

14:11
11:41

1

aa.
:pwa.
psss,
:H

7:

l:t

pea.

aad Cfcsta, tlH tmi
4U VM414l4k IM Wk

4

I
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Albuquerque Morning Journal,

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
318 WEST CENTRAL

AVE.

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners
ABSOLUTELY

GUARANTEED.
ALBCQtTERQUE,

'

As A

HAY FEVER
Ita alleviation and cure, by my
combined treatments of Osteopathy, Medicine and Fii ger Surgery.
C. H. CONNER, M. D. V, O.
Office Stern Building
Phones OfrU 655. Residence, S3S

a
much fruit a
Large Hwrrt
lerrlr f'ir
ala at price, you can well afford to
buy at. Write nr caH at

I'hon

LASALLE RANCH
Hed--

N. M.

WANTED

t

i
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HERE WE COME
With the first 10c Peaches of the season, medium size,
n
cling peaches, lb., 10c; new cooking apples,
5 lbs., 25c; new eating apples, 3 lbs., 25c; wax and
green beans, lb., 15c; vegetables in general.
Tournade's Kitchen Bouquet is unequalled for flavoring and browning gravies, stews, soups, etc.
One more day that good, fresh churned, butter at
45c
only, lb
home-grow-

V. S. Food Mcensc

STOKE

WARD S

815 Marble Avenue.

Phones

No. t! 1701 6.
--

Coal and South Walter.

Phone

J

579

T YRIC

THEATER
LAST TIME TODAY

BERT LYTELL in
"The Trail to Yesterday"
METRO FEATURE IN SIX REELS

ALSO A GOOD COMEDY REEL
Home dressed clilckon, mutton, pork, iMH'f, calvca' liver,
veal loaf, Kold bund sausage,
boiled hum,
Green and wax beans, encumbers. Hummer tuiuuxli, lettuce,
radishes, young onions, mangoes, green chill, cauliflower,
melons, applets, plums, arlcots,
'

cherries,
pearlies,
grape fruit.

i

oranges,

Matteuccl, Palladino&Co.

f

GROCERIES AND MEATS
001 W. TIJerus. Phones
6
405-40-

Strong Brothers i
Undertakers

PROMPT SERVICE. PHONE
75.
STRONG BLK., COPPER

X

AND SECOND.

LOCAL ITEMS
Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafn.
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Phone 273.
Mrs. W. W. Crawford. 620 South
Edith street, is 111.
Judge R. H. Hanna of Santa Fe ar-

rived in Albuquerque lust nltfht.
- The Girl Scouts will meet at the
armory at 3:30 o'clock this afternoon.
Judge W. C. Heacock has returned
from a
stay In Jeniez
Springs.
Born July 4 to Mr. and Mrs. Carlos
Rivera, 602 South Third street, a

.

s'

daughter.
John Tombs, who has been cast for
the last six weeks, is expected to return home today.
The G. K. Warren post, G. A. ill
meet at 8 o'clock tonight at 108
South Third street.
Mrs. James Campbell and daughter,
Ellen Campbell, will leave today to
visit friends and relutives in Katon
and Pueblo for a week or ten duys.
Louis Gerpheide, who. was in the
employ of the Harvey service at El
Paso for several months, has been
transferred to the Harvey news stand
here.
Walter Hernandez reported to the
police yesterday morning that his automobile has been stolen from the
curb near the university campus,
where he left it parked Thursday
night
Knight Templars are requested to
meet at the asylum of Pilgrim
this afternoon at 2 o'clock
for the purpose of attending the funeral of P. J. Johnson. A full attend- -

city late Thursday night. While Albu
querque hud a good rnin that night,
Mr. Meade says the valley from Bernalillo to Alameda was the scene of
a terrific downpour.
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Schaldach, newspaper specialists, passed through the
city yesterday from El Paso, Tex., to
Pueblo, Colo. Mr. Schaldach wag a
caller at this office yesterday morning
and reported good rains all along the
route from El Paso to this city.
Five meiy enlisted in the army at
the local recruiting station yesterday.
They are: Ray L. Trauth, signal corps;
Vldel Sanchez,
cavalry; Carol W.
Myers, signal corps; Joseph O. French,
coast artillery; John T. Marshall, field
artillery. The five left for El Paso
last night.
Two young negroes, Abraham Ramsey and Arswell Tyler, were arrested
here yesterday on information from
La Junta. N. M., to the effect that
they are wanted by the police there
on a lelony warrant. They are held
In the city jail pending the arrival of
officers from La Junta.
Sergeant Jacob Tyne. In oharge of
kthe army recruiting station, and Pri
vate George Kertye, who has been
transferred here for reculting duty,
will leave today or tomorrow on a recruiting trip. They will visit Indian
villages in an effort to stimulate enlistment among the Indian population.
Jimmy Hill, who is badly afflicted
with rheumatism, has returned to the
city after spending several weeks at
the Suluhur hot springs, twelve miles
northwest of Jemez springs, where he
took the mud baths and received
some benefits. Hill says trout fishing
is excellent on the Cebolla and there
are quite a number of enmners on
the little stream and at the Sulphurs.
Dr. F. A. Butt, Sr., interested in the
Butt Drug company, yesterday received advices from Washington, D.
C, that he had been listed as a
man" and had been appointed special enrolling agent for the
Dr.
United States shipping board.
Butt is to get busy at noce, and as the
government is In need of recruits for
the merchant
marine, young men
between the ages of 21 and 30 are
invited to enroll their names with
him.
E. C. Smith of Clovis, Santa Fe
brakeman, who was charged with violating the espionage act, pleaded not
guilty before United States Commissioner Dennis F. McDonald yesterday
morning. Although he was held to
await action of the grand Jury United
States District Attorney Summers
Burkhart said he would dismiss the
charge if Smith, who 'inIs Inthedeferred
army.
classification, enlisted
Smith expressed this desire when
Accompanied by Deputy Uni
ted States Marshall H. A. Murphy he
no
lef' last night for Clovis wnere
will try to be inducted Into he army
through the draft board there.
ar

BE ALERT!

Eu-cev- io

AUniuerque.

DEATHSAND FUNERALS
Donacnno Coeco.
Donacano Rocco, 30 years old, died
at his home on South Second street
yesterday morning. The body was removed to the undertaking rooms of
Fred Crollott. Funeral arrangements
have not been copleted.

thThaVshop
,

Bryant's Delivery

FOR QUICK SERVICE
22 West Copper.
Phone 501.

neglect.

W. ft. A.
ARMIJO'S TAXI LINE
Two large ran at your service, day
and night Cheap rates by the hour.

ht

PHONE

414.

On sale by leading
grocers the
morning after tliey are laid; 65c.
-

Orders taken tor service flag.
Women of American Army. US West

.

Gold Avenue.

B. M. WILLIAMS

Room

FRED K. ELLIS,

Grlmshaw's

MAN TO MAN

210 SOCTH SIXTH STREET

WILLIAM
FARNUrvf
IN-

com-iiltte- e,

NnTmi.w.
TV.

8.

HENRY'S

DELIVERY

Voar baicgam) troubles.

NOTICE

Phone

$1
suitIFcleaned,
Four suits
$1.25.

pressed

Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning
' l"llver. Phone
0.

Co.

Overland Country Club model
lit

good

Price

condition.

IX SEVEN PARTS
on Ralph Connor's
Novel "The, Doctor"
Staccil by Frank Lloyd
STANDARD PICTl'ltES

IluM'il

CANDY STORE
will close at 6:30 p.
m., during July, Au-

gust and September.
Open Saturday
nights until 11.

for tpiick sale. See car
at Phillips Guragc.
rlKht

USED CAR, SALE

To Replace That Broken Window
Glass.
LUMBER CO.
ALBUQUERQUE
Phone 431.
423 N. Flrnt,

"TOTO" in "CLEOPATRAn
IN TWO PARTS

21

ALONSO

B THEATER

6)

6

passenger

$000

,

HIGHEST CLASS
IN EVERY WAY

TODAY ONLY

One Siudebaker Six,
senger
,$850
AMONG
MANY BARGAINS
THE ABOVE. CALL AND
LOOK THEM OVER

& PUTNJCK
TAILORS
Putts madeto, order for ladles anil

FitttnirVMSil
workmanship cuar-anteePrU'fi.
reasonable, ('leaning-presslns and repairing. .V. T. Armljo

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

i

Central.

Phone

710.

513-51-

5

W. Central.

"The Lion's Claws"

THE COURAGE

Mildred Havens

-

AND THE WOMAN"

EPISODE ELEVEN

"Six Shooter
Justice"
THREE

;

PART!?

;

""Kicked in the Kitchen""
COMEDY

TODAY AND

IDEAL THEATER TOMORROW
Special

Production

The family Shoe

Store

Tlio World's EamoiiM Brltlslt
I tea uly In

"VERA, THE
MEDIUM"

This House of Good Shoes provides Footwear to meet
the special requirements of every member of 'the family I
We are ready to serve our trade with high or low
cut Shoes made from all the good leathers or cloth and
in all the correct styles.

From the Novel by Richard
HardiilK Davis. A Story of the
"Lure, of Woman and the Folly
of Man."
j

Also a "Happy Hooligan"

Cartoon

For Men
Shoes of dull, bright or tan leathers; button lace or
Blucher's, Conservative or swagger styles. Oxfords in
black, white or the new brown leathers.
$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00, $6.00 and up

ADMISSION
Re
Day. Children
1'V
Adults, Matinee
15c
Evening
(Including: War Tax)
Tlino of Shows 1:30. 8:15,
5M), 7:00, 8:30, !0;00.
All

2

.

r

it
KITTY (SpROON

gW. VPM THEMEDIUti

For Women
Shoes of dull, bright or tan leathers, comas or poplins.
Oxfords, Ties, pumps, or Slippers. Black, white, tan,
brown, gray or champagne. All the new toe shapes and
heels.
,
$3.00, $4.00, $5.00, $6.00, $7.50 and up

Skinner's Grocery
Large Apricots, Peaches, Plums, Cherries

For Boys' and Girls'

We have contracted for a good, supply of
v
Pie Cherries and Currants

Splendid School Shoes, dainty Dress Shoes, Pumps
and Sandals. We have nature shaped shoes for growing
- v
feet. ..
From $1.50 up, according to size and quality.

'.'

-

'

Native Green Beans, Celery, Tomatoes
Chase & Sanborn's Teas and Coffees
Try Their Orange Pekoe Tea for Icing

United
Gallup
Cerrtlioa

p.
Livery and saddle nomea. Trimble's
Red Bajrn.
,.',"

tump

&

i.

'i

1- -J

South First. Phone 221.

Oo
tlahn C3oal
tl
,

--

;bittner7Iw3se rooms
S10

.

,

A Full Line of Jars and Glasses for Canning

M

needed.

Hftwktna, Skinner. CfMUMpM. "'On
and San doe? Market; Mo doion.

,

:

Red Cross club. You are
j

Only

KITTY GORDON

.

GENTRY'S EGGS J,

r

OF

THE COMMONPLACE

"VENGEANCE

WALCAMP, TWO PARTS

and S. Whiting BoOdlngl
Phone No. M.
Corner Second and Gold.

JoiiTTheftTw"o-Bit-

-

PERFECTION PRESENTS

CO.

D

CRYSTAL 5CE NTS
MARIE

1:00, 2:45, 4:30, B:15, 8:00, 0:45 P. M.

,'
$950
passenger
One Buick Touring (Light

--

Second and

--

7-

K0BIELA

Building, corner
I'hona c:5.

....

TIME OP THE SHOWS

$150

Overland
Touring,
, . . $275
passenger
One Overland Roadster. ,. .$150
One Buick
Touring,

WEST CENTRAL
831 W.

Phone

DON'T MISS IT

NO RAISE IN PRICE
Admission
Adults, 15c; Children, 10c
Admission.
.Adults, 10c; Children, 5c

the List You Slay
Find Just What You Want.
One Oakland Touring,
G

MARRON

THAN EVER.

HI :TTi:R

Look Over

One

DR.

WILLIAM 'FARNVM
PIREaiON WIUIAM FOX

ALSO PATHE PRESENTS THE GREATEST COMEDIAN

EVENING
MATINEE

Let Us Send a Man

-

"The Heart
of a Lion"

short age FEE'S

W. 8. B.
Join the Two-h- it
club.

00,

to sugar

Owing

1

.

.

Fifteen young men for
buglers for Railway
Regi'
ment. Apply -

or Mrs. II, 11. Ferguson, or by pbouing
the chairman of the Membership

TELL

in the

The pinner ami his victim
meet. The result is a slrujritle
lo the (le:ith a i!rllel, a terrific, a Wlllli.ni Parniim strug-

.

SPRINGER

1:

a Co..

Store, O. A. Matson

t

WILLIAM FOX Presents

'

CITY ELECTRIC SH0E SHOP
PHONE 607
f
CALL
DELIVERY
AND
FREE
BATCH' OLD STAND
..
w. h. n.

'

.

.

,

r

EXTRAORDINARY

The Most Beloved Slar of Motion Pictures Reappear
Greatest Photo Event of the Season

i

All lovers of motion pictures
know what that means.

WANTED.
.

Persona who wish to renew or take
out memberships n the Kcd Cross
an do so by railing at Strong's Book

;

alvIradV eggs.

.

'"HOUSE OF HIGH CLASS PICTURES AND MUSIC

Shop Chocolates

GRIMSHAW'S

I IVaJ

LAST TIME TODAY

gle.

Will pay 'cash for Ford Truck
with lop. Must be cheap.
It. If. WOODS.
'
813 W, Roinu.

"

hospital Red Cross dues. This is
a duty you should not

dies

Chocolate

WANTED

w

8. 8
"Two-Bit-

r j
mover usnuy

Ir

1

Second and Central
"Grlroshaw Wants to See Ton"

,

Offers a lot of flowers worth up to
$1.50, choice 10 cents a bunch. Mrs.
L. H. Chamberlln, 109 South Fourth
street.

Pay your

nce is desired.
in
Members of the D. A. II. who wish
to help the chapter knit for the mn
ITniou C Pnnnnl S.1 "OflfS old. &
on the battleship New Mexico may obtain wool by culling at the home of locomotive fireman, diedFeat 8 ocolck
last night at the Santa
hospital as
- Mrs. C. W. Potter, 207 North
received at 3
a KABnit nt
tnliiriM
teenth street.
of June 3,
Solomon Tafoya, a member of the o'clock on the afternoon
when trains No. z ana 7 coinaea
quartermaster corps of the army at headon
seventy-eigat Ocomlta,
Fort Douglas, Arizona, is home on a
west of Albuquerque.
ten days' furlough to v(Hit his parents. miles
with th four other in
rnnnn,.a
was
examined
at Fort Douglas
Tafoya
was brought to
jured In the wreck,wnere
and found fit for overseas service.
nis len leg
here,
J. A. Root, formerly of Albuquer-- , the hospital
ninnmul hv thn nttAnrilnir nhvsl- que but now of Kinsman. O., is recov-- .
doubtremained
condition
His
clan.
ering from serious Injuries received ful until recently when blood poison
some time ago when he was in an
wnnou. .
rapiaiy
autombile accident, according to ln ing set in ana newas
oorn in nunm.u,
Mr. Connors
formation received here yesterday.
to Albuquerque
came
Joseph DiiBols, formerly with the N. Y. He
a member
First New Mexico national guard, has twelve years ago.' He ofwas Locomotive
Just received a discharge from the of the Brotherhood
the Elks
144th machine pun battalion at Camp Firemen and Engineers,
of
He left Albuquerque last lodge here, and the K. C lodge
Kearney.
'
'
night for Fort Sumner, N. M., for Gallup.
CTol-lott
The body was removed to the
treatment.
where it will
rooms,
undertaking
of
communication
Temple
Special
from l to s ociock m
Lodge No. 6, A. F. and A. M., will be lie irf state It
will be sent to Gallup
held this afternoon at 2 o'clock for the afternoon.
Mrs. Margaret Young mil
purpose of attending the funeral of for burial. the
remains,
P. J. Johnson. A full attendance Is accompany
desired. Visiting Masons are espe- -'
THE HAT SHOP daily invited.
Russell F. Mead, who spent the
300 yards of ribbons, Nos.
Offers
Fourth in Santa Fe, returned to the 100
.
to 150, worth 75 cents a yard, at
10 cents a yard. Mrs. U H. Chamber-lin- ,
'
109 South Fourth street.
v
w. 8. a.
Rod
Don't neglect Uie Two-Bit- "
rM Club. , Join tnxlaf.

HAULS ANYTHING

J

The following have been ordered to
of the local board
report to the office once:
at Albuquerque at
Elfido Gutierrez, A. E. Moon, Sarlo
Armljo, Juan Chavez, James Whitfield,
Process Torres, Charles Mandell BenVtrginio
jamin, Paul Lynn Menaul,
H. Lucero, Alphonao P. Buca, Antonio
L. Candelarlo, Justo Apodaca, Howard
T. Hord, Giovanni
Bertozzi, Tomas
Silva, Omar Bruce Emerson, WilliB
W. Lee, Frank Baca, Jose de la Luz
Zamora, Manuel Montoya y Garcia,
Robert Russell Downs, Angel Kamora,
Emiterla Jaramiceo, Ramon Salas,
Jose Villanueva, Ma. Jose Sanchez,
Lawrence L. Selvo, John p'Laughlin,
Frank Luna, Vicente Baca, Carmel
Martinez, Ellseo Baca, Experldlon
Guevara.
The following have failed to file
their questionnaires, as required by
the regulations, and the police ara now
looking for them:
Santiago Garcia, 1214 North High
street: Melquiudes Aragon, ltil.'l South
Third street; Leo Anthony Culkin, Oswego, N. Y.; Ruben Francis Coffeey,
217 Railroad avenue, Las Vegas, N.
M.; Tom Jefferson Lloyd, Chtlili. N.
M.; Ramon Garcia, Armljo, N. M.',
Teodoslo Sanchez, Armijo, N. M.;
Sulas, Armijo, N. M.
LOCAL BOARD,

i

D- -.i
Tk. nwi

gpnta.

r

firemaFwho was
injured in wreck

Experienced man to take charge
of cotton goods and linen depurt
nient In city. Apply Poslofllce Box
4 ,
209, City.

-

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROBERT JONES

HOMER H. WARD

All stores operated In Colorado and
New Mexico by the Herzstlne company,
dealers In feed anc! grains, will close
at midnight, July 9, according to an
order issued by Herbert Hoover and
announced yesterday by the local food
administration. The reason for the
order, as announced- by the food administration, is a violation of the rulings of the administration on the sale
and handling of pinto beans.
The order was issued as a result of
a hearing held by the local administrator and U. P. Barnes, head of the
enforcement bureau of the administration In New Mexico. Following the
hearing, which was held last wek,
Mr. Barnes recommended the suspension of business by the firm.. The
state administrator, however, asked
that the officials In Washington annul all licenses of the company. No- tico that this had been done was re
ceived here yesterday and a telegram
from Sheriff Ray Sutton of Union
the notice had
county reported that
Vtn m (inn f0 m PTlt X1"
hnr.11 haMioI
nn
the Clayton store. The notice on the
Estancia store will be served
administrator
The Colorado
today.
also has received orders to the effect
that the store at Greeley, Colo., will
observe the same ruling.
In order for the firm to resume
business It will be necessary for the
management to place before the officials at Washington evidence of their
Intended good faith in the future and
of the licenses
to obtain a
under which the stores are operated.
The penalty for continuing business
without the licenses is a fine of $5,000
Of two years in the state penitentiary.
According to the reported findings
of Mr. Barnes the company engaged
in unfair practices and' seven counts
are placed against them. The alleged
unfair practices consist of:
1.
In buying beans in 4he dirt from
farmers at an arbitrary basis presumed to be the same as a basis Of 8
cents for rerleaned beans, which is the
basis set by the government.
2.
Failure of the principal house
and the concern at Estancia to make
as required.
monthly reports 140.000
pounds of
3. Reporting
beans at Clayton when it wait
admitted that the concern had hanof
recleaned
dled 600,000 pounds
beans, excess above the report.
Submission of "trick" samples.
4.
5.
Misrepresentation of quality of
products.
fl.
The sale privately, without reof beans which had been
jected by the Government as below
standard.
government
7. Attempt to evade
control of the pinto bean situation.

(Q

ANNOUNCEMENT

HEADS

FROM

N. M.

War Saving Medium

and preerv

U

iK.Mlbln. ,

CLOS E OB! ORDER

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
PRONE SIS.

1

T

.f...
Coka,

.

Ifllt

PHONE

,

mow
,

'
"'
ALL SIZES; STEAM OOAti.'" I
Wood, FMtonf Wood, Cord Woodi Natlva KladUng, Wma,

AKTIIRACrTK,

States Food Administration License No.

J. A. SM:

